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INTRODUCTION 
This Technical Reference contains the rangeland inventory and 1ll0iliIOring tcchniljue5 
historically used in the Bureau since formation of the Grazing Service. II docs not include 
local or regional techniques. Where manuals could not be located, the best available docu-
mentation was used. 
Every effort has been made to accurately transcribe the original manuals. Editing was limited 
to the introductory Editor's Notes in Sections I - XII to preserve the original wording inlact. 
However, Sections X/II - XVI were edited for style and grammar; Ihese sections have been 
rewritten for clarity. so there was no need to be concerned about preserving an original 
manuscript. 
This technical reference is designed to be a reference document. It is not intended as an 
endorsement of these methods as Bureau-approyed procedures. 
Many existing case files (allotment and operator files) and district files contain resource 
information gathered using procedures that are no longer approved methods. Some of this 
data is still being used to determine the grazing preference on public land and the carrying 
capacity on nonfederallands. The procedures employed by some of these ~ethods arc now 
obscure. Since this resource information is still being used. this document will help to 
explain how the data was collected. It also provides instructions on how to collect data for 
future comparison . 
Historical inventory and monitoring data are often useful for making long-term analyses of 
trends and ecological change. Although some historical techniques may be considered to be 
technically inadequate. the data may be useful in making general interpretations. Knowledge 
of the intent or purpose of historical methods aids in understanding why previous range 
managers managed the range the way they did. and in determining if certain reports. e.g .• 
range condition, can be compared to the concepts and reports used today. 
It is very important for future reference that any old monitoring and inventory data not be 
disposed of. 
If a description in this document does not accurately portray a historical technique. comments 
and supporting documentation should be sent to the Service Center (SC-21O) . 
• 
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I. RANGE SURVEY 
£</itor's NOIe: The Ratl!?e Sun'l'Y pmcedures w£,re Irwu('riheti from III(' origillClllt!XI frum 
lite Inrl'r-a!?(!ncy Ranxe Survey Cummittee. The ullly dW/I!?es illl'o/lletillte lexl formal. 
Tlte fli/{owillX narrative reflecls a wriling .f/yll! and choice of IU/lgllag£' different from many IIf 
today ·.f commonly accepled slandards. Til pre.rerve Ihe inteRrily IIf Ih(' oriRillal uuculIJelJl. 
Ihe wording has been left untouched. 
INSTRUc.TIONS 
FOR 
RANGE SURVEYS 
As ronnulated by the Inter-agency Range Survey 
Committee 
and adopted by the 
Western Range Survey Conference 
April 34, 1937 
Approved: 
John Collier 
Commissioner. Bureau of Indian Affairs 
F. R. Carpenter 
Director. Division of Grazing 
L.c. Gray 
Assistant Administrator 
Resettlement Administration 
H.H. Bennett 
Chief. Soil Conservation Service 
F.A. Silcox 
Chief. U.S. Forest Service 
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INTERAGENCY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RANGE SURVEYS 
A. Foreword 
The purpose or these instructio", is to outline the present pulicy ror the conducl or range 
sun'cys, and to standardize the methods used to the extent necessary to obtain the desired 
accuracy and unirormity in results. 
Former iD5lrUCtions are herein revised to include modem procedure and acceptable new 
methods that have proved desirable and generally satisractory. Promising new field practices 
an: described in detail. 
1lIc instructiOM provide for the continued use of the reconnaissance method with ntinor 
changes. but also describe the so-called "squan:-root density or point observation plot" 
method of determining density and composition, fully recognizing it as an acceptable and 
optional variation of the reconnaissance method. 
Recognition of the square-foot density method for determining density necessitares a few 
other changes in procedure since that method measures density 10 as nearly as possible true 
ground cover whereas the reconnaissance method in actual practice results in much higher 
density estimates. 
It may be generally assumed that these differences in density estimates are later compensated 
in fmaJ grazing capacity detenninations by the use or proportionately different rorage acre 
requirement standards. For this and similar reasons it becomes desirable in ruture projects 10 
drop the "Corage acre" as a common unit of measure, except as it is used in computation, and 
to summarize project results directly in tenos or grazing capacity in ruture tabulations and 
graphic presentations. 
It is recognized that each agency may wish to issue supplementary written instructions to its 
field officers. booed upon the principles herein outlined. regarding methods not lending 
thel11Selvc:s to standardization or requiring the collection of specific data, not provided for in 
these iMtructiorL1, in accordance with the unified procedure. 
B. Object 
1bere is an ever present need for the fullest and most accurate, up-to-date infonnation 
practical to secure, in connection with the use and administration of the range and related 
resou.n:es for such purposes as livestock production, watershed protection, game conserva. 
lion, recreation, and other legitimate demands. 1bc closest integration and coordination of 
these uses are essential if serious conflict.! are to be avoided. As the demands for the various 
uses inc:rease conflicts develop, the settlement of which requires accurate infonnation regard. 
ing all the factors involved. It is for the purpose of obtaining these buic facts. analyzing the 
various problems and from them developing a comprehensive plan for managing the rc~ 
sou.rce. the range surveys are conducted. A completed plan of range management should 
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show what the range resource is, its physicaJ condition, its relation to other resources, and 
how it may be best utilized, developed, and improved. 
The coUection of field data and the preparation of management plans, while essential, are of 
no greater importance than the lraining of the men who take part in the work. This activity is 
essentially field laboratory work in range management. It lnvolves every phase of invoicing 
range resources, studying and analyzing problems, working out solutions, and providing for 
the application or thorough·going plans. In view or the recognized need for thoroughly 
trained range technicians and administrators, it is essential that training in the conduct of 
survey projects be stimulated in every way and adequately provided ror. 
C. Responsibility 
The instructions that follow are set up as minimum standards of requirement Each agency 
may issue such additional instructions as they may find necessary in connection with spcciaJ-
ized work or projects, provided, however, that such instructions do not alter the minimum 
requirements herein described or conflict with the principles herein approved. Each agency 
assumes fuU administrative responsibility for the adequacy and accuracy of the results 
obtained. 
D. Preliminary Considerations 
6 
I. I'n!paratJon ror FIeld Work 
Berore the beginning or field work the responsible surveys man will obtain the necessary 
equipment and assemble and review all maps and other available data that will be 
needed. including the rollowing: 
a. Sufficient number or sets ortopographic maps prererably on a scale of2 inches to 
the mile, or aerial contact print.!. Aerial photographic maps arc preferable when 
obtainable. Ir aerial maps cannot be procured and the available base map is not on 
the desired scale, photographic enlugements or reductions may be made. Un~ 
mounted copies may be used by the examiners ror typing in the field. Where maps 
of satisfactory accuracy are not available, accurate field maps on a 1- or 2~inch scale 
must be prepared, either prior to or in connection with the range survey work.. 
Minimum control requirements as described on page 8 must be followed in connec-
tion with the field mapping and typing work. 
b. Status or land. Where covered by G.L.O. surveys. proper township assemblage or 
Land Office surveys for the area to be covered. 
C. Location of known section cornen and of as many a, possible of such cultural 
features as buildings, fences. corrals, roads, trails, driveways, improved water 
developments, telephone lines, etc. , including locations by special sun eys. 
d. Names and class of mnge users. numbers and classes of stock grazed; and allotments 
or unit.! used. 
• 
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e. Table or rorage palatabilily ratings rar each class or slock and .11 import.nl rorage 
plants. expressed in percentages. Agencies working in the same gcneralloca1ities 
should jointly develop and agn:e on !he palatabilily ralings used. 
r. [n connection with the correlation of grazing and other uses of forested lands. the 
rollowing iararmalion and data should also be obtained 10 !he exlenllhal il is 
available: 
(1) Under timber use, !he cul-over lands, lands being CUI, and lands proposed 10 be 
cui wi!hin 5 years, planled areas and proposed plantations, as well as a timber 
Iype map ror field", • ir available. 
(2) "The value of each watershed, as for municipal water supply, irrigation, or 
power; and areas closed to grazing or on which grazing is restricted for the 
purpose or w ..... hed proIection. 
(3) Population estimales or importanl big g.me speeies; approximale range; sea-
sonal use or areas; "",as or inlroduced game; plans ror handling, developing and 
utilizing; houndaries or ",ruges, pn:senl and proposed; and any n:s!rictians on 
grazing 10 provide ror game. In addition carerul noles should be made or !he 
occurrence of smaller fur-bearing animals, upland bird species, etc., and of the 
means by which grazing can be beller corn:l.1e<I wi!h !he managemenl and 
proIection or these rOI1m or wild lire. 
(4) Tbe general =n:ation plans, pobtic camping grounds, summer home siles, .nd 
oIher =n:ational r .. lures which mighl have. bearing on rulure grazing plans. 
(5) On ron:sle<l lands where rue proIection is unusually imponan~ il m.y be 
advisable 10 delermine !he areas or gn:alesl rue hazard, general rue-lrail plan, 
and possibly !he fire-control plan. 
(6) Data regarding any areas used ror experimenlal porposes. 
"The above data will be secured from administrative records or from any other reliable 5OUrcC. 
M mucb or !he data as possible should be eniered on maps ror rererence in !he field. 
Berore !he party goes inlo !he field, !he chier or party should ramiliarize himselr wi!h !he are. 
to be covered. in order that he may be able. upon consultation with his superior officers, Co 
decide upon !he place 10 stan work, !he mule ror covering !he area, !he location or camp siles, 
general conditions, and general ph .... or pn:senl man.gemenl. 
Within practical limi ts the survey should not begin until the season is surficiently 
advanced !h.I!here will be a representative grow!h or rorage on !he ground. Tbe work 
should continue in the fall until grazing or weather conditions prevent accurate chwifi-
cation. 
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3. Control for Range Clas.meation 
a. Ba .. Map •. A reli.ble base m.p is essenti.l. Aerial pholographs or recenl U.S. 
Geological Survey lopographic m.ps are prererable. Timber survey maps or Ihose 
prepared by other organiutions may serve as a base where they confonn to satisfac· 
lOry accuracy standards. 
b. ControL In connection with the accurate mapping of vegetation types, it is neces-
sary 10 have definilely localed poinlS on !he area being covered in order 10 properly 
tie in the work. Every three sections, and preferably every two, should have an 
accurate tie point. If satisfactory Land Office surveys have not been obliterated, 
!hey will serve admirably, provided !hey have been reconciled 10 !he primary control 
and the topographic map. This reconciliation and the establishment of control where 
necessary should be done by personnel fully qualified ror lechnical work or !hal 
nature. The project man responsible will decide upon the adequacy of or additional 
control needed in each case. 
Where mapping or Iyping is done by !riangul.tion, using U.S.G.S. orC.&G.S. primary 
control, it is essential (0 correlate the triangulation control with G.L.O. comers at a frequency 
of one to three comers per township. Approximately nine secondary control points in each 
lownship should be .<curalely loc.led and marked. A minimum or five secondary control 
points per township is considered essential for intensive work. When recent G.L.O. surveys 
are being used for control in mapping and typing, the minimum tie requirement should be one 
comer per section. 
E. Procedure in the Field 
B 
1. GenenoJ Statement 
II is impractic.ble 10 sel up one arbilrary standard 10 which !he field work in every 
project should conform. The general character of information obtained should not vary 
materially 85 between projects - it ;;hould be consistently accurate and reliable, but the 
intensity of the field examination and. the amount or detail in the data may vary accord-
ing 10 !he importance and complexily of !he grazing .nd rel.1ed proble,... The Chief or 
Pony or responsible projecl man will decide when !he proficiency or !he men has 
reached a point that will assure the examination work being eamed on in accordance 
with minimum standards of requirement set up. 
1. SI .... Organization, and Qualilications or Party 
Experience has shown that under national forest conditions a party made up of a chid, 
three or (our temporary or permanent assistants, and one combination cook and camp 
mover constitutes the most efficien~ economical, and practical organization where the 
field work is done intensively. A larger party requires too frequent moving of camp and 
too much camp equipment On the other hand. a crew of less than four field men cannot 
be handled with much less outlay for cook and moving equipment than is required for a 
party of four or five men. When aerial photographic maps are used. whereby the 
detailed Iyping work is m'lerially speeded up in !he field, smaller crews and horseback 
• 
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work may prove more satisfactory. In level or undulating country many agencies Find 
the use of a car saves much valuable time in ltaveling between sampling plots or reach· 
ing advantageous starting points. The! accessibility of the country to be covered, the 
number of qualified men available, etc., should be considered in detennining the size 
and make-up of the crew. 
Individual e .. mi ..... not worlUng under the direction of a chief of party should have 
sufficient b'aining under a qualified man as to cnable them to carry on the cuminalion 
work in oa:onIance with the standards herein provided for. 
3. CIIioI '" I'artJ 
Where projects "'" oonducted on a party basi., the importance of selecting the best 
qualified man available 10 serve as chief of party deJerv .. repeated emphasis. The 
uniformity and quality of the party work often importantly depends upon his judgment 
and lnining ability. The position is looked upoo as important enough to justify using 
men up to the $3200 grade where qualified men in that grade are obtainable. 
The chief of party should be a man of good judgmen~ thoroughly tnined in the technical 
wort. and with considmoble adminisbative e.perience. He must be able to handle and 
direct his men and coopeniIe with local office .. and stockmen. He should be e.peri-
enced in range survey field practices. He will be di=tly responsible for the conduct of 
the work 011 the ground, and will be e.pected to layout the work of the men in the field, 
see that the project plan and field methods an: thoroughly understood and followed by 
the mea, train them to observe and analyze conditions. take measures to secure uniform 
results, e.en:ise discipline, keep the data in proper form so that if nece5S8r)' it may be 
turned over in undentandable shape to a successo<, order supplies wben good business 
so direcu, and maintain a check on e.penditures. He should make a thorough study of 
range conditions, utilization and management oeeds on the area as a whole, in order to 
be IbIe to porticipole in the preparation of a comprehensive management plan at the 
oompletion of the project. At the close of the field season be sbould direct and aid in the 
asaemblage and compilation of all data for the management plan and help prepare the 
final plans for the range uni~ or parts of the unit covered. 
Mea with • nalural inclination toward the wort. with suitable training or experience, and 
with promise of developing so as to assume greater responsibility in the future, will be 
oelecttd for the regular party work or chosen as temporary assistants. Because of the 
slmluous cbonocter of the work, especially when done on foot, men must be in good 
physical conditiou. 
Either technical or non-technical adrniniSbative men already in the agency will be 
encounged to oerve on the party for one or more y..,. where such assignments are 
considered in the best interests of the work and the men. 
By every _ possible the whole party should be given insight into the broader phases 
of the wort. its purpose. and the use of results. This is of utmost importance in arousing 
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a personal interest. which is essentia1 to a high degree of accuracy and efficiency. When 
interested students or other promising field men arc obtained under local emergency 
employment programs for this type of work, the need for greatly increased field and 
office supervision becomes increasingly important and may involve the necessity of 
providing one or more assistants to the chief of party in order to maintain the work 
standards. U any members of the party do not take a proper interest in the work, it is 
advisable that they be replaced by men who will. 
The cook and teamster-p3ckcr fills a position of no mean importance in the field party. 
On him depends to a large .. tent the welfare and morale of the other members of the 
crew. He should be able to do good plain cooking in a saniwy and economical way, be 
willing to serve meals at whatever time the men get into camp, and possess an agreeable 
disposition. He should assume charge and take care of all equipment in camp during the 
absence of the other men. He should koow how to handle ~~ .... and take over the 
responsibility of their care. If conditions justify a separate teamster or packer. he should 
be chosen because of his proficiency in such duties and his familiarity with the region. 
F. Field Methods 
In order thai new men may early in the work gain a definite conception of the use to be made 
of the various data collected, all the steps connected with the field work and the preparation 
of a complete management plan should be covered for a sample unit. For this purpose a 
suitable allotment should be selected as soon as the men become familiar with the mechanics 
of the field work. 
Typing and note-taking in the field will be done ordinarily by each man working individually. 
The chief of party will designate the units or areas to be covered by each e.aminer from each 
camp. 
Legal subdivision or ownership will be used as the unit (or the comlation of notes and type 
descriptions except in cases of large blocks of land under one jurisdiction where the topo-
graphic unit would be more satisfactory. 
In rough country, consideration should always be given 10 the topographic unit in deciding 
the area to be assigned each examiner so that there wilt be no undue crossing of steep can-
yons or high ridges in covcring the area unless the type classifications would suffer through 
the adoption of such a course. 
Typing and Mapping in the Field. The intensity with which types should be e .. mined will 
vary considerably_ The minimum requirement is that the examiner should see enough of each 
type to obtain a reliable eslimate of its density and composilion and to detennine the various 
conditions that would affect the practical u'e of the type. Where previously compiled type 
maps or aerial photos arc used, each day 's work should be so planned that the examiner will 
pass through the largest ponion of each Iype without back-tracking or recrossing the general 
line of travel. 
to 
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Whete lOpOgraphic maps are used. and if the Iypes an: governed. largely by lopog'"phy. Ihe 
types and oIIter data can be localed and mapped with reference 10 lopographic fealures or by 
pacing a sufficient distance From known points (0 make the work reliable. 
Whete the planetable method of mapping is employed types are accuralely mapped by poinl 
intenectioo and the forage estimales are made by going through representative portions of 
each type while travelling belween vantage points or control stations. Each Iype or sub-Iype 
must be eumined but type boundaries are located in connection with the mapping work. 
Very mIlCh the same principle applies 10 the use of ""rial maps or phOlos. Where these are 
used, type and sub-type boundaries will be indicaled by the .. aminer. Care musl be laIcen 
\bat each type and sub-type is satisfactorily e .. mined and given a key number or other 
symbol to provide a ",ferenee from the pholo 10 the wrile·up sheet 
Wbe:re Ibe .. strip" system is used, the examiner will cross the area in a systematic manner by 
composs and pocing from established points. with cbecks on as many points as il is possible 
and procticabJe to make. On areas surveyed by the O.L.O .• section and quarter corners will 
be uocd .. cootrol points. and section lines and cenlers of seclions will generally be followed. 
If thcr~ ~ DO Land OfTtce surveys, or if survey comcn have been largely destroyed. other 
COIdroI points. eilber those localed ex_sly for this purpose or monuments left from earlier 
IOpop1qlbic mopping, will be necessary. The areas should be coven:d on .; basis equivalenl 
to pasinc twice through each section and mapping al leasl 20 chains on each side of the line 
tra--s, with suflicienl offsets 10 obtain the necessary iaformation for all the types, and 
properly mop their boundaries. 
Whete \be types .... large and uniform, crossing the area the equivaieDI of once through each 
KCIion may be sulliciel!t The chief of party or responsible examiner will decide wben a 
buis 0( lea \baa twiee through a section .s sufficienllo maintain the requin:d standards of 
reooIts. In very ruued or barren country, or where the foresl cover is 100 dense 10 permil 
crozinc, \be types .- examination only to the exl<:nl ne<:essaJy 10 be assun:d thaI no usable 
fned .......... overlooked. 
On special projects ~uiring grealer or lesser intensity of examination, the in:ensity standard 
to be uocd should be clearly specified by the responsible administrative agency in issuing 
supplemental imbuctions applicable 10 the specific project. 
The folJowinC <!ala should be obtained by the examiner and shown on his field map. 
I ... __ Typos 
The...,. should be classified inlo types and sub-types and mapped in aecordance with 
\be outline liven under the seclion on "Classification of Forage Types." Typing of areas 
0( lea \baa 10 ....,. may be desirable althe discrelion of the agency conducting the 
project. SIICh importanl areas as parks in dense timber, clumps of timber in parks, and 
oIber similor type changes down 10 10 acres in size, if they are importanllandmarks may 
be nupped. Ordinarily, unless some marked contra!t of this character exists. or specific 
~ liven, • change in type of less than 20 acres need not be mapped. Special 
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altention must be paid to the mapping of inaccessible areas which come under Type 1. 
Areas which are inaccessible because of lack of development. lack of water. steepness, 
elc .. should nol be mapped as Type 7, bUI they should be Iyped and their degree of 
inaccessibility noted on the write-up sheet and map as a utilization cut. If definite 
determination as to accessibility cannol be made by the examiner, a note should be made 
of the areas, and the case should be referred 10 the chief of party for final decision. 
Types should be designaled by number on the map. AI \be discrelion of \be agency, the 
density and composition of all plants used by game should be recorded .n such form as 
may be compiled when needed for game management plans. 
2. SGIJ Erosion 
Because of a depletion of native vegetation. accelerated erosion has attained such 
importance on range lands that it is necessary to lake it into account in range manage-
ment It is equally evidenlthal the characler of tilt soil and the degree of slope are 
important considerations from the standpoint of range management and improvement. 
A summary of erosion conditions will be written for each management unit, recognizing 
the general erosional, slope and soil conditions. 
3. Topograpby 
The lopographic map should be checked in the field during \be course of the work. All 
topographic features which have local names should have such names included the 
map or aerial photos whenever possible to do so. 
4. Dnlnage and Watering PIa«s 
All drainage lines and walering places should be shown. Specialallenlion should be . 
given to the mapping of water facilities for stock, as they often are a co.nt.rolhng factor m 
range management. The examiner should check all the water on the ongmal map and 
add the minor watering places which usually are omitted. On aerial photos it is impor-
tant that running water in !maU streams be shown and the limi15 of such streams indi-
caled. 
s. Cultu", 
Buildings. fences. comls. roads. trails, telephone lines. and other cultural features 
should be localed, and those a""ady shown on the map should be checked for location. 
Fences. where they are important to range management. should be accurately located. 
On aerial pholos such fealures should be inked with India ink. The standard symbols as 
adopled by the board of surveys and maps of the Uniled Stal<:s and publisbed by the 
U.S.O.S. should be adhered 10 for range survey work so far as .ymbols are available. 
When additional symbol! are needed it is recommended that all agencies make an effort 
10 gel them standardized and approved by the board of surveys. 
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6. Alienated Lands 
Time need nol be spent in the field in accurately checking the boundaries of lands shown 
in the status record, as it is assumed that the survey of such lands is correct. If private 
lands are or may be used in connection with the range unit they should be gone over and 
classified as a pan of thai unit. 
7. Field Noles 
Each Iype and sul>-oype will be wrillen up on Fonn 764a or 764b in Ibe manner called 
for Ibercon (lIIuslrations I and 2). 
Unit descriptions. Each examiner should summarize the important management features 
for each section. ownership tract or other unit if such a system is called for by the 
particular survey. It will be noted that many points are duplicated under the information 
10 be galbered by Ibe chief of party. however, it will be standard practice for individual 
examiners to cover all of the following subjects for each sulHJivision or nalural topo-
graphic unit as a check for Ihe chief of party on Ihe infonnation collected by him person· 
ally. On special projects Ibis procedure may be modified so Ibat it will be obtained as 
accurately aod expeditiously as possible wilhout undue duplication. 
a. Elevation, topography, and drainage .. obese affect Ihe accessibility of range 10 
stock; drainage .ystems whelher na~ romng, or rugged; deplh of canyons, steepness 
of slope, rock, exposure, slides, bouldeB, cUffs, general accessibmty. 
b. Clwacter of watering places (.tream, lake, pond, spring, seep, well , tank, reservoir). 
Permanent or temporary (if temporuy state usable period). State of development 
and need (or improvement or maintenance; nearest pennanent water, character of 
country, particularly Ihe .Iopes; relative amount of water available as compared to 
canying capacity of Ihe range. 
c. Numbers of stock now using the range. either estimated or known, current utiliza-
tion, condition of Ihe range and Ihe forage, wilb recommendations for proper 
num ..... of .tock on basis of past use and condition. 
d. Class of stock now using Ihe range and recommended class based on above factors. 
e. Proper seasonal use. Prescnt date wben $lock enter or reach each portion of Ihe 
range. Recommendation for changes within Ihe limiu of practicability, and based 
on Ihe needs of Ihe forage, when forage or water i. available, etc. 
f. Proper di.tribution of stock. Over or uneler.grazed areas, wilb recommendations for 
improved handling. 
g. Handling of stock. The manner in which stock i. being handled, including herding 
of cattle or sbeep, bedding of sheep, conditions of bedgrounm. excessive trailing 
and other phases of management wilb recommendations of needed changes and 
reasons lherefor. 
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h. Recommendations for needed changes in present salting and reasons therefore. 
Range destroying rodents. species. location, area and damage. 
j. Poisonous plants. Species, abundance, area and location, losses. and recommenda-
tions for methods of avoiding future loss. 
k. Olber pests such as grassboppers, crickets, etc. Estimated damage. 
Game. Indications of game on the area, seasonal use by game and other important 
matters relating to game welfare. 
m. Predatory animals. Important species. approximate ranges, depredations. 
n. Extent to which other uses enter into or conflict with the use of the area and adjust· 
ments to be made. Timber production, watershed and soil protection, recreation or 
aoy olber legitimate demands. 
o. Range improvements needed; water development. division or boundary fences, 
corrals, bridges, !Jails, driveways, reseeding and defened grazing areas; albers. 
G. Palatability 
Palatability, as used in range surveys, is the percent of the total cumnt year's growth, within 
reach of stock, 10 which a species is grazed when Ibe range unit is properly utilized under Ibe 
best practical range management. The class of stock. the composition of the vegetation, and 
the proper time of using the range as a whole, etc .• must be considered when rating the 
palatability of individual species. This percentage should not be in excess of what may be 
grazed under proper usc and still allow Ihe plant to maintain its stand and vigor, year after 
year. As a basis for individual palatabilily figures, a palatabilily list should be prepared 
cooperatively where local associations are organized. by all the agencies concerned for each 
major vegetation region or smaller ecologic unit if desired. The ratings may be revised, if 
necessary, to fit locaJ conditions or needs, upon recommendation of any agency. if agreed to 
by the local interagency committee. 
It is very important Ibat members of Ibe survey party learn Ihe relative palatabilily of Ibe 
principal range plants. Plants are eaten more readily under certain conditions than under 
others. Affecting palatability are such conditions as the combinations in which plants occur 
in the type. intensity of grazing, season in which they are grazed, mechanical features (awns. 
etc.), and, to some exlent, Ihe familiarily of Ihe stock wilb Ihe classes of vegetation. The 
palatability estimate must take all obese factors inlo consideration and be based on Ibe proper 
degree of utilization under the best practicable management. 
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H. Density and Composition 
t. Reconnaissance Method 
a. lhruil]. In estimating density the spread of vegetation above the ground must be 
carefully considered. The density of more or less upright weeds should be based on 
the amount of ground that appears covered when the vegetation is viewed from 
directly above. In estimating the density of spreading weeds or browse or open 
clumps of grass this forage should be pressed together or raised at an angle so that 
all of the nonnal interstices between the leaves are completely filled without com-
pressing or unduly crowding the vegetation. The forage is then so compacted thai it 
will represent a to/to density. All density should be judged on the basis of growth 
during a nonnal year. The density of browse should be detennined by the portion of 
the grouod covered by that part of the browse that is accessible to stock. This may 
exclude from the estimate the interior of dense clumps. Any oak or other brush that 
forms an upper story beyond the reach of stock does nol enter into the density 
estimate. Where a double story of available vegetation exists, such as browse over 
grass, judge the density of each story separately. Both stories are included in the 
density estimates. Care must be exercised that the density estimate represents a true 
average for the type as a whole. Especially is this important in composite types 
which cannot be divided into separate types. 
In passing through the type the examiner will mentally calculate aod cany with him 
a moving average of plant density and composition. In large types the examiner 
should jot down notes on density aod composition changes in order to better analyze 
type averages aod aid his mental calculations. 
b. Corrrpo,ilWn. Type composition estimates are based on the relative density abun· 
dance of each available vegetation species in the type. The examiner should not 
write up his type until he has seen a fair sample of the total type area. Preferably he 
should complete his write· up while still in a representative part of the type. Type 
composition is itemized on Fonn 764a expressed in temu of percentage. The sum 
of the pen:entage ratings for iodividual species should always total 100%. In 
determining composition the examiner should rate each species in accordance with 
his best judgment as to its individual abuodance with ,.Iation to the total cover. 
In the intert5u of obtaining uniFormity between examiners it is generally desirable 
to esljmate composition by rating the species in accordance with their relative 
abuodance in the type, starting with the most abuodant species aod rating each lesser 
species in tum. Such a rating scheme results in a definite cxpres5ion of relative 
abundance. Afterward the iodividual initial ratings may all be slightly adjusted to 
toIal 100% without destroying the established ratio. 
c. Fkl4 CO"",IIIIIIioIi. After the composition rating for each individual species htu 
been recorded, that rating is multiplied by the accepted palatability roting for the 
species. aod the sum of all the iodividual products yields the weighted average 
palatability of the type. This last figure multiplied by the estimated density yields 
the forage factor or palatable density of the type. The forage factor is carried onto 
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the camp map for type '·jibing" purposes and otherwise used in compilation of the 
data but should no longer be placed on the final map or used in grazr.lg capacity 
summaries. 
2. SqU"'" Foot Density Method 
a. D.fmilWn of M.,1wd. The square foot density method is a system of sampling 
vegetation by randomized and replicated plots. II differs from the reconnaissance 
method in the manncr of estimating density and of obtaining average species compo-
sition and density on plant types of varying acreage. The procedure (or computing 
grazing capacity following the detennination of the forage factor is identical for the 
two methods. 
b. Proc.thue, 
(1) How to layout a plot: The plot used in this method is a citele 100 square feet in 
area, with a radius of 5.64 feet (or 5 feet 7.8 inches). Two systems of describing 
the boundary of this circle have been found to be most convenient 
(a) Compass system. - Two stakes connected by a light chain equal to the radius 
(5.64') of the circle constitute the apparatus. In laying out the plot one stake 
is struck in the center of the sample plot and the other stake is used as a 
compass to circumscribe the plot. Care must be exercised to keep both 
stakes eICCt and the chain tight aod horizontal. 
(b) Radius rod system. - The apparatus consists of a stick equal to the rodius 
(S .64·) of the circle. By holding one end of the rod at the center of the plot. 
and using the other end as a marker, the boundary of the circular plot may 
be scratched in the soil. In marking out the circle. hold the rod horizontal, 
close to the ground and scratch short segments at intervals to indicate the 
plot boundary. 
Care must be exercised in marking the plot boundary. For example, a 6-inch 
mistake on lhe radius of a 100 sq. ft. circle introduces an etror of 13.4 sq. feet in 
the area of the circle. Any method of describing the circle accurately and 
quickly is acceptable and should be len largely to the discretion of the estimator 
as influenced by the character of the vegetation to be sampled. 
(2) How 10 e.fl;mate density: In the square foot method the density of each species 
occurring on a particular plot i5 estimated individually. No attempt is made to 
estimate the percentage each species comprises of the toW plot density. 
A square foot of ground completely covered by vegetation when viewed from 
above is standard for estimation of density. The vegetation is never viewed 
obliquely because this tends to increase the estimate by allowing plant height to 
hide the ground surface. It is essential that the estimator have a clear conception 
of a square foot area in his mind and that he constantly refresh his memory by 
means of a wire frame one foot square, divided into quarters , which he should 
carry out at all times. 
• 
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In estimating weeds or grasses, if the herbage is spread or prostrate, it should 
mentally be compacted so that all the nonnal interstices are completely filled 
without compressing or unduly crowding the vegetation. Density of upright 
woods or grass should be based on the amount of ground that appears covered 
when the vegetation is viewed from directly above. Density estimates of 
shrubby species should consist only of th.e current year's twig growth and the 
leafage present on the plant; trunks, or heavy branches being excluded. In 
estimating for different classes of livestock, shrubby material within 30 inches 
from the ground should be taken as available for sheep and within 60 inches for 
callie. Any vegetation unavailable to livestock owing to height or to other 
factors should be excluded from the density estimate. 
Density for each species should be based on the appearance of the plants when 
they have attained their full nonnal growth. In other words the plants should 
mentally be reconstructed to compensate for one or all of the following condi-
tions; (1) for growth still 10 be attained; (2) for portions already eaten; and (3) 
for abnonnaltotal forage production. 
In considering a double story of vegetation the density of each layer should be 
estimated. 
Using the square foot as a unit of measure with the foregoing principles in mind, 
mentally amass individual plants of a species into square-foot units of total 
density and do this progressively until the total number of square-foot units of 
that Sl ' cies has been counted for the plot. As an aid 10 counting square feet. the 
unit 01 estimation may be I/~, liz or I square foot depending on the density, 
abundance and growth character of th.e species. This procedure should be 
continued by species. 
The number of square foot to 10110 density recorded for a given species repre-
sents the percentage of total ground area covered by that species because a 
square foot is one percent of the total plot area. 
Individuals should check their density concept at least once a day by picking the 
plants on a plot and placing them within the wire frame or on a square foot area 
that has been marked OUI on the ground. Plants should be so placed within the 
square-foot area that they constitute a 10110 density without crushing plant parts 
together. This check preferably should be made by all members of the field 
pany on the same plots to afford uniformity of results and also to evaluate the 
personal error of estimate. Each new species should be checked when encoun-
tered. The accuracy of this method depends to a great extent on the density 
estimate. Therefore, utmost care is essential in making this simple measure-
ment. 
(3) How to record estimates 
(a) On the fonn 10 be used for recording density estimates, list all species 
occurring in density on the plot, either by name or by standard plant symbol. 
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Species should be Usled by the three common vegetative groups: grasses, 
weeds, and browse. 
(b) Density of species should be recorded directly in square foot or fractions 
thereof. 
(c) Before leaving each plot, make an estimate of total density and cheek the 
sum of the species estimates to see that it equals the tota! density of the plot. 
This is necessary to avoid the omission of important species. 
(d) All plots within a particular type or sub-type should be recorded on the same 
sheet or sheets. No plots in other types should be included. If the survey is 
by land lines set up a new set of sheets for each section. In any case, 
whether the survey is by land tines, topographic units or types it is essential 
to record on each and every sheet (I) the section, township and range or 
reference to aerial photograph where these are used in lieu of a base map; 
(2) e.aminer', narne; (3) date; (4) plot numbers; (5) type and sub-type; (6) 
number of the plot series (transect or type number). 
(e) Locate each plot of a series or transect within each type by a dot on the field 
map. In every case ,how route of travel by progressive plot numbers or 
directional arrow. Also identify each transect on the map by its number. 
(4) Field ItpplicQ/ion: The square foot method i, based on the premise that average 
values obIained from several definitely defined and impersonally selecled small 
plots is more accurate, uniform, and representative of the type to be sampled 
than is a generaJ opinion formulaled in the estimator's mind as he walks through 
the type. By varying the procedure in sampling, increasing or decreasing the 
number of plots, or by a combination of the two, the method is sufficiently 
ne.ible to meet all ordinary field conditions. 
Six general conditions may be encountered in the field. These are: (I) a mix-
ture of small vegetative types and .ub-types with widely different grazing 
capacities; (2) a mi.ture of large types; (3) a mixture of small type with .imilar 
grazing capacities; (4) one or more large types with high grazing capacity, 
interspersed with small types of low grazing capacity; (5) a .ingle, large , 
homogenous type, and (6) a mi.ture of large tyJlOS relatively low in grazing 
capacity, interspersed with .mall di.tincttypes of high grazing capadty. The 
procedure in sampling these conditions should be varied to obtain uniformly 
dependable data """t economically. 
Three variations in sampling procedure are: (a) .ampling within types (b) 
stripping or gridironing, and (c) a combination of the two whereby the major 
sample is obtained by the . trip or gridiron method but i. augmented by addi-
tional sampling where needed within .pecific types. A founh procedure of 
sampling, whereby a so-called "typical" area i. selected and sampled as being 
representative of a larger surrounding area. is not: recommended because a 
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reliable average is not always obtained and because such data may not be 
applicable to the development of management plans. 
Procedure A should be used under condition I described ahove. It consists of 
first determining the location .nd e.tent of the type; secondly, of an estimation 
of the appro.imate acreage and the number of plots necessary to sample the 
type. The center of the first plot should be determined at random by throwing a 
stone into the type. The estimator ordinarily should proceed along the longitudi-
nal .. i. of the type estimating plots at a pre.<Jetennined sampling interval until 
the necessary number of plots has been compleled. All of the series should be 
well within the type boundaries. The minimum number of plots to sample 
various acreages is as follows: 
10 - 20 acres 
20 - go acres 
go - 640 acres 
3 plots 
5 plots 
10 plots 
It is not contended that 3 plots will give an adequate sample of a small type from 
a statistical viewpoint. However, in any management unit. the same type may 
occur many times. Therefore, it is believed that with the minimum per-aero set 
up, a dependable estimate of plant cover may be obtained. 
Procedure B should be used under conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5. It consists of a 
uniform spacing of plots on a line or lines within a section, township or other 
arbitrarily bounded area. It may also be used within a definite topographic unit 
if conditions 2, 3, 4, or 5 are present If tht minimum sample is to be used, one 
line of 10 plots spaced at 8 chain intervals through the middle of each section is 
preferable. If greater intensity is desired in tht survey two parallel lines of 10 
plots each one half mile apan may be used. If still greater intensity i. desired, 
2.5, 36, etc., equidistant pluts within the section nccwJitating S, 6, etc., lines 
through each section .hould be used. In eithtr tht .trip or grid .ystem the type 
lines are indicaled when crossed by or seen rrom the .urvey line and the esti-
maled plots are segregaled both according to tht type in which they rail and by 
tht section being surveyed. The estimator obould leave hi. line or plots when-
ever necessary to close a type boundary or to indicate its extension to the ne.t 
tine of survey. 
Procedure C .hould be used when condition number 6 e.ists. This procedure is 
a combination of A and B, and con.ists of aampling the large low value type in a 
similu manner and with the minimum requirements stated under procedure B. 
and digressing from tht .urvey line to sample the small important types as 
outlined in procedure A. 
With the foregoing suggestions as a guide it is len to the discretion of the chid 
of pany to use the three procedures in a manner best suited to meet local need. 
and conditions. If, for e.ample, rugged topography makes procedure B exceed-
ingly laborious, procedure A may be used. 
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(5) Supple~ntallnstnu:tions 
(a) Reconsbuction of vegetation: The density of vegetation should be based on 
the spread of the plants as they would appear when they have altained their 
full growth in a nonnaJ year in an ungrazed condition. 
(h) Elimination ofunimportant species: Non-poisonous species oflero palat-
abilily when not important from a soil-conservation standpoint may he 
omilled from the density estimate, unless a full plant invenlory is desired. 
(c) Minimum limit of estimation: In general, densities sbould not be counted 
that will not make Ih square foot unless in sparse vegetation it seems 
advisable 10 reduce the limit of estimation 10 'I. square foot. If a complete 
record of plant occurrence is desired, species present on the plot but not 
abundant enough to reach the lower limit of density should be recorded as a 
1r.Ice(1). 
(d) If species unimportant to grazing and individually not estimated are presen~ 
an esllmate of total plant cover may be made if desired for erosion studies. 
(e) In addition to the forage inventory, the examiner should malte field noles by 
types or Iopographic units which will enable him 10 prepare the unit descrip-
tion called forol,!"'ge 13 Section I.F.7. of these insbuctions. 
(6) Field Computation: In the determination of the forage factor. the following 
order of computation should be observed: 
(a) Add the species densities for each plol and record the Iotal estimated density 
in the space provided on the field sbeet (164b). 
(h) Add the densities for each species horizontally across the form for aU plols 
within the type and record the sum in the Inial density column. 
(c) Add the tnlal densities of species. This sum should equal the lotal of the 
plol densities. 
(d) Divide each tnlal species density by the numher of plols in the type and 
record the quolients in the average density column. 
(e) Sum the average densities. This sum should equal the average totaJ density. 
<0 Multiply the average density of each species by its percenlage palatability. 
(g) Add the products thus obtained to secure the forage factor. This is ex-
pressed as forage acres per hundred surface acres and two decimal places 
should be pointed off 10 the left to obtain values expressed in terms of one 
surface acre. 
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I. Grazing Capacity Computations (Either Method)-Forage Acre 
Requirement 
Determination of the forage acre requirement base by means of which the forage acre data are 
converted to terms of grazing capacily is as important as any phase of the range survey work. 
Ordinarily the most satisfaclory method of determining th is base is 10 select for forage acre 
requirement studies those allolrnents. pastures or ranges that have every appearance of having 
been properly used for a period of years and that have been surveyed in the course of the 
season's wort. 1bcse areas should be as representative of large portions of the range as it is 
possible 10 find. Figures for controlled ranges. whenever obtainable. should he used. At the 
close of the season the chief of party will make utilization and range condition sludies of 
these ranges and will obtain the most accurate and detailed information possible on the rate of 
stocking and seasonal use that has been obtained on such areas for the past several years. 
Supplied with this information he is able to determine. as soon as compilation of the currenl 
survey data is complete. the number of forage acres per animal unit that have been used in the 
pas~ following up this determination with slight adjustments to correlate actual use with 
p!t:viously determined range condilions on the selected areas should yield a satisfaclory base 
from which to determine approximate grazing capacity. Preferably these figures should be 
based on a slightly below indicated requirement pending actual trial of the recommended 
stocking. If actual use on the basis of recommended stocking indicales that the forage acre 
requirement determined i. uniformly high or low. it should be adjusted to permit increased or 
reduced stocking. 
~n the fonge acre requirement proves unsatisfactory under general application. owing to 
Important differences in forage composition or range conditions. there should be no hesitation 
in making additional studies to determine the appropriate requirement for different localities. 
There is a distinct danger in applying a predetermined forage acre requirement to a new 
project or 10 a new seri .. of typea without delermining firs~ that the two ranges are similar in 
the main characteristics. and. second. that the bases for estimating density. composilion. 
palatability and utiliution are directly comparable. In the absence of these requisiles a new 
test 10 determine the requirement should he made. 
1be forage ""'" has erroneously been accepted as a constant. Aclually it is a variable. This i. 
evident because of the continual need of applying different forage acre requirements to obtain 
grazing capacity in different localities or in the same locality with different methods of 
estimation. Consequently. Ihe forage acre has heen misleading 10 slockmen. to economists 
who have a\tempted 10 capitalize it. and to agencies who have attempted to correlate grazing 
capacity on different ranges. 
In the future. forage acres will he omiUed on all range maps and Graphic plans and grazing 
capacity in terms of animal months substituted therefor. This will bring all maps and plans 10 
the same hasi •. 
To compute the grazing capaci'y. multiply the surface acreage of a type by its forage factor. 
and divide the result by the proper forage acre requirement. The forage acre requirement may 
be m tams of sheep or cow rnonth5. or years, according to the rorage acre requirement used. 
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Thus, the final maps will always show for each type the following: 
• Surface acreage 
• Grazing capacity (in sheep or cow months or years) 
Other convening factors or perunent information may he added if desired. 
J. Estimating Grazing Capacity of Annuals 
In judging the value of ranges where the production of "annuals" importantly affects the 
grazing capacity it is first of all essential that sound range management objectives be clearly 
defined for the area or region. For example: Depleled ranges producing dependable crops of 
annuals may be managed with a view to getting fullest possible use of the annuals from a 
livestock economy standpoint or to making but very moderate use of the "annuals" from a 
broader viewpoint of eventually restoring the former perennial plant composition and density. 
As a general rule it is assumed that the objective will he to hasten recovery of the valuable 
perennial species. In such cases the value of annuals should he kept sufficiently low to allow 
for their extreme fluctuations with relation to climate and to insure against overutilization of 
associated perennial. At the discretion of the administrative agency, the density of annuals 
may be ignored in the type writeup and their value calculated in other terms such as a direct 
estimate of safe grazing capacity based on the actual season of dependable use. 
In unusual cases, where natural revegetation is oul of the question, annuals may be consid· 
ered under the same surveys procedure as for perennial but conservative forage acre require· 
ment ratings sbould he assigned to compensate for .. treme fluctuation in forage production 
and to provide a safety factor in soil conservation. 
K. Progress Report 
At the end of the field season, the chief of party will prepare a progress report of the work 
done during the season. This report will include the following: Acreage and part of unit 
covered, organization and qualifications of the crew, nining given men in the field, methods 
used. recommendations for future work. aDd a statement of costs. The cost report will show 
in detail the various expenditures - total cost of various operations in the field; cost per acre 
of surveying, field examination, office, herbarium, moving. noneffective days other than 
moving; average cost per acre; and average acreage covered in the field per day. 
L. Classification of Forage Types 
I. Type Deslgnallons 
Types will be indicated by the proper type number followed by standard symbols to 
indicate the dominant species. Types containing a timber ovcrstory will carry the 
principal timber species symbol after the type numhe ... The governing rule should he 
that the number and symbols will give an accurate picture of the principal species. 
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Types will he designated according to aspect. For instance, if the type is predominantly 
a grass type with scattering timber, it will he shown as 3 I type, followed by the timher 
symbol. The conspicuous or most important species or genus symbol will he shown 
first, followed by minor species. Ordinarily, unless exceptional conditions prevail not 
more than three symbols will he shown in a designation. If less than three species are 
prominent the number of symbols should be reduced accordingly. 
2. Symbols 
Symbol lists for trees, shrubs, and herbaceous vegetation should be devised and stan· 
dardized for regions. Standardization of symbols for all common and widely distributed 
genera and species should prefe<ably he standardized for the entire range area. 
The governing principle will he • three leiter symbol; all capitals for the genus symbol 
and one capital and two lower·case letters for species. The genus symbol should, except 
for trees, consist of the first three letters of the genus name. In case of conflict the least 
common genus will carry the second or third leiter changed 10 remove the conflict. 
Species symbols will consist of the first letter of the lalin generic name, followed by the 
r""t two letters of the specific name. In case of conflicts, the same rule will he applied 
as for removing conflicts in genus symbols. Where the species detennination is unim· 
portant and where the species cannot he readily identified the genus symbol may he 
used. When there is a difference in forage value or general characteristics between 
species in the same genus, the species symbol should always he used. 
3. Color Leaend 
Standard colo .. are shown for each type by crayon numhen. 
The use of crayons contemplates a medium · light application of crayon, smoothed out 
through the use of a stomp dipped in gasoline. 
M. Type Descriptions 
The descriptions of each type are found on llIustration 3. 
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AddItional Type C~Dt. ________________________________________ _ 
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'!&len a.nd it further data h seoured 011 t l l11bllr. water •• 011 •• eroslon. wild 
ar •• etc. by expert. t.lq tho.e line ••• uoh Wonation thould bo turtt.r 
correlated t o be.t sern ran,. IIII.b&PlDflnt. 
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FORAGE TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Standard Type 
No. Color Type Desaiption 
I. 
(s) ShonG"... 
light yellow 
Mongol 817 
(t) Tall grass 
OarlcYellow 
Includes gras.sland other Iban meadow and secondary meadow. 
Pe",nnial gnsses pmIominate and determine Ibe upect, although 
weeds and browse may be present 
Examples of types are: (s) gmnl-buffalo gras.s; (t) bunch gras.s, 
wheatgras.s-sedge, alpine gras.sland, blue stem. 
M ...... 
2. Cadmium Orange Includes areas whe", sedges, rushes and moisture-enduring 
Mongol 862 grasses pmIominate. Two cl ..... of meadows are recognized: 
Dixon Thinex 372 wet meadows and dry meadows. 
3. lake Red 
Dixon', best 
321 '/'or Oixon 
Thinex 369 
4. Stone Brown 
Mongol 863 
Dixon Thinex 
378 
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Wet meadow, are charxterized principally by sedges and remain 
wet or moist throughout the summer. These shall be designated u 
2W-Wet Meadow or Marsh. 
Dry meadows are dominated by gnsses rather Iban sedges and occur 
as moist mcadowlite areas in open timber or intcnnittent meadows. 
bolb of which become moderately dry by midsummer. These shall 
be designated u 2-0 - Dry Meadow or Flood Plain. 
PennnIaJ Forb! (Wftds) 
(Not o-rt Wftds) 
Includes all unumbered areas where perennial weeds predominate 
over other c1 ..... of vegetauon. There is very little ttue weed type, 
u a weed cover is usually more or I ... temporary in charxter and is 
soon replaced by a more permanent type if the disturbing factor is 
removed. If !here is no great predominance of the weeds over the 
gras.s or brush vegetauon, and if it is possible to judge Ibat the weed 
pmIominance is due to some unnatural factor, the weeds sbould be 
disregarded in designating the type and the more stable vegetation 
sbould be used IS an index. The weeds will then be cared for in the 
sUb-type. 
Sqebrusb 
This type includes all untimbered lands where sagebrush or shrubby 
species of similar appeannce predominate. The sagebrush lands are 
usually of different range values and different in season of grazing 
from the areas which are listed below under browse. Areas domi-
nated by shrubby species of sagebrush, including big sagebrush 
(Artemisia tridentate). shall be classed u sub-types, as: AmmWa 
fllifolia. A. l:iIII. and A· IIil!!!!itia. Other shrubby Species such u 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
S. Olive Green 
Mongo/888 
Dixon thinex 391 
6. DutGreen 
Mongo/8S8 
Dixon Thinex 
37S 
7. Blue Green 
Mongo/898 
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C!uystJlbamn". should be designaled as sub-types when they 
become dominant in sagebrush areas. 
This and the browse type which follows are sometimes difficult to 
distinguish from the grass and weed types if aspect rather than the 
dominant class of forage is used as the distinguishing characteristic. 
Sagebrush may fonn only IS pen:ent of the total vegetation of a type 
and stiD its aspec:t may be \bat of a sagebrush type. 
It may prove desinble, in a given region, to decide on a certain 
pertClltage of aU the vegetalion in the type, say 20 pen:en~ as the 
minimum proportion of sagebrush that may be present if the area is 
stiD to be classified .. a 4 type, providing, of course, it does not 
IIbQdy have the aspect of some other type. The same will hold lnIe 
of the browse type. 
BrowIe SIIrub 
This type includes all untimbered land., where browse, excepl 
sagebrush or its sub-types, gives the main aspect to the type or is the 
rn<Jominant vegetation. Characteristically it occupies the transition 
WIle of the lower mountain slopes, foothill, and plateau areas. 
Examples of sub-types are mountain mahogany, bitter brosh, 
willows. CeIll>Olbus-Manzanita, Ca1ifornia ChapomJ, etc . 
COIIIrer 
This type includes aU noge in coniferous timber supporting grasses, 
weeds. bnrwse, either singly or in combination, excepl as provided 
under Type 7 and 9. The forage may vary from a pure stand of 
weeds or browse. It usually, however, consisls of grasses, weeds, 
and browse, and the proportion of each species varies so widely that 
it is not thought advisable to attempt. division into types with 
distinct colon. These variations can best be repn:sented by 
sub-types. 
w_ 
This type includes all areas of dense timber and brush which have no 
value for grazing or have such slight value that they cannot be used 
economically, owing either to denseness of standing or down timber 
or sparseness of forage growth. Large areas of very spane forage, 
unless within easy reach of I better type, ,hall be classified as waste 
because of the impracticability of running stock over so large an area 
to get such a small amount of feed. 
This type also includes other waste areas not strictly in timber or 
brush and not barren which are so rough or inaccessible as to make 
their future use improboble. The sub-type designations generally 
encountered in this type are as follows: IT-Waste in Dense Timber; 
7D Waste in Down Timber; 7B - Waste in Brush; 7R -Waste Areas 
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8. (Blank) 
9. Light Green 
Mongol 848 
Dixon Thinex 
389 
10. Pink 
II. 
12. 
13. 
30 
Mongol 846 
Dixon lltinex 
381 
Bottle Green 
Mongol8SS 
Yellow Earth 
Mongol8S3 
Slate 
Mongol 819 
Dixon Thinex 
399 
where Rocky Character Prevenls use; and 71 - Permanently 
Inaccessible Areas. Principal species of timber should be shown by 
symhols. 
Buron 
This type includes all areas on which there is naturally no vegetation, 
or practically Done, including intermittenllake beds, saline nats. 
active sand dunes, shale~ rock slides, lava nows, etc. Areas which 
have been denuded by overgrazing should not be conFused with areas 
nalunllly barren, nor should areas containing only annuals for a part 
of the year be shown under 8, although these may be without 
vegetation for the remainder of the year. 
PInon-Juniper 
This type includes pinon, juniper, pinon-juniper. and digger pine. 
The character of the range in this type as regards location, grazing 
capacity, and management is sufficiently distinct from the conifer 
type to justify a separate color. The forage may vary From I pure 
stand of grasses, weeds. or browse to a combination of any two or 
all. This variation can best be shown by sub-type designations. 
Brood I.,., TfftS 
This type includeo all range in deciduous timber. The combination 
of grasses, weeds, and browse, and the proportion of individual 
sp«ies, will vary u in other types. 
The principal sub-types which will be encountered are: aspen, 
cottonwood, oak, birch, alder, uh-elm, etc., when they occur in tree 
form. 
Creooote 
This type includes areas where creosote bush (Covillen) constitutes 
the predominant vegetation. 
Meoqulte 
This type includes areas where various species of the Mesquite 
~ give the characteristic aspeet or constitute the 
predominant vegetation. 
Saollbusb 
This type includes areas where the various salt desert shrubs of the 
A1riW family form the predominant vegetation, or give the 
characteristic aspect. There is sufficient significant difference in the 
range value and the use of salt bush areas to justify the ir separation 
from other desert or semidesert shrub types. 
• 
• 
• 
14. Royal Purple 
Mongol 864 
Dixon Best 
3231/1 
15. Light Tan 
Dixon Best 
3241h 
Dixon Thinex 
388 
16. flesh Tint 
Mongol 867 
17. Wisteria 
Moogol844 
Dixon Thinex 
377 
18. Red Terra 
Cotta 
Mongol 876 
Dixon Best 
351 
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Gmasewood 
This type includes areas where greasewood (Sarcobatus) is the 
predominant vegetation or gives a characteristic aspect. 
Characteristically this type occupies valley floors subjcctto overflow 
during flood periods or areas underlain with ground-water at shallow 
depths where the soil is more or less saline. It is sufficiently differ-
entiated from other desert shrubs to justify an exclusive type. 
Winterfat 
This type includes areas where winterfat <Eumlia) gives a 
characteristic aspect or constitutes the predominant vegetation. 
Though commonly associated with other semi-desert shrubs, the 
occurrence of this plant in Utah and Nevada as a type character is of 
sufficient extent to justify a separate type. 
Desert Sbrub 
This is a general type which includes areas where other desert shrubs 
aside from those separated into individual types, constitute the 
predominant vegetation or give the characteristic aspect. This type 
includes several genera which are quite distinctive in type habitat 
such as black brush lColeogyne), coffee berry (Sjmmondsja), 
Catclaw ~ Mjmosa), gray motty ~, hopsage (Q.wia 
~, spiny horsebrush ITetradymja spjncscc;os), and little 
rabbitbrush <CIuy!Olbamnus stcoopbyttus) but pure types of each are 
so limited in extent as to ootjustify separate type. The plant symbols 
used witt be sufficient to indicate the predominant species present. 
HalfSbrub 
This type includes areas where half shrubs constitute the dominant 
vegetation or give the characteristic aspect. Half shrubs are semi-
woody perennial of low stature such as Ap~, Gutiqn:zja, 
Artemisia fD&ida. ~onum Mi&bIii, etc. They commonly consist 
of a woody caudex from which herbaceous stems are produced that 
die back annually. 'These genera are sufficiently distinctive in habitat 
and of wide enough extent in certain localities to justify a separate 
type designation. 
Auall(Weeds or G ...... ) 
This type includes areas in which annual weeds or annual grasses 
constitute the dominant vegetation. Both transitory stages and semi-
permanent conditions should be included in this type as for example: 
Russian thistle, downy chess <Bmmu !Cclorum) desert weeds. The 
plant symbols used will be sufficient to indicate the predominant 
ipCCies praent. 
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Abandoned Lands 
Abandoned lands should be classified according to aspect In 
mapping, the boundaries should be hatched. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
SuppkmtlllDl ShIdie, - Parbr 3-Sltp 
II. PARKER 3-STEP METHOD 
Ediwr's Not.: 1M Part., 3-St.p proc.dures we,..traJlScribed/rom the original text in th. 
old BlM Manual, Volume IX. Range Release No. 38. dated September 12. 1960. 
A. Parker 3-Step Method 
The following instructions for establishing intensive nmge studies are lugely derived from 
the Parter 3-s~p method and subsequent modification. approved by the Bureau .• The three 
steps used in this method are: 
I . The establishment of permanent line transects. 
2 A pboIognphic n:cord of each transect 
3. A n:cord of nmge condition and eventually of nlDge !lend at and adjacent to the 
transect sileo 
·Note: For additional details about this method, consult A Melbod for Mea!wjnC In:od in 
RanCe Condition 00 NaJjonai fORSt Baar .. , da~ October 17. 1951 , and supple. 
meotofMarch 31,1953 by Kenneth W. Parker. 
New Equipmeol for the 3-SlCp Method by L. R. Short, Northern Rocky Mountain Experiment 
Station. Research Note, Augu.t 1952. 
SucresJed ProcqIu!e for Use wilb [he Loo(8)ansect Melbod by L. A. Shatp, Univenity of 
ldabo, Research Notes, May 1955. 
B. Factors in Establishing Permanent Transects 
Essentially,line transects will accuralCly pnrtnly!leod of condition on the transect si~ aod 
will serve as benchmarks from which factOB for judgment of surrouoding nmge lands may be 
derived. Several imponant facton must be giveo consideration in the establishment of 
permanent transects: 
I. The selectioo of Iverage or representative .ites within the nmge types being studied 
is very important Tnmsects should not be loca~ in areas oflivestock concenlnltion 
such as near wa~ring places or on driveway., nor should they be placed in unusable or 
e.tn:mely remote range areas. They should be placed so as nearly as possible to sample 
condition. in areas which carry the major grazing load of an allotment or unil 
1. Completion of the field work during the time of year when the important plant 
.pecies are most easily identified i. also important (This applies to all methods of 
study.) 
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J. It is necessary to accurately record the cluster location (a cluster is one or more 
~ line transects at one site) with reference to a permanent identification marker. 
and clearly describe the location of each transect within ,he cluster. 
4. 'The delineation of tentative range condition classes on a map prior to establishrnenl 
of transects wiu simplify and s~ up the job. In this way intensive study can generally 
be limited to those types which may be expected to reflect changes in use and manage-
ment. 
5. In instances when moderately intensive survey coverage has delineated range 
condition class zones prior to the installation of transects for more exact detenninations 
of !nnds, the acreage of the key areas represented by the intensive study should be 
reported under Phase I in statistical reports and deducted from the acreage previously 
reported as coverage under Phase 2. 
C. Recording the Cluster Location 
The making of "repeat" records in future years will depend upon the examiner being able to 
relocate the initial and terminal transect stakes from infonnation shown on the original 
record. For best results, successive readings should always be taken at the same season of the 
year. 
1. Where. the cluster site cannot be readily located with relation to a known section 
comer, the site should be identified by regular range improvement project marker or any 
other pennanent location tie set far enough away to avoid interference with the transects. 
:z. A sketch map should be drawn on the back of the line transect record form showing 
roads, fences, close identifying landmarks, bearings and distances, or other pertinent 
data which will facilitate relocating the site for repeat recordings. Aerial pbotograpbs 
and the general transect photograpb (Section II. Il) are useful for this purpose. 
3, Each cluster established will be identified by number, and each district will maintain 
its own numbering series. starting with number one and continuing in consecutive order. 
Each separate transect should also be identified by number or leller and by exact bearing 
of the transect line. 
0, Step One - Establishing a Line Transect 
From one to three 100' transects (depending on the density and uniformity of the vegetation) 
will provide an adequate record at each cluster site. In moderately dense homogeneous 
vegetal types one transect will be sufficient. 1f the type is quite variable in composition or or 
relatively low density. a Iwo transect clusler will provide more reliable data. In area." of very 
sparse vegetal cover. three or more transects per cluster may be required. n.e examiner will 
have to exercise his best judgment in deciding upon the number or transects per cluSler to be 
installed. 
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Suppumel/lQJ Studie. - Parker J-Slep 
A completed sample form used for recording data (Form 4-1420, Record of Permanent Line 
Transect) is included as Illustration 4. 
I, R..u .. 1IIe T.pe 
Readings are taken and recorded at one-foot intervals along. steel tape s!ntched taut 
hetween two permanent iron stakes. The stake at the zero end of the tape is referred to 
as the "initial stake", and the other located. few inches beyond the 100' mark (far 
enough so that the 100' reading i. not disturbed) is called the "terminalstake". A third 
or "middle" permanent iron stake may be placed directly under the tape at approximately 
SO feet 6 inches. This third stake will aid materially in lessening tape movement by the 
wind and relocating the transect for repeat recording. in areas of heavy vegetation. Ita 
exact location on the tape should be noted on the margin or revme side of the transect 
record form. Normally the permanent .takes should not extend more than 6 inches 
above the ground level. 
a. In tall growing browse types, the stakes must of necessity be longer and extend 
higher above ground level in order for the tape to be properly placed. If the tape is 
S!nlched at a height of one foot or more ahove ground level it will usually be 
preferable to use a plumb bob suspended by a string in lieu of. wire loop to mark 
the points directly below the one foot measurement station. on the tape. In this 
instance the point of the plumb bob hit is vi.ualized as the center of a 3/4 inch circle. 
Reading' on vegetation are taken at any height up to 60 inches above ground level. 
(plant growth above 5 feet is generally considered to be unavailabl. for use.) 
b. Of first importance is that measurement and recordation of data be done in as 
systematic and as nearly standardized manner as possible in order that 
remeasurement may be done with a minimum or error and inconvenience. For the 
sake of consistency when the tape is read either with. wire loop or with a plumb 
bob, readings should be made along the right side of the tape proceeding from the 0 
to the 100 foot mark. If a straight sbank loop i. used it is also important that the 
loop itself be consistently held in the same position with relation to the tape. The 
prac.tice to be followed will be to tum the loop out at right angles to the direction of 
the tape. If the loop is mounted on an ofTset bandte as described by Short' s Note of 
August 1952, less difficulty will be had in resetting the loop in an exact position. 
The use of a Ie.veling bolb mounted on the loop handle will help to assure a vertical 
projection of the loop below the measurement point on the tape (Sharp's Note of 
May 1955). Any variation in procedure used in reading the tape should be carefully 
described and recorded on the tran.'leCt record form for reference when a repeat 
measurement is made. 
c. Brass cap survey comers provide an excellent location tie for the establishment of 
transects bot normally should not be used as an initial stake with the transect itself. 
Quarter comers, being less conspicuous, may provide a satisractory rererence stake 
or hub for a transect c1us'" provided they are not surrounded by a mound of rocks 
and the vegetation has not otherwise been subjected to disturbance. 
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1. Roc:onIJ"I Tra_ information. 
To complete the line transecl "",on! (Illustration 4) . .. adings "'" laken along the lape 
sWting at the one-foot mark. and thereafter at one·foot intervals. 
a. Show in the proper spa.:es under Block (A) of the form the siluation under each one-
fool slation on the lape as encompassed within a 314 inch circle. Use the lower half 
of each numbered block for "",ording ... ding. of the planl underslory. and the lOp 
half for ~rding the laIIer shrubs up to S feel in heighl (overslory). 
b. To he ~ as ''hi!.!'' the rool crowns or portions the..af of grasses and forbs 
musI fall within the 314 inch circle. On browse species hi!.! ... recorded wheoever 
the loop falls within the eircumfe .. nce of the P""'nnial portions of the crown. 
c. Occasionally il may he impossible 10 eSlab~sh a full 100 fOOltranseclline lIthe 
selected sile. In this case I .5O-foot transect will suffice and 100 ..adings may he 
laken al6 inch intervals on the tape. 
d. Block (B) is a summary of the dala recorded in Block (A). 
e. In Block (C) lisl all P""'nnial vegelation recorded in Block (A) by name. symbol. 
and numher of "hi!.!" (number of times il i. recorded on the transect). Indicale by 
check mark (oJ) the species wltich ... carrying the grazing load (Inde. plan!.!). 
Nole: In the bottom part of Block (B) the numher of "hi!.!" on these inde. planls 
""'Iolaled. 
f. Block (0) is provided 10 "",ord vigor measu .. men!.!. Select two or th ... of the mosl 
de.irable planl species along the transect and determine the average meas ... menls 
for vigor. 
g. The remainder of the form provides supplemental information. Under the heading 
"Photograpltic Data". include information aboul additional piclures laken. type of 
film. camera used. etc. 
J . Equipment 
All transect direclions should he determined by compass from the initial landmark slake 
or hub. A (K 8< E) Stevens Wyteface "A" 100 foot lape has proved to he ideal for laying 
out transec!.!. Reinforcing sleel. (318 inch or 112 inch) cut in the desired lengths. i. 
suilable for the transecl slake.. The lape can he held in a laut position hetween the two 
pennanent stakes by means of clamps and temporary stakes or tape stretchers as sug· 
gesled by Short. or by use of Sleel . prings and alum buckle arrangemenl devised by 
Sharp. 
4. 0ptI0naJ 
As an alternative procedure in areas of sparse vegetation, use of a 10-foot board nOlched 
or marked al I·foot inlervals may he substiluled for the 100 fool lOpe in eSlablishing 
transecllines. This procedure. developed in the Southwesl. requires the placing of 
• 
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SupplemellklJ SttulU$ - Parker 3-Step 
permanenl slakes all(}'fool inlervals along a predetermined line. A minimum of 100 
feel of "",orded line is required. 
5. heed Tranooct 
To supplemenl dala on planl density and composition. a paced transecl system may he 
used. One or more straighllines may he paced al random through the ..... recording the 
condition immediately in front of the righl foot althe end of each pace. Readings may 
he recorded by a simple dollally and summarized for comparison with the lraIIsect data. 
6. Con ...... 
The number of transecl c1uslers required in a given .... must he len to the judgment of 
the individual making the study as the IOpography. uniformity of range types. time 
available for collecting dala. and many other factors must he laken into con. ideration. 
Genenlly speaking. an attempt should he made to sec ... adequate samples of the major 
range ..... producing the bulk of the forage within any given unil. It is especially 
important that one or more transect clusters he established in all ~ey range ..... which 
because of their character, location, availability, or for other ':'asons, have unusual 
.ignificance to livestock or game populations and manag<menL 
E. Step Two - Photographic Record 
A minimum of two pictures will he lakeD at each transect site (with the lape in place). one a 
c1ose·up. another giving a general view along the traDsect line. Although this is listed as 
Step 2, it i. preferable to photograph the .,.,. immediately after the lape is stretched in order 
to more accurately portray undi.turbed conditions. 
I. Photograpll. will he made in general conformance with the instructions given in the 
BLM publication, An Impmyed Method or Making a Photographic Record of Range 
~. by F .. nch 8< Shunk. July 19S2. TIti. publication provides instruction. for 
photographic identification. filing. recommended pIIotograpllic equipmen~ etc .• which 
may he modified as necessary. 
1. Taking pictures with 3S MM cameras is permissible as a temporary measu .. i1JIIIG 
suitable equipment is nol available. However, this should be done only with black and 
white film in order that suitable enlarged prin!.!. not less than 4 • S inches. may he made 
and filed with the transect record. Use of • tripod i. essential. Range photograplls will 
be identified by use of a prinled card. Thi. form is included as Ulustration S. The 
imporlance of obtaining a good photographic record cannol he ove .. mphasized. Good 
hefo .. and after photographs of an identical range.,.,. provide one of the best and most 
easily understood selling poiD!.! on the value of good range management practices. 
J. Additional permanent photograpltic Slation. should he eSlablished 10 provide a more 
complete record of change in vegetation or soil condition. A periodically continuing 
picture record at such sites will he a valuable supplement 10 sludy data obtained by other 
methods and at other site •. In order for the record 10 he fully usable. cI .. ful notation of 
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the location, season of year, general growing conditions, elC., should be made for each 
pholOgIlIph at the time it is taken. 
F. Step Three - Score Card 
The score card (JIIustration 6, Form 4-1419) is designed to rate current range condition and 
aid in estimating range trend. 1be examiner detennines from analysis of transect data and by 
observation of the surrounding area which of the various rating descriptions best fit the 
conditions he observes. One of the ligures assigned to that description is entered on the right 
hand margin as his score. A "spread in value" is given which allows the examiner to use any 
figure between the minimum and maximum values listed. Although the area of observation is 
limited to the tr:lnSeCt immediate vicinity, the condition rating will apply to adjacent and 
surrounding range lands of similar use pattern, type, and character. 
In the use of the score card and transect record, it is most important th.t all data be lilkd in 
on the (onns while the examiner is on the ground. Though condition standards and score card 
values may change as a result of new research findings, the history of the site as measured in 
Step I will always be available for future reanalysis. 
Each district office must develop a list showing the ratings of the plant species to be listed in 
Section B "Composition", and decide whether "Vigor" will be based chieny on perenni.1 
grasses, shrubs, or fOJbs or some combination of the three. In developing these ratings the 
District should stay within or near the general numerical values assigned in Illustration 6. 
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1. DensIty 
DeMity should be rated directly from the number of hits on vegetation per 100 readings 
on the tape. This assumes that plant frequency along the transect line is in direct propor· 
tion to percentage of total vegetative cover present Note: Hits on either shrub over· 
story or plant understory contribute to total plant density but. hit on hath at any given 
transect point should, for the purpose of rating density, be counted as a single hit. 
2. Compoaltlon 
Careful consideration of vegetal composition is very important. especially as it pertains 
to range trend. To prepare the score card for local use, refer to the district plant c1assifi· 
c.tion list (Illustration 7, page I) as a basis for listing pl.nt species in category B(I) on 
Form 4-1419 (Illustration 6). The key plant species, indigenous to the vicinity, which 
indicate poor. fair, good or excellent stand composition, should be listed, in (he proper 
sequence and appropriate statements made on reproduction and age class distribution. 
Probably in most cases plant composition criteria will differ somewhat for each major 
plant association within a district. However, once developed, frequenl changes in 
standards should be avoided. 
3. Vicar and Condition 
Vigor and condition crileria for all classes of vegetation are combined within this section 
rather than having a separate section for browse. If desirable browse or other cla.sses of 
plants are missing or occur only in very minor amounts, the examiner should disregard 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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them when rating vigor, major auention must go to the species of plant or plants which 
carty most of the gruing load for the type. 
4, SoIl ud ErosIon 
Soil and erosion factors are judged on the basis of: 
a. The natural erosion hazanl as determined from the percent of bare ground mcuured 
aD the ttanscct line, and 
b. Current soil erosion conditions noted along and in the vicinity of the transect line. 
The rating critcri.listed on the score card are helieved to be aclf~xplanatory. 
5, Supplemental Infonution 
It is imponant that the examiner take time to record any pertinent supplemental data 
under the heading, ' 'CuJ'Tent Situation. It This information wiD do much to explain 
variation with subsequent readings, on such things as plant vigor, seed production, etc. 
G. Summary Records 
The summary record for intensive studies, formerly listed as illustration 3 in the Manual, has 
been discontinued because it fails to provide much usable inf.".. l tion for the districts. 
However, this does not remove the necessity for keeping a cumulative record of soil and 
vegetal changes which takes place on any given study plot or transect site. But the range 
management plan for an allotment or unit will require a written summary of range condition 
and trend based upon the data from range study records. 
H.Records 
Alllield records pertaining to range studies will be retained in the district offices. Since 
cOMiderable material eventually will be accumulated for each a1lo1ment or unit being studied, 
separate liIes should be maintained. Double or triple compartment manila binders arc well 
suited for the liIing of these data. 
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III. DEMING TWO-PHASE 
EdiIo"$ NOk: "I'M Dmling Two-P/rQs~ proudurts wtrt transcrilHd/rom ,ht originalltxt 
froM *014 BUI MtJIUIIJl, Vo""",, IX. Range Re/eal< No. 38. dt"edSepl<mb<r 12. 196Q. 
A. Procedures for Using Two-Phase Method 
The foIJowin& proc:oduraI statements describe cert2in details of practice in surveys made by 
!be Two-",- mdbod. Furtber amplification of these procedural hints is to be found in 
"SappJemeaIaIl-..ctions for Fi.1d Use" - Marth 1957. by Milo H. Deming (Illustration 8). 
I.~ 
Obeervatioa:a are made in the field at random but at such intervals as seem necessary to 
sompIe suflicienUy all !he importanl vegetational types and broadly generaJized sites. 
Only • siDaJe observation record need be taken for any size of area whe", similar 
COIIditions of site. vegetal cover. and use intensity pattmlS ,,",vail. Substantial change 
in any of lheae f_ will require anoIher observation writ.up record. and map entry. 
1. ~ ..... a-If'lCIItion LlII 
OIl !be .,.ticuIar management unit or aIIoIment under study !he prevailing or anticipated 
cin:u--=a of seaaon of use and kind of grazing animal fIX !he appropriate basis for 
1IIinc !be local plant classifICation list with ",ference to tl!e Range Condition lode • . 
The daIa for field observations on range condition is recorded on a Two-Phase Range 
ConditioD Survey Field Record Form 4-1529 Ollustration 9). This form provides for a 
brief deocription of each type and site at each observation location for which a writeup 
aDd "S-made. The veg.taI type is designated by !he appropriate number andIor 
name (Scctioa I. Dlustration 3) and !he most important species present are listed. The 
sille is deocribed with concise tmns as to land form (as valley nOOf. mountain slope, 
de.); topocrapby (as broken. sleep. ete.); e.pus ... (by directional quadrants. as SE, 
IIIIlItipIe, etc.); aoil characteristics (as sandy loam. clay from tertiary shales. ole.); and 
rnoisbIre c:hancteriJtics (appro<imate annual rainfall in inches and snow lay. as 8". snow 
cover __ ole.). Space is provided for a location tie entry for each observation 
--. by aeetion. township and nlDge. if possible. olherwise by land fealu'" names. 
Numerical ratings are assigned on the writeup (orm 10 each of the four items listed under 
each phaK of Forage Stand and Site-Soil Mantle headings. Each ilem is judged appro-
priaeely by "'ference to !he standard key descriptions contained in !he Range Condilion 
lode<. These item ~tings are entered on !he field sheets and lotaled seplnlt.ly for each 
phaK. These totals are written thus (40/60) as "combined ratin,s" in which !he first 
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figure always ",f ... to !he FOlllg_ Stand Phase lotal and !he figure behind th •• luh nwt 
always ",fers 10 th. Site-Soil manU. total. 
5. Un/lor Allotment Summary 
Each field sheel has spaceo provided for len complete observation location records. ThiJ 
number is usually sufficient to describe an aJlotment or a small management unit ad-
equalely if !he kind of livestock or big game and season of use therein ... !he ...... 
univenoally. Aft.r acreage of each condition class is computed from !he zoned map !he 
dala is .ntered in the Unit or Allotment Summary spaces on !he fi.ld sheel form. 
6. CODdltlon a-
The sum of th. totallllting obtained for both phases (i .• .• both /igures of th. combined 
rating) determines the range condition class for that writeup and location. These condi-
tion classes are five in number: Excellenl, Good. Fair. Poor and Bad. 1be appropriate 
condition class in which each combination rating total falls is detennined with rcJerence 
to !he following scal. inde. points: 
0 - 15 Equals Waste or Unusable Range 
15 - 60 Equals Bad 
60 - 95 Equals Poor 
95 - 130 Equals Fair 
130 - 165 Equals Good 
160 - 200 Equals Excellent 
7. 0 ......... 11011 Noted on Map 
1be approximate location of each observation place is shown on the map by entering the 
Two-Phase formul.ligures for !he FOlllg. Stand and Site-Soil ManU. conditions ob-
served in that place. This is !he "combined IlIting" for both phases .... 1 is entered thus 
60180. The extent of the reference area of each observation location is not delineated on 
the map. 
8. Zones by Condition a ... 
After all the ratings for the respective observation locations are plotted on a map, 
zonation of the area of each condition class is obtained by drawing exterior boundaries 
which contain all the locations at which the combination ratings rall within the pre-
scribed arithmetic limits for each respective class. Any combined rating total or less 
than 2S is considered as waste and unusable and the area so rated is cross-hatched on the 
map. Acreage for each condition class zone or for unusable range is computed from the 
map by planimeter or other measuring device. 
'9. Using Type and T_raphJc Maps 
The dividing lines or boundaries between the respective zones usually follow topo-
graphic relief and vegelationallype lines. If type maps or topographic maps are avail-
able (or field use they help to fix where the boundaries between such lOnes should be 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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drawn. 0Ihcrwite the boundaries are approximated or "etched in the field. using 
wbatev .. cootrob an: available from knowledge of the area. 
10. Ruae CGadlIIoa Criteria Index 
The Ruge Conditioo Criterialnclex quoted hereafler (Sections III.B and III.C) consti-
tutes the univenal reference guides for judgment of the field examiner in assigning 
appropriate numerical ratings item by item for the conditions discovered in field surveys. 
Since this index is c:ons1aDUy used for reference in field work, it was published sopa-
,*Iy Ollustnlioa 8). 
B. Phase 1 - Range Forage Condition Index Ratings 
For coosidcntion of the foroge stand, the four ilems of Quality, Quantity, Vigor, and Repro-
dDCtion .,., subject to independent rating and judgment. The sum of the ratings assi&ned eacb 
ill:m produces the toIaI Forage Stand phose rating. 
Forage Stands - Phase 1 
I. IIIIIIDa PIut SWIlls r ... QuIlty 
ludge propoI1ioDaIely the relationship of plants composing the stand which are of high 
fange value, of iD1ermedi1le forage value, of low forage value and worthl ... for forage. 
Lists of IoeaI pIlOts SO classified ore .... DtiaI. Ratings will be applied as follows: 
25 - OutJllDding predominIDc:e of high quality perennial forage plants in the stand. 
Remainder of the stand is priDc:ipally of medium value or worthless plants negli-
gible. 
20 - At Iaost hair of the sIoIId is composed of high quality perennial forage plants. 
Remainder of the sIoIId may be mostly medium value plants with only minor 
pe<centages of low value and few worthless plants. (High quality annual plants 
may be cooside<ed here if they persist and ore available for use throughout the 
groz;Dloeason.) 
IS - At Iaost one-third of the perennial forage plants are of high quality. Medium value 
p\IDU may be greaUy predominan~ but low quality aneIIor worthless plants may not 
exceed one-third of the sIoIId. (Annual plants of high and medium quality but 
limited .... ful .... an: considen:d here. Stands composed almost exclusively of 
medium value plants. either desirable annuals or perenniaJ , aJso fall in this cat-
egory.) 
10 - High quality perennial forage plants are few. A major proportion of the forage 
plants are of medium and low 'lalue. WorthlCM plants comprise a very significant 
pe<centage of the stand. (Annual plants of low value and short life or usefulness 
.... conoidered here.) 
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5 - Outstanding preponderance of low value andlor worthless forage planes in the 
stand. (These may be either annuals or perennials.) Remaining percentage of stand 
may be composed principally of medium value plants. High qu.lity pl.nts are 
negligible or relits. 
O · An extreme situation where only low value or worthless plants for forage comprise 
the stand. 
2. Rolina Density and o.cuponcy by Desirable Forage Plonb 
Considering lhe site and environmental potentials for production of vegetation. judge the 
relative density of stand and degree of occupancy of available space by nI..u.aI2k.and 
IkmaI!Il: forage plants. (i .e., those of high and medium value. on local plant lists). 
25 - There is a very dense stand of valuable and desirable forage plants. Suc..h plants 
occupy the available space almost exclusively. 
20 - There is a thick stand in density of valuable and desirable forage plants. There 
may be minor amounts of space occupied by undesirable and worthless forage 
plants. 
J 5 - There is a medium stand in density of valuable and desirable plants. Low value 
plants and/or those worthless for forage may be equally dense in patches or may 
occupy equal space with the desirable plants. 
10 - There is a thin. open. or patchy stand of valuable and desirable plants. Low value 
andlor Worthless plants may be denser or occupy a major ponion of the available 
space. 
5 - There is a scanty and widely-spaced stand of valuable and desiroble plants . There 
may be dense s tands of low value and worthless plants. 
o . An extreme situation where there is no appreciable density of valuable and desir-
able plants. Space occupancy may be almost entirely by wonhless plants. 
3. Rotlna VIgor or Desirable Plonlo 
ludge the rel.tive degree of health and thrift of the YlIhI.aIIk and IkmaI!Il: forage plants 
which are available (or grazing. This is evidenced by their size. height, shape. color, 
firmness of rooting. amount of leafage or shoot production and nower or seed stalk 
abundance. Consider relatively high vigor of competing undesirable plants as an 
adve rse innuence. Note any evidence of recent death loss of desirable plants. 
25· Valuable and desirable pl ant~ are robust .. of maximum height :md excellent color, 
well formed and prooucing abundant leafage. seed stalks and shoots. They arc 
firml y rooted and show no sign of weakness or malformation. 
20· Valuable and desirable plants are thrifty and of good height. shape and color . 
Grass clumps or sods are inlact and well filled . Shrubs art: sturdy. with good form 
and have moderate numbers and length of shoo1.~. 
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15 - Valuable and desinoble plants are of medium size. fair height. and with a mediulll 
vollllllC of leafage and shoot production. Grass clumps may be small or sods 
pat<:hy. Shrubs may have relatively fewer and shorter shoots or may be somewhat 
di_inform. 
/0 - Valuable and desinble plants are low or short, poorly formed and unthrifty. Grass 
clumps may have dead centers. sod formations may be broken and im:gular. 
Desinoble sluubs are malformed or scrawny. or bave some dead branches. 
5 - Valuable and desirable plants are critically weak and decadent with poor color. 
stunted form and with very limited lealage or shoot production. Grass tufts or 
sluubs oRen are inftmtly rooted or pedestaUed. and some recent death loss may be 
found. UDClesinbIe plants may be thrifty 
o - Ex~me situation where valuable and desinoble plants are barely .xisting relics. or 
have recendy died in subsuntial amounts. 
4. RatIaa RqIrodIlCllon A............., ODd SunI .. 1 of Desirable Plants 
lodge the comparative abundance and evide""" of survival of seedlings. shoots. and 
younger age classes of the nIliaI!k and lkIiIIIlk: f""'ge plants. Usually these are in 
competitioo with undcsinoble plants for future increaaes and replacements in the stand. 
Consider which plants .... gaining materially in replacement for death loss of their 
own kind. 
25 - Reproductioo of valuable and desirable plants is ahondant. It iJ outstandingly 
predominant in all younger age classes and seedlings. This indicates the continual 
presence of ... ffocient reproduction to build or maintain dominance of the bcuer 
forage planll. 
20 - Reproduction of valuable and desirable plants iJ frequent and in the majority with 
respect to mosl new seedlings and younger age cI...... Some low value or worth-
Ins planl reproductioo may be present in minor amounts or in the older age cI .... s 
of reproduction. 
/5 - Reproduction of valuable and desinble plants is moderate. It may occur in nearly 
equaJ amounts and frequency with that of low value or worthless plants. 
/0 - Reproduction of valuable and desinoble plants is scanty. It is in the minority in 
most younger age classes and is usually outnumbered by that of low value and 
wortbJess plants. 
5 - Reproduction ofvaluable and desirable plants is rare or negligible in amount. That 
of low value or worthless plants is usually predominant in all younger age classes. 
This indicates that the undesirable plants are gaining dominance or dcfinilely have 
coatroJ of the stand. 
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O . Extreme situation where there is no evidence that valuable and desirable plants are 
reproducing and surviving in the stand in any appreciable amount 
C. Phase 2 - Site and Soil Mantle 
The second phase of this method refe" to the Site-Soil ManUc condition. He ... the physical 
innuence, of all plants both above and below the ground surface arr.: of paramount impor-
tance. four items of Protective Cover, Natural Vulnerability, Surface Runoff Resistance. and 
Soil Stability are judged and rated independently. The sum of these ratings produces the total 
rating for Phase 2. 
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1. Radngtbe Protecti •• Co •• r and Its Ellklency 
Judge the relative density and row effectiveness of the cover fonned by all kinds of 
vegetation. including trees, shrubs, and liUer, which shields the soil mantle from distur-
bance by water and wind. Note the size and pattern of bare spaces. 
25 - Dense cover making a full and continuous canopy over the surface of the ground. 
It affords maximum protection against erosion by water or wind. 
20 - A thick cover in which there may be some small and widely spaced openings. 
Usually it affords good protection against erosive forces, but the nature of cover 
and dispersion of plants or tiner leaVe! some marginal openings bare. 
15 - A medillm cover of vegetation. or a thick cover with large and patchy openings; or 
thick stands of "annuals" or "perennials" which persist to maintain cover. These 
are moderately or partially effective as protection against erosive forces. 
10 - A thin cover of veget;ltion, or eJJhemeral and shortlived annual plants. or scattered 
clumps and i!lliands of vegetation in large bare openings. These arc only slightly or 
partially crfective against erosive forces at certain limes. 
5 - Widely dispersed and scanty cover of vegetation. or annual vegetation thai vanishes 
quickly or appears only in some yean. Ineffective against erosive forces as most of 
the ground surface is uncovered most of the tiw,:. 
a - Extreme cases when: the soil surface is barren of cover or nearly so, with no 
protection afforded. 
l. Ratlnglbe Natural Vulnerability of the Site 
Judge comparatively the nalural fealUres of terrain and environment which tend either to 
accelerate or reduce the force and effectiveness of wind and water as erosion agents. 
Such fealures include position and land form. topographic relief. slope and exposure, the 
nature: and properties of the soil. surface stoniness or rock oulCrop. and characteristic 
extremes of local wealher. Consider these factors under presendy prevailin.:; conditions 
• 
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• 
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of co\'er and climate. 1be rating should reflect yulnentbility 10 whichever erosion agent 
is most active locally. 
25 - Minimum erosion hazard from either water or wind because of natural (cature. For 
water this usually means valleys, plains or terraces, gentle slope gradients. smooth 
lerrain, and Slable and absorptive soils. For wind action this usually means broken 
or rugged u:,nin and very slable soils amply shelu:~. 
20 - Slight erosion hazard from either water or wind because of natural features. For 
water this usually rnr:an5 some hilly or rolling u:min with moderau: slopes, and 
fairly Slable and absorptive soils. For wind Ibis usually means undulating or rough 
topography with few level areas ,ubjectto wind 'weep. 
15 - Moderate erosion hazard from all erosive forces because of natural fealures. 
Inlennediau: condition, of terrain ",lief and st<qmess of slope u,ually occur, also 
moderately 'lable and absorptive soils, but with only partial ,helU:r. 
10 - High erosion hazard from either water or wind bcc.ause of natural features. For 
water this usually means relatively steep slopes, dissected terrai n, rather unstable 
soils, and sharply cut water courses. For wind this usually means much smooth 
topography which oITers little protection from wind sweep; and loose or light soil,. 
5 - Critical erosion hazard from either water or wind bcc.ause of natural features. For 
water this usually mean, precipitous slopes or badland areas wilb some shale or 
ban: rock e>posu",; and disinu:grating types of soils. For wind this usually mean, 
flat smooth terrain with little obstruction to wind sweep, and light or loose soils 
easily subject to blowing. 
0 - Extreme situation such 35 bare rock. raw shale becb, exposed subsoillayeB. or 
ac:tivedunes. 
3. RaIiDa Surf_ Runoff Resistance 
Judge comparatively the rapidity with which water from snowmelt or rainfall enteB the 
soiJ or runs off over the soil surface and in drainageways or stream COUr5CS. Consider 
the nature. amount and time of occurrence of all forms of precipitation. Consider 
channel form and drainage paltems of major and minor watercourses. 
25· No or very slight indication of surface runoff occurrence. Most of the water from 
snow or rain is apparently absorbed or moves so gradually that liner and soil are 
practically undisturbed. Drainageways and stream courses are smoothly rounded 
and apparently well slabil ized. 
20 - Som'! ev idence thal a small amounl of surfar ' runoff occurs. "TIM:re is some 
disturbance of Iiuer. fine soil . and small debris. but these are carried only shon 
distances and moved in zigzag pauerns. Water courses and drainageways are fairly 
.table though well·defined. 
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15 · There arc marks of moderate amounts of over-surface flow occurring, indicating 
lessened absorption 3nd percolation. LiUer mOVement and soil or debris lodgment 
behind obstacles is common but in irregular patterns. Orainageways show evi-
dence of high water flow and debris deposits and some minor or discontinuous 
cutting of stream hanks is evident. 
10 - Many indications of rapid runorf, low absorption, and a large volume of over· 
surface flow. Straight rill gully patterns may show on exposed slopes. drainages 
will show evidence of instability and active bank cUlting or deepening. Liller 
accumulation is sparse. Stream courses show silt, debris and rubble deposits 
intenniuenlly, or al high water stage levels of overflow plains. 
5 - Much evidence of occurrence of quick runoff and torrential or flood flows of 
waters. There is no liuer accumulation in place. flood debris and rubble deposits 
occur along watercourse banks and as fans at stream junctions. Watercourse 
channels are commonly straight walled and deeply sunk in valley floors. 
0- Extreme situation showing evidence of floods of great volume carried in thor-
oughly scou~ channels. 
4. Rating Soil Stability 
Judge comparatively the present rate of erosional activity by the degree of soil move-
ment or disturbance. Results of either wind or water action or both should be consid-
ered. 
25 - Soil mantle is intact with no evidence of soil movement The soil is developing in 
place with no sign o. tnnsportation. Surface litter is usual ly accumulating in place. 
20 - Slight evidence of some recent soil movement There may be a limited movement 
of fine so il from bare ground or on cenain exposures, but gener:l1ly st1lble surface 
conditions prevail . 
15 · Moderate movement of soil is plainly apparent and recent There may be some 
terracing. or occasional plants on pedestals. or a few small rill gullies in exposed 
places. Some sediment deposits occur intenniltentiy in runoff channels or against 
small obstructions elsewhere. Some gravel is exposed in bare spots where fine soi l 
has been removed. 
10 · Well advanced and active soil cro:.:on is evident. Usually there are active gullies to 
aid soil carriage and planlili arc on pedestals of soil . Drifted soil o r debris deposits 
arc very noticeable against minor surface obstructions. Drainageways show silty 
deposi ts or sandy material along channe ls o r in fans . Erosion pavement is well 
formed on grave lly or stony soi l. but the pattern is open. Transported soil appears 
mounded about shrub clumps. 
5 · Severe soi l erosion of recent occurrence. There is exposed subsoi l or closed 
erosion pavement on s lony soils: frequently many ac live gullies. sharply incised 
• 
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drainage channels, large ran deposits or soil and debris which includes gravel and 
rocks. 11Ierc: arc wind scoured deprnsions and active hummocking or embryonic 
dunes in sandy situations. 
0- Extreme situation such as on barTen lands. raw shalebe.ds, or shifting sand dunes. 
D. Preparation of Maps 
Maps are an indiJpensable part or the range condition survey reeont. Combination ratings 
(See Section IU.A.4) at respective observation locations are plotted on them. From these 
rererence points the elltent and limits or zones ror each eondition class are drawn and respec-
tive acn:age are computed. Range eondition survey maps used in district reports or ror other 
permanent records will be on scales or either ". or '" inch per mile. Unit reports or field 
work maps may be on any convenient scale. 
I. Mop Zone ~ 
All maps which serve cumulative or pe"""""nt recont purposes should be colored by 
cooditiOD class ZOIIes according to the rollowing standard legend; Excellent Condition, 
blue; Good condition, green; fair condition, yenow; Poor condition. orange; bad condi-
tion, red; waste or unusable areas. cross hatching in red. 1be combination ratings, 
written thus (60/80), should also be enlered at the appropriate locations. (Section III.A.7) 
Field or work maps sbould be eolared similarly ror contrast to aid in the mechanics or 
detennining acn:age and percentage relationships ror each zone. 
1. Mop RoIermce Dalel 
All field work and pennanent record maps sbould cany the pmper rererence year dates. 
1be pennanent reconl maps will identifY the years in which respective units or sectors or 
the district were surveyed. In addition a district diagram pmgress map may be kept to 
show the sector survey dates and other pertinent information such as delineation or 
sectors covered by dilfen:nt intensities or study, location or key area transects, location 
or exclosure plots. photo statio"., etc. 
3, Spodal Sepanote _ Maps 
Separate maps or transparent overlays to illuslJate the area and percenlage relationships 
or eilher Ihe Forage Stand Phase, or Ihe Site-Soil Mantle Phase alone may be developed 
for such special purposes as particular problem analysis or (or exclusive demonstration 
purposes. 1bese may be prepared by enlering only Ihe rating figures ror the particular 
phase concerned at each observation location; then zoning Ibe area by 20 index point 
stage differentials in a manner similar to thilt followed when using the combination 
nthogs. 
4. Reuney Work Maps 
Field work maps prepared in advance of resurveys of the Two-Phase method should 
have the location of each observation stalion indicated in place by a reference point 
symbol. (lbus = m.l 1be combination Two-Phase rating should not be used ror Ibis 
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purpose because it might lend 10 influence the resurvey rating. The type number or 
Dam!' may be entered on the map to aid more positive identification of the place and type 
involved. • 
• 
• 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
TWO-PHASE RANGE CONDmON SURVEYS 
SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUcnONS FOR FIELD USE 
By MILO H. DEMING - REVISED MARCH 1957 
'The Tw~Phasc Method for making comprehensive range condition surveys is described fully in 
Volume IX Range. Part 10 Studi ... Chapter 10.3 Condition Surveys of the Bureau of Land 
Management Manual. and amendments. These supplemental instructions an: prepaml for ready 
refetmce in the conduct offield work. They afford some additional hints and explanation of the 
local application and adaptation of general principles referred to in the accompanying Range 
Condition Criteria Index (Revised March 1957) 
The essentials for Two-Phase Method Surveys an:: 
(I) A plant classification list-prepared locally in advance of field work. 
(2) A Range Condition Criteria 1ndex-4 pag ... processed sepamtely. 
(3) A supply of fonns No. BLM 2-407 or similar-for field observation write-ups. 
(4) A map of the area to be surveyed-any cODvenient scale for field use. 
This method gives equivalent but separate ratings to the two most significant phases of lhe range 
resoun:e compl .. ; i.e_the forage stand and site and soil mantle of the habitat. The ratings for these 
two phases arc further considered in combination for comprehensive classification of range 
condition by relative terms commonly used by range managing agencies. The recording system 
used on field sheets and ma.,. maintains sepamte ratings foreoch pIIase at each observation station 
so that arithmetic computation of changes in each can be made locality by locality at the time of 
subsequent resurveys. 
This phase deals with plants on the basis of lheir relative contribution to the crop of forage being 
produced on any particular site for the animals expected to use the range at a specific season of 
the year. The four items of Quality. Quantity. Vigor. and Reproduction an: rated with panicular 
reference to how well the valuable and desirable plants arc faring in competilion with undesirable 
plants under current circumslances of growth and grazing use. With 100 points as a maximum 
possibility. the aggregate numerical rating derived forthe four forage stand items repre..\ents how 
cI05ely the condilions obtaining approach what is con.c;ider to be the full potential capacity ofLhe 
particular site for forage production. 
SII" and ... 11 Mantle Comld.ratlot>-Plt_ 11 
Thi~ phase deals with the physical featuresandenvimnmental chaf3cteristics oflhe habitat which 
govern and limit the kind and abundance of native plants which can grow on any particular silc. 
h consicieD all forms of vegetation and litter wilh reference to the protective cover it forms and 
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the influence exerted on soil and wntcrmovement under prevailing climatic conditions. The (our 
items of Protective Cover. Natural Vulnerability. Surface Runoff, and Soil Siability are rated 
independently. The aggregate numerical rating for these four items represents how near the 
situation as found approaches 100 points, or the ideal habitat conservation conditions for any 
particular site. 
Some Basi< PrInciples 
(I) For range condition survey purposes the land areas to be surveyed are judged primarily 
from the viewpoint of usefulness (or grazing purposes. Watershed. foresl and other 
natural resource values present are not evaluated as such bUI are considered as cnviron~ 
mental influences affecting the use and management of the area for range. 
(2) Rangecondition isjudged relatively with reference to resource conservation goals which 
can be attained by proper management under specified circumstances of grazing use 
rather than with reference to a possible ecological climax attainable under undisturbed 
natural competition. 
(3) Where ranges are used jointly by livestock and big game animals the predominant use 
and the management objectives wilt govern which plant classification ratings are to be 
applied. 
(4) Resurveys or range condition after intervals of several years will reveal the direction of 
trend and magnitude or the changes which have occurred by numerical comparisons of 
the respective survey ratings. 
(5) The frequency of m:>king field observation write-'J ps is governed by the necessity for 
sampling any simifkaIll changes in vegetational types. range sites, or use patterns. So 
long as these remain reasonably similar a single write-up will apply. Greater intensity 
of sampling makes the definition or condition class zone boundaries more exact 
Comparison Areas 
Belter understanding of the production potentials of various range siles may be had if ungrazed 
or lightly grazed areas are visited first and carefully rated. This helps to establish some definite 
criteria ror making relative comparisons with findings on similar sitcs and in similar types. Local 
relict areas should be sought for observations on species composition, vigor and fonn of plants. 
Local Plant Classification Lists 
Lists of all the important plant species found in the local native plant association arc prepared in 
3dvance of field work. These list .. show a relative desirability c1assificalion (as high. medium. 
low. or worthless) for each species at each season oflhe year for each particular kind of grnling 
3nimal. These local plant lists become the foundation for judging the local relationships of 
desirable and undesirahle planl .. as described for rnting purposes in the Range Condition Index . 
The relative desirability classificalion for each plrant is decided primarily on its forage value. but 
the placing may be discounted if the plant is objectionable for other reasons. 
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CombiJIIIllon btlnp and Map Color Lqond 
Two-Plwecombination ralings "'" wriuen thus: (60/80). the r"'l figure always "'presenling the 
aggregate forage stand index rating and the second figu", always "'presenting the aggregate Sile' 
Soil Mantle index Rating. Entry of this combination mting symbol on the field and "",ord maps 
identifies the approximate location at which the corresponding field write-up was made. 
The swn of the two figures which comprise the combination rating detennines the appropriate 
rang condition class according 10 where il falls within the foUowing scale of numerical values for 
each conditi,", class. 
Frum 
o 
In 
:zs 
Ran", CoodIlion Class 
Waate-un .... bIe 
Map Zo ... Color 
Red Baldi .... 
••••••••••••••• For Usable Range Only·· ••••• -•••••••• 
2S 60 Bad Red 
60 95 Poor Orange 
9S 130 Fair YeDow 
130 165 Good Green 
t65 200 Excellenl Blue 
Maps are an indispensable part of nlDge cnndition survey "",orda. Entry of the Two-Phase 
symbol on the map identifies the approximate location where the corresponding field write·up 
was made but the exact area of reference for each observation station is not bounded on the map. 
AU observation slalic,os for which the combination !1ltings fall within the numerical limits 
poacribed for each condition cI ... "'" circumscribed by a zone boundary line. The zone or area 
occupied by each condition cl ... is thus distinguished on the map for coloring and separ1lte 
acreage computations. 
FJeld maps may beof any convenienl scale available. Large scale maps ollen contain lopographic 
detail or vegetation Iype lines which facilitate the location of condition class boundaries. For 
permanenl district =ord porposes the field information obtained .bould be transferred 10 districl 
maps no larger in scale than 114 or In inches per miles. The area covered by surveys each year 
should he identified by dating with the year of survey in order 10 plan the cycle for periodic 
n:surveys of particular unilS. 
Trend and Trend Sym_ 
Tn::nds describe the progressive pattern of changes in range condilion which develop over a 
period of al leasl several years times. These . hould be distinguished from the short lerm 
fluctuations which occur from yearlo year with more or less erratic palters usually associated with 
climatic varialion. 
When former acquaintance of the examiner with any range area or when periodic resUf\''!)S 
permil a reliable obscrvalion of trend , the following symbols will be used 10 indicate trends 
appropriately on the field wrile.up form. No. 11-407. and on maps p"'pared 10 show ,",ods. 
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Symbol 
++ 
+ 
Na .... Interpretation 
Double plus Very marked upward ,",nd. andlor gn:al inc",... 
Single plus Definile and .ignificanl upward ,",nd. andlor .mall 
increase 
Balance Stable or indefinite position. Change is too small for 
positive dctennination of trend in either direction. 
Single minus Definite and significant downward trend, andlor small 
dec",.... 
Double minus Very marked downward trend, andlor great decrease. 
Co .... latlon "Ith Other Records 
Range condition surveys picture cumulative ruY..IU. but do not disclose definite RMQM for the 
prevailing conditions. The reasons must be developed through correlated analysis of other 
historical and contemporary records which afford local details about the circumstances of forage 
production and its use. The cumulative influences most responsible for range condition and 
trends are seasonal and yearly variation in grazing pressure and weather. Consequently, timely 
records of actual stocking, utilization results, improvement instaHations, forage production 
circumstances, and weather influence must be kept or consulted to assign valid reasons for the 
existing situation. Correlation of such records with survey findings will indicate the nature and 
some measure of adjustment required to correct unsatisfactory or maintain satisfactory con-
ditions. 
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RANGE CONDmON CRITERIA FOR 
TWO PHASE METIIOD SURVEYS 
PHASE I - FORAGE STAND INDEX RATINGS 
(Revised Man:h 1957) 
QUALITY: Judge proportionate relationship of planu composing the stand which are 
respccUvely of high fOlllge value, orintennediate fOlllgC value, qr!ow forage value and worthless 
for forage. LocaJ IiSlS of plaou so classified are ...... till 
25 - OubWlding pn:dominance in the proportioo ofbigh quality perennial forage plants in 
the stand. Remainder of the stand is com.,.-J principally of medium value, with the 
pcn:entage of either low value or worthless planu negligible. 
20 - At \east half of the stand is com.,.-J of high quality perennial forage plants. 
Remainder of the stand is mostly medium valuc plants, with minor percentages of low 
value and few worthless planu. (Hjgh quality annual plants may be considered here 
if they persist and are available for use tIuoughout the grazing season.) 
/5 - At \east ooe-third of the perennial forage plants are of high quality. Medium value 
planu may be pn:dominanL Low quality ODdJor worthless plants may not exceed one-
third of the stand. (Annual planu of high and medium quatity but short-lived 
usefuJDess are considered bere.) 
/0 - High quality perennial forage plants an: fow. A major proportion of the forage plants 
are of medium and low value. Worthless plants comprise a significant percentage of 
the stand. (Annual planu of medium and low value and with short life an: considered 
here.) 
5 - Outstanding prqx>nderance in proportioo oflow value andIor worthless forage plants 
in the stand. (These may be either annuals or perennials.) Remaining pen:entagc of 
stand is principally com.,.-J of inferior or medium value planu. High quality planu 
are ocgIigible or relics. 
..................... 
o - Ao e.tre .... situation where only low value or worthless planU for forage comprise the 
stand. 
QUANTITY: Considering the site and environmental potentials for production ~r vegetation. 
judge the relative density of stand and degree of occupancy of available space by yaluable and 
daIlIIIk forage plants, (i .e. high and medium val .... on lists). 
25 - There in very dense stand of valuable anddcsirable forage plants. Such plants occupy 
the available space almost exclusively. 
20 - There is a thick stand in density of valuable and desirable forage plants. There may be 
minor amounts of space occupied by undesirable and worthless forage planls. 
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/5 - There is a medium stand in den.ity of valuable and desirable plants. Low value plants 
andiorthose worthless for fomge may be equally dense or occupy equal.pace with the 
desinlble plants. 
/0 - There i. a thin, open, or patchy stand of valu.ble and dcsimble plants. Low value 
andIor Worthless plants may be denser or occupy amajorportion oftheavail.ble space. 
5 - There is a scanty and widely-.paced stand of valuable and desirable plants. There may 
be dense .tands of low value and worthless plants. 
..................... 
o - An extreme situation - there is no appreciable density of valuable and desinlble plants. 
Space occupancy is almost entirely by worthless plants. 
VIGOR: Judge the relative degree of health and thrift of the yaluable and desirable (oralC 
1lIaaiI. This is evidenced by their size, height. shape, color. firmness of rooting. amount of 
leafage or shoot production and flowerorsecd stalk abundance. Consider adversely comparative 
vigor of competing undcsinlble plants. 
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25 - Valuable and dcsimble plants are robust, of maximum height and excellent color, well 
formed and producing abundant learage, seed stalks andshoots. Theyare firmly rooted 
and show no sign of weakness or malformation. 
20 - Voluable and desirable plants are thrifty and of good heigh~ shape and color. Grass 
clumps or sods are intact and well filled. Shrubs are sturdy, with good form and 
moderate numbe .. and length of shoots. 
/5 - Valuable and desirable plants are of medium size, fair height, and with a medium 
volume oflcafage and shoot production. Grass clumps may be small or sods patchy. 
Shrubs may have relatively fewer and shorter shoots or may be somewhat distorted in 
fonlt. 
/0 - Valuable and desirable plants are low or short poorly formed and unthrifty. Leafage 
and shoot production is limited. Grass clumps may have dead centers. sod fonnations 
may be broken and irregUlar. Shrubs are malConned or scrawny . 
5 - Valuable and desirable plants are critically weak and decadent with poor color. stunted 
form. and with very limited leafage or shoot production. Grass tufts or shrubs onen 
are inrinnly rooted or pedestaled. 
. ................... . 
O· Extreme situation - valuable and desirable plants are barely exisling relics. or dying. 
• 
• 
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REPRODUcnON: Judee IbcCOlllpOlalive abundanccand evidence of survival of seedlings. 
and youoger age cI_ of Ibc ... He I!Id dcsIrabk (oraa: Rlanls. Usually these arc in 
oompclilion wilb low value and wortbIesa plants for future increases and "'placements in Ibe 
sIand. 
25 - Reproductioa or valoubIc and desirable pl""ts i. abundant. It is outstandingly 
predominant iD all )'OUIIp age cluses and sccdIing.. Thi. indicates Ibc oo.staDt 
pracDCeof .ufficicotrcproduction to boiId or maintain dominance of !he better forage 
plants. 
20 - Reproduction of vaIuoIJIe ami desirable p .... ts is frequent and in Ibe majority wilb 
n:spect to moot .... -oiDp aod younger age classes. Some low value or worthless 
plant reproduction is ..- iD minor omounts or iD !he older age clssscs of 
rcpoductioD. 
IS · Reproductioa or valuoIIIc aod desirable p .... ts occun iD ncar equal amounts and 
frequency with tbol or low value or worlhJcss plants. 
10 - Reproduction orva/Ulbic ami desirable plants i. scanty. It i. iD!he minority in most 
younger age c~ aod may be ovonbodowcd by of low value and worthless plants. 
5 - Rcprnductioa or valaoble aod desinble plants is ran: or negligible in amouDL That of 
low value or worIhJcaa p!aab is usua/Iy predominant in all younger age clssscs. Thi. 
indicstes tIlaIlbc 0Ddc0inbIe plants lie dcfmitcly and domin.-,.Uy in control of !he 
sIand. 
..................... 
o - E.tn:mc .itualioa - no evidcace tIlaI valuable and dc,irable plants arc reproducing 
and surviviDg iD tbc sIand. 
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Phase II • SITE AND SOIL MANTLE INDEX RATING 
PROTEcrIVE COVER: Judge the relative density and mass effectiveness of the cover 
formed by all kinds of vegelation. including litter. shrubs. and trees. which shields Ibe soil montle 
from disturbance by water and wind. Note the size and pattern of bare spaces. 
25 · Dense cover making a full and continuous canopy over the surface of the ground. It 
affords maximum protection against erosion by water or wind. 
20 - A Ibick cover in which there may be some small ond widely spaced openings. Usually 
it affords good protection against erosive forces. but the nature of cover and dispe~ion 
of plants or liner leaves some marginal openings bare. 
J 5 - A medium coverofvegeUition,ora thick cover with large and palChy openings; oropen 
stands of "annua]s" or "perennials" which persist 10 maintain cover. These are 
moderately or partially effective as protection against erosive forces. 
10 - A thin cover of vegetation, or litter, or ephemeral and short-lived annual plants. or 
scattered clumps and islands of vegetation in large bare openings. These are only 
slightly erfective against erosive forces. 
5 · Widely dispersed and scanty cover of vegetation and liller. or annual vegetation that 
vanishes quickly or appears only in some years. Ineffective against erosive forces as 
most of the ground surface is uncovered most of the lime. 
..................... 
O· Exlrtme cases - barren of cover or nearly so . 
NATURAL VULNERABILITY: Judge comparatively the natural features of te ..... in and 
environment which tend either to accelerate or reduce the force and effectiveness of wind and 
water as erosion agents. Such features would include position and land form and position, 
topographic relier, slope and exposure; the nature and properties of the soi1s~ surface stoniDess 
or outcrops. and characteri stic e~tremes of local weather. Consider these under presently 
prevailing conditions of cover and climate. The raling should renect vulnerability to whichever 
erosion agent is most :lc tive locally. 
25 -
20 -
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Minimum erosion hv.ard from either water or wind because of natural feature. For 
water thi s usually menns valleys. plains or terraces, gentle gradients, smooth terrain , 
and stable and absorptive soi ls. For wind aClion th is usually means broken or rugged 
terrain and stable soils. 
Slight erosion hazard rrom either water or wind because of natural features. For water 
thi s usually mcans some hilly or rolling terrain with muderate slopes. and fai rly stable 
and absorptive soils. For wind this usually mcans undulating or rough topography with 
few level arca.'\ '\ubjcct to wind sweep. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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I j ~ Moderate eroslon hazant from aU erosive forces because of natural features. Inlenne· 
diale conditions of lemin re'ief and sleep ... s of slope. Moderately stabte and 
absorptive soils. 
10 - High erosion haurd from either watcror wind because of natural features. For water 
this usually meaDS relatively Sleep slopes, dissected lemin, rather unstable soils, and 
sharply cut watercourses. Forwind this means much smooth topog.raphy whichofTers 
tiuJe proIectioo from wind sweep, and toose or light soits. 
.5 . Critical erosion hazard fromeitherwatcrorwind bccauseofnatural features. Forwater 
this usually means precipitous slopes, badland areas of shale orbare rock exposure, and 
disintegrating types of soils. For wind this usually means nat smooth terrain with little 
obstruction to wind sweep. and light or loose soils easily subject to blowing. 
0 - Extreme: situation as bare rock. exposed subsoil layers. or active dunes. 
SURFACE RUNOFF: Judge comparatively the rapidity with which waler from snowmelt or 
rainfall enters the soil or runs off over the soil surface and in drainageways or stream courses. 
Consider the nature, amount and time of occurrence of all foms of precipitation. 
2S - Noor very slight indication of surface runoff occurrence. Most ortbe water from snow 
or rain is appamItly absorbed or moves so gradually that titler and soit are practically 
undisturbed. Drainageways and stream coo ..... are smoothly rounded and apparently 
well stabilized. 
20 - Some evidence that Ismail amount of ~urface runoff oceul'!. 'There is some disturbance 
oftiuer, f!JlO soil, and small debris but these are carned only shan distance. and moved 
in zigzag paIImIS. Waler courses and drainageways are fairly stable though well 
defined. 
IS - 1bcre ate marks of moderate amounts of over·surfacc flow occurring. indicating 
lcuened absorption and percolation. Litter movement and soil or debris lodgment 
behind obstacles is common but in irregular panems. Drainageways show evidence 
of high waler now and debris deposit.. and some cutting of stream banks is evident. 
10 · Many indicatiofl5 of r:apid runoff,low absorption. and a large volume of over-surface 
now. Straight rill gully pauems may show on exposed slopes, dminage.. will show 
evidence of instability and active bank cUlting or deepening. Litter accumulation is 
sparse. SlIeam courses show silt, and debris deposit, intcnnillently or at high water 
stage levels of overflow plains. 
j . Much evidence of occurrence of quick runoff and torrcntial or nood nows of waters. 
There is no liller accumulation in place. Gully patterns are incised on sloJ¥.i . l'l{)(xl 
debris and coarse rubhle deposits occur along watercour.;e hanks and 3.'Ii fans at stream 
junctions. WalercOUI'SC channe ls are commonly ~trajght walled and dccpt.Y sunk in 
valley noors. 
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O· Extreme situation · evidence of floods of great volume camed in Ihoroughly scoured 
channels . 
SOIL STABILITY: Judge comparalively the present rale of erosional activity by the degree 
of soil disturbance or movemenl. Results of either wind or waler action or both should be 
considered. 
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25· Soil mantle is intact with no evidence' (' soi l movement. The soil is accumulating in 
place with no sign of transponation. Surface litter is usually accumulating in place. 
20 · Slight evidence of some recent soil movement. There may be limited movemenloffine 
soil from bnre ground or on certain exposures. but generally stable surface conditions 
prevail 
15 · Moderate movement of soi l is plainly apparent and recent. Then: may he some 
lerracing. or occasional pJ3nlS on pedestals, or a few small rill gullies in exposed places. 
Some sediment deposits occur intennillently in runoff channels or against small 
obstructions elsewhere. Some gmvel is exposed in bare spots where fine soil has been 
removed. 
10 · Well advanced and active soi l erosion is evident Usually there arc active gullies to aid 
soil ca rriage and plants arc on pedeslals of soi l. Drifled soil or debris deposits arc. very 
noticeable against minor surface obstructions. Drninageways show silly deposits or 
sandy material along channels or in fans. Erosion pavement is well formed on gravelly 
or stony soil . hut the patte rn is open. Transported so il appears aoout shrub clumps. 
5· Severe soil erosion: There is exposed subsoil, clo .... d eJOsion pavemenl on stony soils. 
many active and frequent gullies. sharply incised drainagechanncls.large fan JeposilS 
of soi l tlnddebris which includesgrnvcl and rocks. There are windscourcddeprcssions 
and aClive wind culting or embryonic dunes in sandy situations. 
O· Extreme si tuation · as on barren t,adlands, or shifting sand dunes. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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S,.""klfU!lIItJl StJulu. - T"nd Scor~ Card 
IV. TREND SCORE CARD 
£tUtor's Note: 71IL Trend Scort Card procedures were trarucriMdfrom the originaitul in 
the old 81M MIJIUIQ/. Vol""", IX. Range R<iease No. 38. doted Sept.mb<r 12. 1960. 
A. Changes in density and composition of perennial vegetation are measurable to a large 
degn:e and it should be possible to obtain direct In:nd values from study plots. Plant vigor 
and soi l erosion are less easily rnea.sured and will depend chieny upon careful descriptive 
evaluations of change. Form 4-1422 "Range Trend Score Card" (Illustration 10) has been 
devised to aid in rating trend from information gathered by remeasurement of pennane"t 
study plots. 
1lle criteria are presented for sake of illustration and are based upon positive or negative 
values assigned to the different elements listed. The indicated changes in both soi l and 
vegetal conditions are weighted to give plus or minus values and added algebraically to 
re neel sile condition changes if any. An ell:CCSs of plus values indicates improving condi · 
lions; an ell:cess of minus values the reverse. When the (wo are approximately balanced Ihe 
range is judged to be in a relatively static or unchanging condition. 
The numerical values assigned 10 this form were arrived at on a more or less amilr.lry basis. 
Therefore. ell:perience in use may dictate a change in the weights given to trend elements and 
in the number of transect hits required to meet the criterion of a moderate or great change in 
soil or vegetal condition. For example. Jel us consider "Density" under paragraph A of the 
form. In a spanely vegetated desert type. an increase of 3 to 5 transect hi lS on vegetation 
might be equivalent to a 100 percent increase in plant density . The same increase in transect 
hilS on an average Western range type might approll:imale a 10 percent 10 15 percent increase 
in planl density. Thus, in the Southwest it seems certain that the scale of relative value 
accorded to hits on vegetation will have to be allered. This is permissible in any case, but in 
order to maintain uniformity of approach it is recommended that aU such necessarY changes 
be developed at lbe St2te or Area level . and that they not be allowed to vary .ppP.I iably 
within or between grazing districts. 
B. In measuring trend, comparison is made with the data obtained from at least OI:e prior 
measurement of the tlaMCCI. As pointed out by Parker, the crileria for judging trend of 
vegeta l condition may di ffer in accordance with the initial cond ilion rating giv~n the type. 
For clI:ample, a sagebrush type initially judged as fmtt might complelcly lack a perennia l 
gcas.. understory. in which ca'C the later establishmcnl of a. low palatabilily perennial grass 
would probably indiCJ;le improvemenl A similar type judged as Q2Qd would be almost 
certainly have had a fair undcrslory of palatable perennial grnsscs. A subsequenl invasion by 
the same low palatability grass would in this instance suggest range regress ion 10 be taking 
place. 
c. When considering the elements of composition and vigor 3.", applied to major rorage 
sprdc...", in the type, the situation may arise where one class of desi rable planls is deteriorating 
thfough overuse and another is improving and moving in as a replacement. This is mosl 
readi ly illustrated by winter game areas where palatahle browse spec ies may be decrea'ii ng in 
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vigor, condition, and area occupied, whi le perennial grasses are on the increase. In such an 
event , major usc of the type must be c:lrefuUy considered and greatest weight given to the 
condition of the plant species c3nying most of the grazing USI': load. In instances of (his kind 
full documentation of the situation should be made by explanation under the space for 
"Addilional Remarks," 
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t. To supplement the foregoing . the examiner should refer to the local plant classiri-
calion lists (Section II . Illustration 7, Page I) which are prepared as 3 foundation proce-
dure of the Two-Phase study method and which provided the basic data for the preparn-
lion of the Intens ive Study Score Cards. 
2. As an aid 10 recognition of plant species having va lue to wi ldl ife. a supplemental 
lisl of common range plante; is included as Illustration 7, Page 2 . Districts may add to 
this list or assign different plant values as determined by local conditions. 
3. The plant classification lis ts will be of greatest value as they relate to measurement 
of changes in composi tion of a vegetative type. However. the presence or absence of 
desirable or undesi rable plants may themselves under cenain conditions be an indication 
of In:nd. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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SuppkrrullltJl Sludies - Guides/or EstimoJing Trend 
v. GUIDES FOR ESTIMATING TREND 
Editor's Not~: The GuUks for EslimDling Tr~nd proCl!dur~s Weft transcribed from the 
original tut in tIlL old BUt MtJIIIMJl. Volum.lX. Range R<I.as. No. 38. dated 
Sepwnbu /1. /96Q. 
1be following (acton or indicators of trend may be used as a guide: in estimating current 
range trend. This listing is DOt complete and its application must be accompanied by the 
c~aminer'5 best judgment of conditions existing at each particular site. No one sct of factors 
will give r fOSitive detennination and observations should be made of as many of these 
crilDia as possible. 
A. From the standpoint of vegetal condition: 
EvIckn<e." Upward 
T...,nd 
Good pen:nnial forage plants 
are represented in all age 
c.Iasses from seedlings 
througb matu", plants. 
Undesirable species 
decrusing or present only 
35 relics. 
A definite increase in density 
and vigor of good forage 
plants all based upon paslob-
SC'rvation~ or comparisons 
with comparable adjacent 
areas. 
E.ldonce'" Sialic 
CondItion 
TIle age des distribution of 
e.i!ting species is adequate 
to maintain the stand. M a 
rule of thumb thi, ,hould 
approximate: Seedlings and 
young plants 10 to 50 pen:enL 
MahIn: plants - 40 pen:ent or 
more. Old pIlOts 10 pen:ent 
or more 
CI.-I stand of matu", plants 
which maintain dominance. 
Desirable browse plants 
showing one year or more of 
twig regrowth present. Few 
dead branche3. Generally of 
healthy appearance and vigor. 
No serious evidence of 
n:placement of palatable 
browse species by less 
desirable plant~ . 
Evidence ." Downward 
Trend 
Evidence of decreasing 
pe",nni.1 r""'ge plants or 
unnatural age class distribu-
tion such as absence or 
scarcity of seedlings or 
young plants. 
Undesirable species 
increasing in stand with a 
heavy percentage of young 
plants. 
Desirable browse plants 
heavily hedged. Currenl 
growth heavily utilized (over 
60 percent of annual growth). 
Larger plants high. lined. 
Many plants may be dead or 
partialLy dyi ng out. Inferior 
species may be replacing 
palatable ones. Gras..~ stands 
being invaded by inrcrior 
browse species. 
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B. From the standpoint of Soil and Erosion: 
Evidence of Upward 
Trend 
Good accumulation of plant 
liner. Liller and duff rela· 
lively undisturbed and in well 
defined lones. 
lillIe or no evidence of wind 
erosion laking place. Any 
existing bate or dune areas 
being taken over by plants. 
most of which are desirable 
perennials. The above is 
especially indicative if estab-
lishment is by seed from 
palatable perennials. 
No evidence of soil deposition 
or buildup around base of 
plan IS. 
Any eroded gu llies healed or 
healing. Side.~ as we ll as 
bottoms becoming covered 
with protective vegetation. 
Erosion pavement area. .. full y 
vegetated within limi l.~ of the 
site potential. 
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Evidonce of Static 
Condillon 
Fair accumulation of lilter, 
and little evidence of move~ 
ment taking place. 
Any bare or dune areas arc 
not increasing in size. Little 
or no evidence of change in 
marginal areas of vegelation. 
The deposition of soil is 
very slight and nonrecurring. 
Not noticeable on young 
plan IS. Old alluvial deposits 
largely vegetated. 
Gullies mostly hea led. Not 
deepening and no apparent 
increa.~e in head CUlling; 
gully wa lls will be at least 
par1 ly vege tated and nearing 
angle of repose . Erosion 
pavement. if present. is not 
increas ing. 
Ellidence of Downward 
Trend 
Liller. if any. being depl<ted. 
Top layers may be mixed 
with or covered by soil 
particles. 
Bare areas or sand blowouts 
or dunes, if present, appear to 
be deepening or increasing in 
size. No evidence of success-
ful invasion of plant life. 
There is noti ceable soil 
deposition around base of 
plants. including young age 
groups. Plant~ will often be 
pcdcSla lkd. If rools arc 
exposed this is evidence of 
very recent soi l removal. 
( iullies presen t and unhealed. 
:lctive hcadcutting. gullies 
!liteep sloped and may be deep-
ening. Rill channeling 
oh!licrvablc. Erosion pave 
ment forming. 
• 
• 
• 
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VI. EXCLOSURES 
Editor's NOlt: Procedures/or using uclosures 10 determine rangt corulition Wtft! "an-
scri«dfrom thl! origina/lul in thl! old 81M Manual, Vo/~ IX, Range Release No. 38, 
cloud Stpll!mbtT 12, 1960. andfrom a Fe/tUnU in the Jounwl of Range MOIW8f!l1KnI, July 
1958. "Exc/oluTes in Big Game Management in U,ah " by Stanfurd Young. 
It has been a practice of long star iing to construct range exclosures as a means of providing 
an index of the effect of grazing use by different classes of animals and to give a record of 
changing range condition. 
A. E"closure will often be set up in cooperation with State or other Federal agencies with a 
joint analysis bein,g made of the use data obtained. 
B. Where common use of the range takes place, one section of the exclosure should exclude 
only livestock and another should be game-proof. If there is an indication of even moderate 
rodent or rabbit population in the area 3 third and smaller division should be fenced against 
these animals. Even e"perienced observers cannot always distinguish betwun deer and 
rOOent usc. In addilion, it is always desirable to have one small por1ion of an e"c1osure 
completely protected against use by aU animal life to serve as a check on other environmental 
factors affecting plant growth such as nuctuations of climate. disease. insect infestalions, elc. 
A fourth seclion of the study area should be marked but left open to unrestricted nonna! usc. 
c. State game departmento; an:: doing a considerable amount of this work and may be 
consulted for fencing specifications if e"c1osures are to be constructed other than on a coop-
erative ba'i is. ~Iowever. if such plOls are to be constructed with the study of game U$C as a 
majur objec ti ve, it is strongly recommended that it be: made a cooperative venture if this is 
possible. 
D. Selection of e"c1osure sites should be given as careful consideration as in the selection 
of al1 Y othcr a.rea for sludy. taking all pert inent fac tors into consideration. II should be noted 
that exclosurcs are a valuable tool of managemcnt regardless of the Iype of range they are 
pl.ced upon. 
E_ Pennanent transect studies ;a nd photographic station.o; should be established 3.0; a means 
of recording the change in range and soi l condition which may result at the e"c1osure site. 
Pellet counl records within the different exclosure sections will also provide dam for estab-
lishing the ratio of game vs. livestock use of the area.o; (Section VII ). (An e"cellent referen"c 
is found in the Journal or Rilnge MilOagement. July 1958 - "E"closures in Big Game Manage-
ment in Utah" by Sbnford Young.) 
£(/;lor'5 NO/~: Th~ fil l/owing infoJmUllion was .fUmm~r;zecJ from Ihe iorlrnlli of Rangt Man-
aR~mt!nl ci/~cJ abo"r and hOof hrrn rditetl. 
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F. Construction of Exclosures should be guided by the following points: 
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I. Exclosures should be located on representative parts of ronge, physiographically as 
well as vegetatively, and (hey should enclose ecological unils of range LhOlt can develop 
n:uurally and independently of the surrounding range. The more heterogenous the 
conditions. the larger the exclosure should be. Total-protected. game-only, and open-
range areas should be carefully selecled 10 have equivalent conditions. thereby allowing 
for accurate comparison!. E"perienced range ecologists should be delegated the respon-
sibi lity of location and design. 
2. E"closures should be pennanent installations, with no more being constructed than 
Can be properly maintained by the ;agency which built them. Once their upkeep is 
neglected and animals enter. much of the accrued development is destroyed. 
J. ExcJosures should be located on the important vegetation types to sample use by 
the different kinds of range animals. 
4. Fencing should be of the most open design practical to minimize ils effects on Ihe 
range environment. However, log and block fencing. because of its durabi lily. would 
possibly be necessary where deep snows prevail. Fencing thai e"c1udes deer should 
stand at least 8 feel high. Fencing excluding livestock while allowing deer to enter 
freely should st.nd 3 to 3 'h feet high and be T3iled. 
S. Where rabbits are abundant. part of the lotal-protected area should be made rabbit-
proof. This can be done with I-inch by I-inch mesh welded wire. supported against 
sagging. the lower edge of which should be buried 6 inches and pegged securely into the 
ground. 
6. A sign should be installed at :I prominent location giving the nal1le. date built . 
huilding agency. and purpose. The sign should also identify the structures and discour-
age their use as corrals. Stiles or ladders should permit access 10 the lotally protec ted 
portion, since gales or doors may be lert open. 
7. Included in the compiled records should be pcnnanently located photo-hubs. along 
with as peCI and fenceline photographs. Also recorded should be climate and animal usc. 
including classes, $Casons. and intensilies. In addition. carefully designed studies 
sampling the different components of the r<lnge. ground cover. and browse should be 
establ ished on the exclosures and surrounding range. These studies. standardized and 
regularly repeated. would chrunicle the long-range erfetts of different ia l animal usc on 
the range. 
• 
• 
• 
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VII. PELLET STUDIES 
Edilor's Nole: The Pellet Studie.f procedllres were transcribed from the original text ifltlle 
old 81M Manual. Volume IX. Range Release No. 18. tin/ed September 12. /960. 
The counting of deer pellet (dung) groups as a method of detennining the number of game-
usc: days per acre. the approximate big game population of an area; and the trend in use from 
year to year. was described by McCain. et al.. in 1940 and 1948 (A Method for Mea~urine 
Deer Ranee Use. 13th trans. North American Wildlife Conference). Studies by Rassmussen. 
Doman. and Smith (1943) indicated that the defecation rate for mule deer averages app ox-
irnately 13 pellet groups per day. Recenlly workers in CaJifornia (Dasmann and T:;ber, 1955) 
have found evidence that pellet deposition rate.'! may vary with a change in did. Robinette. et 
aI., discussion at the 23rd Trans. North American Wildlife Conference in 1958 found at the 
Little Hills Experiment Station in Colorado. an average rate of 15 pellet-groups per day were 
deposited by mule deer using moderately stocked sagebru '" - juniper type winter range which 
is in good condition, or thirteen groups per day if the deer were utilizing depleted winter 
ranges. 
A. It is not contemplated that Bureau technicians will initiate studies of this kind except in 
rare instances. This hrief statement is for the purpose of explaining the procedures used, 
siooc it is likely that the Bureau may cooperate with State agencies in checks of game use on 
BLM ranges. 
B. By recording the pellet groups found in certain prescribed units of range such as 1/ 00-
acre or lito-acre plots. it is possible to obtain the number of game days use per acre or act t.al 
grvjng usc: which ha'ltalten place. If the period (months or days) of use of the area is known 
it is po.s..~ible within reasonable limits to detennine the game population numbers by dividing 
the totaJ dec,. days use by the length of tay in the area. 
C. Trend of use can be determined by noting the change in lotal deer day u c from one 
year to the next Then too. Ihe game days use per acre can be correlated with Ito'! brow e 
production and utilization infonnalion gathered in the regular tudy program. No further 
inslruCtion in conducting this type of study is believed to be necessary for the reasons stated. 
Should there develop a need, detailed procedures can "e set up when required. 
• 
• 
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VIII. WEIGHT ESTIMATE AND OCULAR 
RECONNAISSANCE 
EdiJo,'s Nole: Becauu o[ 'he similarities in proceduus, the WeiRhl Estimate and the Ocular 
Recorrnowance IMlhods a/vegetation. survey have been combined to reduCt! .fpaCt. The 
procedJues discussed hue apply 10 both me/hods unless otherwise Slated. 
11te proceduru for collec/ing data using tllLse methods weu transcribedfrom old 8LM 
MfDIWlI4412.118. "Weight Estimate Forage Survey Handboolc, .. Release 4-4. dated 4/30/63. 
aNI BIM Manual 4412.1 IA. "Ocular Reconnaissance Forage Survey Handboolc, " Release 4-
3. dated 3/30163. 
A. Introduction 
Bunau of Uod Managemenl forage survey lechniques are based on research fiodings of 
correlations between vegetation and soil conditions and environmentaJ influences, including 
intensity of grazing. Surveys and studies are designed to rate ranges for maximum sustained 
use by livestock and game and to improve or 10 maintain ranges in a good pnxluctive condi-
tion. 1be ultimate lest of surveys, and grazing capacities based on them, is trend in range 
condition. Capacity estimates are properly used only as a starting point in management 
Permissible grazing rates will vary with changes in range condition due 10 changes in weather 
or intensity of usc. Continuous studies which may include actual use. climate analysis. 
condili<. " aod !rend. utiUzation aod production MUdi .. are necessary 10 follow up a survey 
aod adjust initially eslablished grazing capacities. 
B. Forage Survey Methods 
They ";11 be used primarily for initial adjoslmenlS in Slocking rales on ranges which have nol 
before been subjecled 10 reliable forage production or grazing capacity sludies. aod for 
equitable alJottings 10 use" aod proper distribution of grazing use. The cbuice belween these 
aod other melhocb will be based on !he apparenl advanlages thai each offers for !he particular 
""'ge under consider.ttion, aod on any SpecialSludy requiremenlS. Prescribed melhocb 
include ocular reconnaissance and weighl estimale plot procedures. Each has unique chnrac-
IerisIia which make il man: or .... adaptable to specific ranges aod special requiremenlS. 
Some imporlanl col13ideratiol13 in objectively delennining an appropriale method include !he 
nature and amount of vegetative cover, the extent of nuctuations in annual forage production. 
!he practical inlel13ity of !he survey, aod !he qualifi""tions of survey penonnel. 
C. Objective 
The primary objective of a forage survey is to detennine the amount of forage which is 
curTCntJy available 10 livestock and game under proper range use. Under this concepl a 
fanll" survey is a forage production study. 
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D. Technical Considerations 
WEIGHT ESTIMATE: The weighl eslim'le forage survey method is a syslem of invenlory-
ing vegetation by estimating total green forage weight and converting to dry weight. by 
species, in a range type. 
OCUlAR RECONNAISSANCE: The ocular reconnaissance forage survey is a syslem of 
inventorying vegetation by estimating total (orage density and percentage composition, by 
species, in a range type. 
The more important technical elements involved in these procedure are described below. 
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I. RaDII" Typos 
A range type is the mapping unit used in forage surveys and other rnnge studies. II is a 
relatively homogeneous classification unit of appropriate minimum site consisting of a 
portion or sometimes all of a vegetative type as determined by general 3$:>CC1. 
Derivation of Range Types. The I g standard aspeCI vegetative Iypes are finl delinealed 
and then subdivided as needed on the basis of several mapping criteria in deriving range 
types of desirable evaluation size. The segmenting criteria listed in the order of usual 
application are: 
(I ) Abundance ofvegelalion 
(2) Species composition 
(3) Slope 
(4) Exposure 
(5) Kind of soil 
(6) Erosion 
Usually the practical minimum Iype size will be reached before all of!hese crileria are 
given specific consideration. The most important ones are fint considered, and are 
commonly as listed above. 
2. Welght.nd Density 
a. WEIGHT ESTIMATE: Under Ihe weighl eSlimale method. currenl green weighl 
production by plant species is estimated on plots. These green weights are then 
convened to :lir dry values after detennination of moisture content. Species weights 
in grams are delennined and reconled on Fonn 4-1276 (IIIUSltalion II). The grams 
per plot are then converted to pounds per acre. Weights are recorded .10 the nearest 
fi ve grams per pia l except that any species having Jess than 2 grams IS recorded as I 
gram. 
(I ) Sltl/Jb/~ HeiR/II. Estimates and clippings will include all <lccessible herbage 
produced during the current year within appropriale limits o f grazing usc. 
Herbaceous pkants are clipped 10 the root c rown . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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(2) Htiglrt of Gra;.ing. Weight estimates wi ll include 311 c urrent year's growth of 
ench plant species thai is availahle for use up to the gr37.ing height of animals 
concerned. 1be standard heighL'i of grazing (or the differenl kinds of ani mals 
are: callie· 5 feet; sheep · 31/z feel; deer - 4'h feel; elk and moose - 7 feel; and 
antelope and mountain sheep - ]'12 feet. The value used (or a particular species 
will be the height (or the animal making substantial usc. If two or more animals 
make use, a proportionate height will be used. 
(3) AlloM"anu lor UtililJJlion and Growth StaR~. It will be neeessary to make 
appropriate allowances in estimates for any grazing utilization that may have 
already occurred on current growth prior to the time of examination. and for the 
growth stage of each species at that time. The estimates should renee' as nearly 
as feasible the full cuneol year's developmenl of each species. 
(4) Old Plant Growth. Can: must be exercised when c1ipping.nd weighing plol 
vegetation to remove all old growth of previous years. 
(5) Conversion to Dry Weight. The conversion of green pl.nl weighlSlo air dry 
values is of uunost importance and should be done as accurately as possible. 
Moisture contents vary considerably. not only between species but between 
.seasons and with time of day and site conditions. Because of these complexi-
ties, moisture contents of different species should be dctennined at frequent 
inlervals lllroughoul the field seasons. Green samples of each species an: 
clipped willlin grazing heighllimilS so as 10 tepresenl average site conditions 
and diurnal flucluations, The clippings are placed preferably in lighl weigh~ 
loose woven c10eh bags and air dried until a consWlI weighl is reached. Dry 
malter percentages an: computed from sample weighl dirretences and enlered on 
the writeup form (lIIuslntion II). Pounds of dry weighl per acte an: derived by 
applying these percentage facton to estimated pounds of green weighl per acte. 
Moislute contenl of planlS genernly becomes less and is more COllJWllloward' 
the laller part of the field season. 
(6) Training/or Weighl Estimation. The efficiency and accuncy of the work of the 
membe .. of the survey party depend a greal deal upon the initilltraining given 
them. The enti~ CteW should work logether for alleasl a week, or until esti-
males of weighlate uniform among them. Following the training period, the 
Chief of Party will worlt individually willi each of the men requirin, further 
improvemenl of his work and 10 check his progress. During the course of the 
survey, the CteW should worlt logether for a portion of. day each week in order 
10 correlate eslimates and 10 resolve problems in field procedUte lIIal may arise. 
b. OCUUR RECONNAISSANCE: Under the ocular teconnaissance method, densily 
will consist of general estimates of overhead (vertical) ground cover for the: current 
ye .. 's growth of all usable vegetation on each range Iype. DensilY will be n:conled 
as the decimal proportion of the ground that i5 covered as viewed from directly 
above. Values (or each species arc obtained through composition estimates of the 
pe=ntage of the 10Ia1 densily altributable 10 each. These Iwo estimales an: made 
concurrently as the examiner travcnes the type. Brief notes are advisable for 
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different parts of the type to aid the examiner in properly weighing the variations 
encountered in his final write-up. It would be well to complete Form 4412-1 
(IIIustralion 12) when within an apparently .ve"'ge part of the Iype, .nd make 
needed adjuslmenlS as the type examination ensues. (Average density is recorded at 
the bottom of the fonn. and percent composition is listed for each species.) 
(J) Height o/Grazing. Density estimates will incJude all current year's growth of 
each plant species that is available for use up to the grozing height of animals 
concerned. The standard heights of grazing for the different kinds of animals 
are: cattle - 5 feet; sheep - )'Iz fect; deer - 411z feet~ elk and moose - 7 feet. and 
antelope and mountain sheep · )'Iz feet. The value used for a particular species 
will be the height for the animal making substantial usc. If two or more animals 
make use. a proportionate height will be used. 
(2) Vegetative Layus. In making density estimates where distinct and overlapping 
layers of vegetation are involved, each layer will be given separote consider-
ation. 
(3) Allowance/or Utiliwtion and Growth Stages. II will be necessary 10 make 
appropriate allowances in estimates for any grazing utilization that may have 
already occurred on current growth prior to the time of examination. and for the 
growth stage of each species at that time. The estimates should reneet as nearly 
as fea~i' It! the full current year's development of each species. 
(4) Training/or Density Estimation. As an aid in gClining a concept of density and 
in training for density estimation. a square-foot win: frame divided by cross 
wires into fourths may be used. This frame is helpful to the examiner in deter· 
mining the area from which the current growth of each species mu~t be taken to 
make a squan:·foot of cover. The vegetation may be sufficiently bunched. either 
from its natural position or after clipping. to present a full cover within the 
frame. Undue compression and overlapping of herbage should be avoided in 
developing a concept of the 3mount of naturally distributed herbage of different 
species required to fonn a square-foot of density. Other aids that may be used in 
estimation training or in checking overhead density estimates include line 
intercept transects. line point transects. or pace point transects. Perhaps the most 
readi ly used of these is the latter wherein hits at the point of the toe on each pace 
along a predetennined transect line are taken as the basis for density deter-
mination by species. Line intercepts and point readings have been used to some 
extent, bUI are more time consuming. 
(5) VeRtlatimJ Ctlmposition. Composition ratings arc based on the proponion of the 
lotal vrgetative density provided by each species. The sum of the ratings is 100 
percrn1. This sum is first proportioned. in the estimation process. belwern the 
Ihree main catrgories (life fonns) of plants. ;,nd then these respective group 
values are divided among Ihe component species in accord with their relat ive 
amounts. 
• 
• 
• 
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J. AaiJuJ Unit Ratios 
In computing the approximate AUM's of use for the various kinds of grazing animals. 
their respective animal unit equivalents must be specified. These ratios as used in the 
put have varied 10 some extent (or specific animals. 1be 3vcroge head of caille run on a 
partjc::ular range will be considered an animal unit by the Bureau. Animal unit cquiva-
lear. for other kinds of animals have often been sel somew~ within the following 
limits: 5 to 6 sheep. 5 10 7 goats, 5 10 7 antelope, 4 10 5.5 mule deer, 4.5 10 7 white-
laiIed deer, 5 106 black-tai led deer, and 1.25 10 1.75 ell<. All of these ratios refer to only 
those animals over 6 months old. Younger animals, constituting the natural increase of 
the be:nI. ~ not coll5idered in setting numbers of animal units or computing AUM's of 
..... 
4. n...t Symbol LIsts 
As complete a list as possible of the plants of the survey area will be prepared for use of 
die pony members. Plants will be listed alpbabelieaJly in the three groups-gnosses 
(including grass-like plants), forbs, and shrubs (including treesr-using their scientific 
billOlDiaJs. Common names may be added in another column after the binomials, if il is thou"" any useful purpose may be served thereby. Ordinarily. this planl and planl 
symbol Ii .. is prepared in conjunction with a listing of proper use faclors for each 
specieo-
A four-letter symbol will be listed for each planl in I column preceding the binomials. 
lbeoe symbols will be used on Iype writeup sheets. They consist of the r"'llWo Ietlen 
of each of the generic and specific names. Only the finllelter of a species symbol is 
capitalized. In the case of unidentified or grouped species of a genus, the finl four 
Ietlen of the generic name are used, and all are capitalized. The use of four-Jetter rather 
than tbn:e· leller symbols minirniz.es their duplication among plants of an area. Where 
die few duplications do occur. the conventional symbol is modified by adding I number 
beginning with "I" aldie end. Numben are assigned in order of impurtance of the 
pIaDls involved. Thus. ''2'' is added 10 die symbol of the second mosl importanl plant 
5. Propn- Ule FIICInn 
.. WEIGIIT ESTIMATE: Lists of proper use faclon will be prepared by planl 
species for the animaJ use complex on each significant use area of the survey. These 
facton will be based upon percenl of weighl taken upon proper use of the range. 
FaclOrs lor Each Use Compla. Whenever any of the range use segments of. 
survey area support a 5ubstant ial amount of usc by a panicular game animal in 
addition to livestock. use, proper use factors will be derived for the use complex. 
(I) KiNl., 01 Anil1Wis and S.a.roM 01 Use. These faclors will be eSlablished by 
plant species for all kinds of grazing animals for all pel .... . .c:nt se~ns of use 
combined. and will be lisled in a lable which includes the planl .nd planl 
symbol Ii. !. 
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(2) Proper Use Delerm;nat;on. "Proper use" for a particular plant is the degree to 
which its CUfTent growth will be utjlized by grazing alii mOIls when the range is 
properly used. Such percentage use factors are derived by detennining the 
differences between total current production in a nonnal growth year and the 
amount left after proper use. They indicate all removal in the process of grazing 
includh'F ';,astage by trampling. Any foliage removal or damage by rodents, 
insecls. or disease is provided for under utilization deduclions, and is therefore 
not considered in eslablishing proper use factors . 
(a) Local Derivation of Factors. Any existing proper use factor tables which 
have been standardized for ranges similar to the survey area may be used as 
a guide in formulating factors for use on 3 survey. However, specific 
factors will be established on the basis of local use conditions. Grazing use 
of panicular plants by each kind of animal varies considerably from one 
locality to another. Proper use varies with a number of criteria such as 
preference of different kinds of animals, season of use, vegetation composi· 
tion, weather conditions as expressed in volume of growth and texture of 
forage and lopography. 
(b) Bases for Delerminations. Proper use faclors should be based on all perti-
nent infonnalion available, paying special attention to utilization studies and 
observations within or near the survey area. The results of any applicable 
research studies should receive careful attention. Such studies have recently 
modified the concepts of physiological requirements of forage plants in 
regard to grazing use. Results indicate that the maximum allowable use for 
most key forage plants is normally somewhere near 50% of the current 
growth. Aboullllal proportion of most importanl perennials musl be left 
after grazing to assure their perpetuation and that optimum quantities of 
forape are produced. Studies of some browse plants have indicated that use 
up 10 60% of currenl growth m.y be .IIowed, and slill permil the plants 10 
thrive; but this seems to be the upper limit. These percentages refer to total 
removal including that by rodents and insects. Therefore, it will be found 
lIlal most key planl use faclors will be below lIlese values. 
(c) Average Values Used. As a practical matter. all of the small variations in 
use of given plant species within the different range types of a survey :uea 
cannot be given separate consideration. Average values for these local 
range complexes lI1ust be used. The use differences for specific plants will 
normally be much greater between widely separated ranges than within 
more restricted localities. 
b. OCULAR RECONNAISSANCE: Li'L' of proper use f.Clors will be prep.red by 
plant species for each kind of grazing animal alone and for the animal use complex 
on each signifi cant use area ofth(: survey. These factors will be based upon percent 
of weight taken upon proper use of the range. 
• 
• 
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Factors for Each Kind of Animal. Whenever any of the range use segments of a 
survey area supports a substantial amount of use by a particular game animal in 
addition to livestock use, proper use factors will be derived (or the game species as 
well u for each kind of livestock. Ratings for these animals will be needed in 
arriving at total allowable proper use foeto ... 
(I) Kinds of Animals and Staron., of Uu. These factors will be established by plant 
species for each kind of grazing animal for each pertinent season of use, and will 
be listed in a table which includes the plant and plant symbol list. After the 
plant listings, columns of the table will be provided for grazing animal. in the 
following order u needed: cattle, sbeep, deer, antelope, and elk. Under each of 
these kinds of animals, seasonal use columns will be established in the following 
sequence as required: spring, summer, fall, winter, spring-fall, and yearlong. 
Occasionally, values for other seasonal combination perinds are needed. 
(2) Proper Use D".rminalion. "Proper use" for a particular plant is the degn:e to 
which its current growth will be utilize.! by a kind of grazing animal when the 
range is properly used. Such percentage use factors are derived by detennining 
the differences between total current production in a normal growth year and the 
amount len after proper use. 1bey indicate all removal in the process of grnzing 
including wutage by trampling. Any foliage removal or damage by rodents, 
imecu. or disease is provided for under utilization deductions, and is therefore 
no( considered in establishing proper use factors. If. plant provides no forage 
for. kind of grazing animal during a particular season it is noted zero for that 
combination although it may be pnooent on the range and supply forage at other 
.......,.. This may especially be the case for winter ranges where some plants 
ore evident during the growing season bot ore unable to provide forage during 
the dormant period. 
(a) Local Derivation of Factors. Any existing proper use factor tables which 
have been standanlized for rug .. similar to the survey""" may be used u 
I guide in fonnulating facton for U5e on I survey. However, specific 
factors will be established on the basis of local use conditions. Grazing use 
of particular plants by each kind of animal vari .. cunsiderably from one 
locality to another. Proper use varies with a number of criteria such as 
preference of different kinds of animal!, season of UK, vegetation composi-
tion, weather conditions as expressed in volume of growth and texture of 
fonge, and topography. 
(b) B .... for Detenninations. Proper use facto.. should be based on all perti-
neot information avai lable, paying special attention to utilization studies and 
observations within or near the survey area. The results of any appJicable 
research studies should receive careful attention. Such studies have recenLly 
modified the conceplS of physiological requirements of forage plants in 
regard 10 grazing use. Resul'-' indicate that the m3JI:imum allowable use for 
most key forage plants is nonnally somewhere near 50% of the current 
growth. About that proportion of moot important perennials must be Icft 
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after grazing to assure their perpetuation and thai optimum quantities Q( 
forage .m: produced. Studies of some browse plants have indicated that use 
up to 60% of current growth may be allowed, and sti ll pennit the plants to 
thrive; bUllhis seems to be: the upper limit. These percentages refer 10 total 
femo"a) including that by rodents and insects. Therefore. it will be found 
that most key plant use factors will be below these values. 
(c) Average Values Used. As a practical maller, all of the small varialions in 
use of given plant species within the diffcn:nt range types of a survey area 
cannol be given separale consideration. Average values for these local 
range complexes must be used. The use differences for specific plants will 
normaJly be much greater between widely separ3ted ranges than within 
more restricted localities. 
Proper Use Objectlv. 
For most ronge areas, it is the managemenl objective of the Bureau 10 mainlain or 
recover the valuable perennial forage planlS as the chief consliluenlS of the vegetalion. 
If this is to be realized, the less valuable perennials and annuals must be assigned use 
nltings sufficiently low to assure that no more than the allowable use is made of the 
desired species regardless of their cunenl abundance. 
The annual plant ranges to the west of the Sierras in California and on a few adjoining 
areas constitute an exception to the general Bureau management objective with respect 
to type of forage cover. Management of these annual ranges will pemaps be based 
indefinitely on the annual cover, and proper usc factors will be assigned to adequately 
safeguard and perpetuate this type of forage in a desirable condition. 
7. Gam. Faclor Conold.nollono 
In the derivation of use complex factors, the advice and help of State Game Department 
and other agency technicians should be obtained. Such ratings should be considered 
with these persons at the same time that game popUlation, game population trends, and 
other game values are being estimated. The Ocular Reconnaissance methods takes into 
consideralion specific game proper use values. 
8. Derivation of Pro""r Use Faclors 
The weight estimate method refers to a "use complex proper use factor" where as the 
ocular reconnaissance method refers Co a "Iolal allowable proper use faclor". The 
following proper use factors will be derived and used in grazing capacity computation!. 
a. WEIGHT ESTIMATE: 
( I ) U:fe Complrx Pmpt'r Use Factnr. Wherever more than one kind of grazing 
animal m:lkes substantial usc of OJ range use area. usc complex proper use faclors 
will be derived. These faclors will consider the one or more kinds of livestock 
using the area plus the compet itive usc of the plant species hy game. and further 
consider the judgment delenninalion criteria uplained below. When only one 
• 
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kind of livestock is us ing the range and no ~pprcciabJe use is made by game 
animals, it will not be necessary to derive a use comple", proper use factor. In 
such a situation, a proper use faClor will be derived for the one kind of livestock. 
If two kinds make use with no appreciable game use, use complex factors will 
be derived ror the liveslock complex. 
(2) NoncomptU;lille Game Pro~r Use FaClor. Wherever game makes proper use of 
a plant in addition to the competitive use , a non-competitive game proper use 
factor will be assigned that particular plant species. This assignment will 
consider the judgment determination criteria explained below (Section 
VIll.D.8.c). 
b. OCULAR RECONNAISSANCE: TOlol Allowob/~ Propu Us< Foclors. Wherever 
more than one kind of animal makes substantial use of a range usc area, total 
allowable proper use factors will be derived and used in grazing capacity computa. 
lions for that area. "These factors will represent the maximum limit of the combined 
use 10 be made of any species ror a particular range and season, and will be the 
""",II or judgment weighting. or the racto .. ror each kind or animal , considering a 
number of critical innuenees concerning the use complex and the nature of the 
range. Usually the lotal allowable proper use raclor will not be gyealer than thai 
normally allowed the kind or animal having a pn:ren:nce ror the species. 
c. J",q"uru IHknrtilltJdDlI CriUrlIJ. ludgment decisions ror the use complex and 
total proper use factors assigned each plant species will be developed. Obvious 
ilemo thaI need deftnile consideration are: 
1be indicated ratio or use in AUM's between the various kinds or animals. 
1be season or sequeoce or use ror each kind or animal and the relationship or 
this use wilh respecl 10 ecological conditions. 
1be lbundance or key rortlge plants ror each kind or animal. 
1be ",lltive accessibilily and uUlizabilily of the nnge ror each animal. 
1be ",lltive prererence ror the various plants or ea<:~ ki.~ or animal . 
Tbere appears fo be no possibility of UJing a precise: mathematical formula for this 
weighting; the",rore, assignments are largely a judgmenl delenninalion. Key rorage 
plants (or domestic li vestock and game animals will need critical all nlion. Great 
care must be taken not to assign 100 high a use complex or total allowable proper use 
(actor to anyone forage plant even though such assignment might be: within the 
physiological limits of that plant for grazing utilization. Keep in mind that the 
assignment o( the totaJ physiological utilization level for a forage plant in relatively 
large abundance may innate the ultimate grazing capacity computation to the point 
tfgl another forage plant in less abundance might be overutilized. This development 
might occur due to the grazing habits of the same kinds of animals or from the 
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competitive grazing use of forage plants by different kinds of animals. To the fulles. 
eXlenl possible, Ihe highly palatable bUlless abundanl planls should nOI be sacri ficed 
in order to obtain the indicated optimum degree of uroe wilhin the survey 3rea; 
however. occasionally this will occur when the choicer plants undergoing competi. 
live or single animal usage are comparatively scarce in relation to other more 
abundant forage plant supporting a substantial amount of the grazing use. 
( I) Reloliv~ ROlings. WEIGHT ESTIMATE: Use complex and noncompelilive 
game factors should be set so as to reneet the approximate extent of use that will 
prevail with the particular ratio and seasons of use by the kinds of animals that 
will graze each use complex area. No instruction can specifically detail precise 
guides to judgments of this kind. Therefore, the most experienced technicians in 
the district office, working in conjunction with the technical staff personnel in 
the Slate Offices, will need 10 be involved in the preparation or proper use 
tables. 
Superabundanl Species. Big sageblUsh and possibly olher species are an 
exception to assigning noncompetitive game fac tors. These species, when 
superabundant and having some forage value for game but none for livestock, 
are not given a game factor. The tremendous volume of big sagebrush fre. 
quenlly available would yield highly enoneous dala ir il was considered along 
with other forage species. In this case, the procedure is to determine what part 
or the animal' s diet consists of sagebrush. This percentage is then applied to the 
game demand in animal unit months and then added 10 the additional forage 
available ror game use only. 
(2) R~/olive ROlings. OCUUtR RECONNAISSANCE: Whe", a species is a key 
plant for each kind of animal involved, or at least has a high proper use factor 
ror each, the lotal allowable proper use rae lor may be the same as the highest or 
those assigned for the different animals. But this is not always necessarily so _ 
subject to the discuss ion and qualifications cited above. Also. where the use 
factor happens to be the same for the different animals, this value may be used 
as the total allowable proper use factor. On the other hand, the value may lie 
somewhere between differential factors for the animals . II should be set so as to 
reOecl the approximate extent of usc that will prevail with the particular ratio 
and seasons of use by the kinds of animals that will graze each use complu 
area . No instruction can specifically detail precise guides to judgments of this 
kind. Therefore, the most experienced technicians in the district office. working 
in conjunction with the technical staff personnel in the State Offices, will need 
to be involved in the preparntion of tolal allowable proper use tables. 
d. Us< on Type Writeup,. lIIuslmlion II , Form 4-1276, and IIIlIslration 12, Form 
4412-1, are examples of writeups utilizing use complex. noncompetitive game and 
lotal allowable proper use factors for plant species on a hypothe tical range type. 
e. POUlld, of V .• able Forage. WEIGHT ESTIMATE METHOD ONLY: The pounds 
of dry weight of forage per acre is multipl ied by the use complex proper u~ factor 
to obtain the pounds of usable fornge per acre for the use complex for each species 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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of plant The pounds of dry weight of fOl"3ge per acre is multiplied by Ihe noncom-
petitive game faclor to obtain the pounds of usable forage per acre for noncompeti-
tive game for each species exclusive of superabundant species. Any necessary 
utilization deductions will be applied to the lotal pounds of usable forage per acre 10 
obtain the net pounds per acre for both the use complex and noncompetitive game 
categories. 
r. R.t.JW~ to PIIJ,iDlDgu:al Umib of U ... OCUlAR RECONNAISSANCE 
METHOD ONLY: There is one specific problem within the tolal allowable proper 
use factor relationship that needs special attention. As previously sialed, if only one 
kind of grazing animal is utilizing a range area, it would be pennissible to assign 3. 
proper use factor at the physiological limit for some key plant species unless man-
agement consitier.llions dictate olherwise. A specific example of the exception 
probably would come about on critical big sagebrush deer winter ranges. Assign-
ment of sagebrush total allowable proper use factor values for deer in this si tuation 
might be 15-25% under 3 moderate 10 heavy deer winter concentration; probably 3 
m .. imum of 30-40% sagebrush tOlaI allowable proper use for deer would be the 
limit in the most inlensively used sagebrush winter deer ranges. 
g. Auillnm.nI af Propor U .. Factor IliJIUIlIsto Diff.nllt Kitlds of AniIMu on ,11_ 
Typo Writ.up Forms. OCUlAR RECONNAISSANCE METHOD ONLY: The 
type writeup fonn provides for a proration of the tolal allowable proper use factor 
among the various kinds of animals. Again, much Ihe same judgment criteria must 
be utilized in assigning these values to the kinds of animal. per plant species. In 
reiteration, the indicated ratio of use in AUMs, seasonal or sequential usc of the lotal 
forage complex range areas, range ecological relationships, availability, and relative 
preferences by kinds of animal. for certain plants, musl be taken into con.ideration. 
Also of prime importance will be the extent of knowledge of the particular range 
area concerning the amount of utilization and when it occurs on plants under com-
petitive use by different kinds of animal •. Many range arus in the West furnishing 
forage for different kinds of animals under different intensities of use are being 
. tudied by the State Game Departments, the Bureau, or other agencie •. Results from 
such studies will be utilized. To illustrate a situation, the overall animal usc ratio 
between caltle and deer might be 3 to I for a given area. Vet it might be best judg-
ment to indicate by the individual animal proper use factor assignments a ~30% 
(half and half) proration of the forage produclion. Such judgments would need 
ju.tifications including the known ulilization of particular planl . pecie. by kind of 
animal and the seasonal utilization of forage species. ElIample. of such plants 
where .uch close study would be needed are biUerbrush, birch leaf mahogany, 
chokecheny, and servicebeny. The primary objective i. to have the type writeup 
show the source of the forage for the different kinds of animals in relation to any 
compeling or compatible U5eS within the total range type being surveyed. 
h. AniIM/ U .. RaIio CO""",uOIl. OCUlAR RECONNAISSANCE METHOD 
ONLY: 10e ultimate compilation of grazing capacity infonnation by kind of animal 
will compare wilh the initial ratio of animal usc. This comparison wi ll provide 3 
check of U5e factor prorations among the kinds of animals, and will be a source of 
feed-back information for analytical study of inherent range U!oC: problems. Such 
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study will provide not only grnzing privilege and adjudication infonnation with 
rcspecllo domestic livestock use, but will provide basic information for discussions 
of any needed game animal adjustments with the proper agencies. 
i. Forag. AeTt FaciO". OCUlAR RECONNAISSANCE METHOD ONLY: The 
net fornge acre faclor is a figure representing the portion of a surface area which is 
completely covered with completely usable forage. This factor is expressed as a 
decimal fogure; e.g. , .05, .10, etc. Surf.ce acres multiplied by the net forage acre 
factor gives forage acres. 
9. Utilization Deduetlons 
Type eSlimates of amount of vegetation are made for the average of that part of Ihe type 
that is accessible to grazing animals. Utilization deductions are for any portion of the 
type that may not be available for some reason to any of the animals making use. Also, 
deductions are established for other type conditions Iha' either require use compensation 
or reduced use for correction of the condition. 
a. Uu AdjuJtmtltt CriJtris. These essential usability estimates are made separately 
for each grazing animal in proportion to the ability of each to cover Ihe range 
involved. They are assigned to the nearest multiple of S percent for each range 
feature requiring an adjustment. The main use criteria for which reductions rna) be 
needed are slope, rocks or stones, timber. lack of water, unstable soils, erosion, 
rodents, insects, and plant disease. Ratings for these are recorded on the back of the 
type writeup fonns. 
Intt raction of Crittria. Definite emphasis must be given to making approprinte 
utilization adjustments. Every feature of the range which limits animal ac("(ss or 
requires special protection should be given due consideration and the best possible 
judgment adjustments should be made. It should be recognized, however, that an 
adjustment for one crilerion may Ollieast partially care for the needs of other (ea-
tures. All deduction elements should be considered together, and the toul needed 
adjuslment proportioned equitably among them. Where waste (7) types are used hy 
game, Ihe various range survey evaluations, including utilizatjon deductions, will be 
made for Ihese animals. 
b. Allurillg AccuTIII. D",,,,,inatlom. The chief of party will pay special attention to 
udlil..3tion deduction estimates made by Ihe examiners 10 assure reliable and unifonn 
detenninations. 
10. Forall" Requlremonts 
Generally, it will be desi rable to assemble a part or aU of the basic use data needed to 
complete adequate forage requirement studies before the survey neld work begins. This 
could be done by the chief of pany during thc course of the , urvey, but it will be well to 
have :1I leas t selected the study areas before the neld season to insure their coverage as 
3n integral part or the survey. Grazing use data could perhaps be advantagcou.dy 
entered on standard fonns used 10 record eS limales or aclual usc. If it is not (ea.~ihJe 10 
obt3in forage requirements from aclual u~ studies, standard requirements may he used. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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a. 1.«111 IhrlllalWn aNI Forage Consumption Criteria. Local derivation of specific 
forage requirements is desirable. Forage requirements are available which may 
change with any of the criteria that cause different daily rates of forage ingestion by 
grazing animals. Variations may occur in daily forage consumption with differences 
in type of forage. abundance and availability of forage. season of use. topography. 
and type of livestock management. The small amount of available data on actual 
daily forage intake on ranges with different characteristics shows considerable 
variation. 
b. FOfII6e Reqrdnmefll ShuHn. Forage requirement studies are best made on repre-
sentative allotments or pastures which are considered to have been grazed at or near 
a proper rate. and for which a reliable use history may be assembled. Such typical 
areas should be within or near the survey area and must be covered by the survey. 
Ownership of these tracts is unimportant. However. they must adequately represent 
the survey area; the required use infonnation must be available; and there must be 
opportunity for field inspection. 
(1) Study Area Variations. Preferably the study areas w" l.Ild be fenced or otherwise 
well controlled. with accurate use records extend!ng back 4 . 5, or more years. 
However, such favorable situations may be relati\ely few. and dependence may 
have to be placed on other use areas with somewhat less ideal attributes for part 
of the study data . A ,razing use study preferably involves more than one 
controlled use area lor each general seasonal range covered by the survey . 
(2) Aclllal Use Pastures. In some places. actual use pastures have been established 
and data collected which are ideal for requirement derivation. Grazing use data 
will usually be obtained from recOf'<h maintained by the livestock operator, 
although other sources of information may be available. 1bese use data will be 
modified by estimates of the operator and district personnel for any trespass use 
that may have taken place. Allowance should also be made for any supplemen-
tal feeding that wu done during the period of the study. Seldom will an allot-
ment or pasture be available for deriving a forage requirement which may be 
considered to have been used to exactly the proper degree. 1lIerefon:, some 
adjustment of the indicated actual grazing use may be appropriate. 1lIe basis for 
such modification would be a range condition detennination and perhaps a 
utilization check which should be document.ed u part of the record. 
(3) AbrrormaJ Growing CondiJions. Completing forage requirement studies for each 
specifIC survey area covered in a particular year makes the establ ished require-
ments directly applicable to the survey area without the need of adjustments for 
any abnormal growing conditions that may have prevailed. Of course, any study 
area used in a given year may be subsequently used again for other surveys on 
simjlar range in the same general vicinity by bringing the use record up to date 
and again covering the area with the new surveys. 
c. ~ Ref'lirnINlIb. Occasionally, a condition may exist where adequate 
controlled qse areas cannot he located upon which to base a rorage requirement 
...., for a survey, and the decision is made to use a standard requirement e ta b-
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Jished for some comparable range or ranges considered to have had normal current 
forage production. With any such usc of standard laIui",mcnlS. il will be necessary 
to adjust forage estimates for any deviation from nonnaJ production. 
(I) Pr«ipitation Correlation Factors. WEIGHT ESTIMATE ONLY: For the 
weight estimate method of survey. the nonnalizing of current actual production 
estimaled during the survey has ollen been elfceled by the prcparntion and 
application of weather conversion factors. This process entails the esta~ 
li~hm~nt of regression correlations between forage production and the important 
chmattc faclors-especially precipitation. Sometimes, values for the weather 
~aclors covering just a part of the year are more closely correlated with produc. 
lion than those for the full year. Careful consideration should be given 10 
detennining and using the most significant combination of monthly values. 
(2) Normality of Production. OCULAR RECONNAISSANCE ONLY: AdjuslmenlS 
to compensate for nonnality of current production in connection with the use of 
slandard forage laIui",menlS ... cuslomarily made as a part of the proctss of 
density estimation. These conversions could perhaps be advantageously made, 
where weather-production com:lations ue available, by estimating actual . 
current density and applying the indicaled conve~ion facton to such results, 
rather than by malcing a slraighl judgmcnl conversion 10 normal conditiOllJ. 
(3) Use Studi .. Preferable. OCULAR RECONNAISSANCE ONLY: Adjusting 
processes required to normalize survey estimates when standard requirements 
... employed ... 10 some e .. enl indinet and theoretical. and thcrcfo.. consti. 
tute a significant 50Urce of error in survey evaluations. Since the principal aim 
of range surveys is to reflect grazing UK rhat will provide maximum forage 
harvesl and still mainl.in good range conditions. the ultimale ... 1 of ,urvey 
results is its correlation with actual proper use. Fange requirement studies 
provide this camlation. Aclual usc dara used could .pparently conlain consid-
erab" inaccuracy and ' till give =ullS as dependable or more so than could be 
realized by using standard requirements and converting estimates 10 normaUzed 
v.I.... The",fa... every errort , hould be made 10 complete adequale laIuin:. 
ment studies before reliance i5 placed on normalizing weather factor cOIJver-
siaM. 
d. RdlllW" to RIm,. CoNIiIW... II , hould be ",membe~ thaI idcaUy derived forage 
laIu.",menls ... based on a properly used range in good condition and may the",. 
fa.. be somewhallOO low 10 adequately cope with. poor range condition. 
E. Forage Survey Procedures 
Prel iminary requirements and actual field survey work are considered in this section. 
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I. ........ ... ey Considenlions 
Proper Iftparation is extremely importanllo a successful forage survey. Many factors 
must be conside~ and many p"'paraIOl), derails musl be aHended 10 in order 10 ins"", 
the efflCienl condUCI and conclusion of field work. 
a. PnIiMbwuy PItuutbog. The chief of party and the range manager in charge of the 
range admini,tnltion program for the elismcl ,hould thoroughly in'pect the .... 10 
be ,urveyed in order 10 become familiar with problems involved and objectives to be 
reached. As a result of such an inspection and subsequent field euminations, the 
chief of party will formulale a plan of operation and delermine wbe", 10 begin the 
field work and how to eIi, mhole c",w members for the bcsl coverage of the area. 
(I) Tillie of Year. The chief of party and the range manager will delermine the time 
of year the ,urvey will be conducled. Within practicallimilS the survey should 
not begin until the season is sufficiently advanced to ins"", that the", will be a 
",.,....nlative growth of forage on the ground. Work may continue inlo the fall 
until grazing or weather colKlitions prevent accurate classification. 
(2) Asstmbling Materiots. The chief of party with the assi, lance of and under the 
direction of the range manager will .... mble all of the forms. equipmen~ base 
maps, . ralUS maps, aerial pichlres. proper use Ilthles. and OCher data neceswy 
for the conduct of the survey . 
(3) GTOling Use Areas. Survey. shall be cooductcd within gruinl use ueu 
dcsiptcd by the elistrict _cr. 
(I) CadDstroJ Survey Piau. The survey =w should have a copy of all cadaslnll 
survey pbls covering each lownship in the survey area. These pl.1S are neces. 
suy in locating cadaslnll , urvey corners for conlrol purposes. 
(2) Aerial Pfrotograplu. Aerial photographs should be used for field mapping. 
OnIinarily. only "lemale prinlS will be used for field work. There is enough 
overtap from one phocograph 10 the ne .. on allemale prinlS 10 provide Iwo 
complete sets of pictu"," for the area. One set can be used for forage , urvey 
mapping, lDd the OCher set will ",main in the elismcl office for other purposes. 
In porticulruty rough and mountainous ueu il may be ndvisable 10 use every 
prin~ since photographic diSlortion i, much gruter in this type of counlry. and 
bose maps are difficulllo draft u, ing only , Hemale prinls. II may also be 
desirable to use every print to provide stereoscopic covenge in areas where 
lopographic derail is nol ' harp enough 10 permil accurate location of ground 
control on the print without the use of stereoscope . 
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(a) MalCh Lines. MalCh lines will be placed on the aerial photographs prior 10 
use in the field . This is done by delineating the cenler or each pholograph. 
which has the leasl diSlortion. and malChing il wilb adjoining pholographs 
on all rour . ides. 
(b) DiSlortion. Each examiner will work only wilbin the malCh Ii .... on the 
pictures assigned to him. This prevents duplication of work among cxamin-
en and enables the use or the most di.tortion·r ..... portion or each photo-
graph. M.lCh Ii .... may be placed on photographs wilb a sort lead or wax 
peoci!. 
(c) Index Map. An index map or 'I. " or 'I ," scale may be belprul in showing 
the ...... covered by the numbered photograph •. 
(3) Topographic and PlanilM/ric Map •. Any high qualily maps showing wilb 
accuracy the rel.tive position and nalure of . urvey area re.lu"," should be made 
available. Among the mosl usable of Iheae would be the Geological Survey 
lC,pographic quadrangles. Other lopographic or planimetric maps may also be or 
considerable assistance. J£ soU.foc",,>, aerial piclu"" an: not available and il i. 
delcrmined Ib.t the survey must be made beron: aeri.1 phoIography can be 
obtained. the best of .uch maps as Iheae could serve quile well as hues ror field 
mapping. 
(4) Administra/ive Maps. Copies of managemenl units. grazing allotmeo~ range 
improvement and .Iatu. maps .hould be provided as refen:nee for the pany 
members during the .urvey. Survey. should begin and lerminale on or near the 
boundaries of management use areas. 1be range improvement maps win act as 
promplen for the examinen 10 map at leut all improvements of n:cord. It may 
be desirable 10 Ir2nspose Iheae n:corded improvements onto the field pictu"" or 
maps in their approximale locations before rlCld work begins. or Ibi. may be 
done by the cn:w members as the work progn:sses. 
c. S",.,., PIIItJ. The selection and Ir1lining of members of the .urvey pany i. ex· 
tremely important 10 a survey program. 
(I) Chief of Party. A gn:at deal of emphasis must be placed on the selection of the 
chief of party for the . urvey. A permanent member of the di. trict . .. If should 
be selected for the position. He should be trained in all pIwcs of f ..... ge .urvey 
work and . hould be well acquainled wilb all of the programs of the Bun:au and 
inlcrn:laled problems. He should be a man of good judgment for whom the 
crew members will give their best performance willingly. He will be ","pon· 
. ible ror co""lating field d .... malting work ... ignments. keeping 0,., equip-
ment in good operating order. checking expenses. providing ror Ibe welfan: of 
the crew • • nd reporting lhe progress of the survey. II i. also the respon.ibility of 
the chief or pany 10 collect the information ror and prepan: the narrative report 
It the conclusion of the survey. 
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(2) Party Memb<rs. Qualified college men rrom range managemenl. rorestry. or 
agricultural school. (either graduales or upper cJassmen) and permanenl penon· 
... 1 from within the Bureau .hould make up the pany. Every field member of 
the district staff who has not had range .urvey experience should ir possible be 
given the opporIunity 10 participole as a member of a survey pany. Each man 
must have a working knowledge of pJanllaxooomy. plant ecology and animal 
habits. Very ollen !he Bun:au i. able 10 selecl outslanding lemporary penonnel 
for permanent appointments after one or two seasons of survey work. 
(3) Size of Party. A four·man cn:w iJ generally the optimum size ror anyone chier 
or party. A survey party of Ibis .ize wiu require nearly all or the time or the 
chief or pAI1y i. assigning and coordinating the work. 
(4) Party Training. The efficieocy and accuracy or the work of the membe", or the 
survey party depend a great deal upon the initial training given them by the chier 
or party. 
(0) Survey An:a Acquoinlana:. EDough time should be spent in general cover· 
age or !he survey an:a 10 acquaint each man wilb Ibe main roads and land· 
nwb for general rererence. 
(b) Uniformity of EstimaleO. The entire cn:w should work toge!her ror. 
sufficient period of time 10 uaure uniformity or estimaleO. 
(c) Individual Training. FoUowin,!he training periud. the chier or party will 
work individually wilb...,., or the men in order to further improve and 
-.... uniformity or work and cbecIr. his progress. 
(eI) Correlotion of EstimaIes. During the COlIne or the survey. the crew . hould 
work kJCcIher ror a portioo of a day each week in order to c"""lale .. ti· 
maleS and 10 n:soJve problema in r .. 1d procedure Ibat may arise. 
The folJowin, described procedures provide for minimum . landards or accuracy and 
relUlbility or data c:oIJected. 
L FIdI~. The chief of party will be responsible ror cn:w member usign· 
menu. 1be size of the an:a assigned ...,., man will depend on the topography. 
complexity of forage typca. culture, mapping. sampling problems. elc. 
b. .,.". TnrNrr.. WEIGHT ESTIMATE: Each type will be travened by the exam· 
iner in a manaer 10 adequately sample it Thi. requires Ibal representative portion. 
be covered. 
Plo/ Sampling. The weight eatimale method or range survey requires the establish· 
ment or_ts of plots Ibrough""" type. Typically. these will be placed 
iOIIJitudinally through the middle or the type. ir Ibi. will represenl about an Iverage 
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condition. Otherwise. the tnmscct line will be irregularly placed so as to give a 
representative sampling. In larger types, the transect may cross the sampling area 
Iwo or more times in order to give a satisfactory distribution of plots. 
(I) Plo/ Loco/ion. Plots will be spaced at more or less equal intervals along the 
predetcnnined transect lines. This will u.ually be accomplished by pacing. 
Tally registers are helpful in pace counting. Plot centers could well be deter-
mined by placing them at the pnint of the toe on the appropriate pace. Care 
must be ucrcised 10 let the paces near the end of the plot interval fall in natural 
lengths while traveling exactly in the estabUshed direction of the transecL 
Obstacles must not be permitted to interfere with the placement of the foot on 
the final pace which determines the plOl center. Plots will usually be spaced a 
specific number of paces apart so as to spread them through a representative 
pnrtion of the type. This will inject an clement of randomness into this system-
atic sampling system. 
(2) TroruUI Une Off.Jtll, When: obstructiOn! prevent the examiner from pacing 
directly along the established transect line, it will be necessary to offset his line 
of travel; but the plols will be located hack on the transect line in their predeter-
mined positions as well as this can be judged. Every effort must be made to 
remove a maximum of bias from the process of plot location. 
(3) Us< 0/ V.hid ... When it is pnsoible to run transect liocs with a jeep or other 
vehicle and thi> IJlCIIIS is adopIcd, the distance meter will be used in spacing the 
plots. Each plOl center will be established by pacing a given number of paces iD 
• specific direction from the vehicle at each stop. Offsetting may likewise be 
necessary here in both the line of travel of !be vehicle and the pacing. 
(4) Randomizing Loco/ion. The throwing of an object at the end of each transect 
interval as a means of randomly locating plOl centers is good practice, provided 
the trajectOf)' of the object is not interfered with until it contacts the ground. If a 
throwing procedure is used, care should be exercised to use techniques that 
assure against biased locations with respect to openings in the vegetation or 
otherwise. 
(S) Siu 0/ Plou. The circular plol used will be 9.6 square feet in size. The radius 
for the 9.6 square-fOOl plol is 1.7S feeL 
(6) eoov."iog Grams /0 PolUldr. The 9.6 square-foot size is appropriate for the 
weight procedures, since plOl estimates arc made in grams of vegetation. The 
number of grams on a 9.6 square-foot plOl times 10 is equivalent to the number 
of pounds per acre. 
(7) RtCordiog Grtto Gram W.igh/. The green gl11m weight of each plant species 
on each transect plOl is recorded on the type writeup form (lIIustntion II, 
Form 4-1276). Each writeup sheet provide3 for 10 plots. If man: than this are 
inc luder1 in :I type transect. two or more 5hee~ will be U5ed as required 10 record 
the plot data and a summary sheet will be completed on the same writeup form 
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as the plOl record sheets. The sheet summary will show green weight totals 
transferred from the plot record sheets which are numbered in order for each 
transect beginning with "I." This sheet number is placed in the space provided 
at the head of the form. For sheet summaries, this number space will be used to 
indicate that it is a ·'Summary." 
(8) Summary CompuJa/iollS. When a suIllDw}' sheet is required, it will be the only 
transect form completed for data beyond the plOl weight figures, including the 
computations of grazing capacity. The pounds of green weight per acre for each 
species is derived from averages of the plol weight data. A transect of teo 9.6 
square-fOOl plots will bave a pound per acre rating equal to the sum of the gram 
weights for the 10 plots. If mor. or less than 10 plots are included in a transec~ 
an average gram weight per plot would be computed and mUltiplied by 10 in 
arriving at pounds per acre. 
(9) Es/abli.rhmtlU 0/ Plo/s. Plots are usually circumscribed on the ground by use of 
wire hoop or two metal stakes connected by a light radius chain. A hoop is 
perhaps most readily used with 9.6 square-foot plots. In USiDg the stakes and 
chain, one stake is implanted .1 the plot ocater and the other used in compus 
fashion to circumscribe the plot. 
(10) Plot Mapping. The rIBt plot of a type transect will be positioned well within the 
type and located along the transect line at the determined plOl interval from a 
selected initial pninL The lISt plOl will aJao be well within the type. The 
approximate location of each plOl will be shown on the aerial picture or other 
field map, and the rtrsl and last will be numbered. If the sequence of plots 
throughout !be transect is not obvious from this amount of location and identi-
fication data, additional plols along the transect will be appropriately numbered 
on !be photo or map as nccdcd. 
(II) NumIJ<ro/Plou. The number of plots nccdcd in a range type transect for an 
adequate fonge sampling will depend upon the complexity of the type vegeta-
tion, and to some extent upon the size of the type. It has been estimated from 
research and other studies that for most range types mapped to an avenge size 
of about a section, from 20 to 30 plots will be required to keep the sampling 
error within acceptable limits. Needed sampling intensity will vary primarily 
with the beterogeneity of the fonage stand. Size of type bas some innuence on 
the number of plots, but mainly beeause of increased variation introduced with 
larger are ... The productivity of !be range may have little to do with the inten-
sity of sampling nccdcd, since a low producing type with a sparse cover may 
display IS much variability as a man: productive type. 
c. 1)rH Tra,m •. OCUlAR RECONNMSS.4NCE: Most types will be tnveBcd in 
an irregUlar rashion in order to more adequately accommodate the need for feature 
mapping, including that of type boundaries. The equivalent of once through a type 
will usually be sufficient except for the larger and man: complex types. With this 
procedure, direct attention can be given to the mapping needs and sim obtain an 
entirely satisfactOf)' sampling of the vegetation stand. However, care should be 
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exercised to observe a fully representative pan of each type. For some types. brief 
notes should be maintained as an aid to the examiner in making the final average 
estimates for the types. It may prove advantageous to complete the writeup forms 
when located in what appears to be an average or typical pan of the type. and 10 
adjust the estimates for any avtrage differences detected thereafter. 
d. Fk14 MGpplllll. Fi.ld mapping will be accomplished in accordanc. with proc.dures 
described hereafter. 
(I) A.riol Plwlograpiu. If planametric control has not been established, it will he 
neces.sary for the euminer to accurately locate enough section comen on the 
photographs to make possibl. removal of some of the distortion found in all 
aerial pictures. Photo identified U.S.O.S. primary control (triangulation) 
stations are very helpful and should be located wberever possibl • . In order to 
prepare accurate maps from aerial pictures. at least two corners per township 
should be located. These should be w.1I spac.d. When identified come ... are 
located they should be accurately placed on the photographs and pricked 
through with a fine needl.. A cross will be placed ov.r the hal. on the rev.rse 
side of the picture with the sections to which the comer is common. written into 
the angles of the cross. The township, rang., date, and .xamin.r's initials 
should .Iso appear on the back of the photograph. Assumed come ... not posi-
tiv.ly identified should be similarly marked and the word! "probabl. comer" 
written 00 the back of the photograph near the description. 
(a) Recordation 00 PhotogJapbs. Fi.ld mapping on aerial pictures should be 
done with sharp, soft pencils, noI harder than 2H, to prev.nt injury to the 
prinlll. Sinc. soft pencil marb are easily rubbed orr, it will be necessary to 
ink all the data at least weel:ly after it has been matJ:hed with adjacent 
photographs. Inking should be done with a fine pen in onIer that culture 
shown on the print will noI be unnecessarily obscured. 
(b) Feature Mapping. All pennanent cultural or topographic features and 
existing nnge improvements such as fences. roads, Wlter developments. 
etc., will be indicated on the aerial pictures. 
(2) OIMr MGps. If aerial picture. are noIavallabl., topographic or other maps will 
be used. The same general mapping procedures as outlined for aerial ph0to-
graphs will be used. 
(3) Mapping Symbols. The standard map .ymhollist of the Buteau (9161-BLM 
Map Symbol Handbook) cov .... all of the more important natunll, cultural, and 
control feature symhols used in forage surv.y fi.ld mapping. This list will be 
used by survey parties in conjunction with the inslrUctions in forage survey 
handbooks. 
(4) Rang. Type Mapping. A rang. type is a relativ.ly homog.neou. c lassification 
and mapping unit of appropriate minimum size which usu.lIy consists of a part, 
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but may be all, of a v.g.tativ.type as d.t.rmined by currentaspec!. Typically, 
these unilll will not be mapped to small.r than ahout 160 acres in size, although 
some v.ry high production areas such as meadows and seedings may be d.lin-
eated down to small.r sizes. Other relativ.ly high producing areas will be 
mapped proportionately down to intennediate sizes. The maximum size of 
range types is indefinite except as each particular situation may be limited by the 
prescribed criteria for establishing types. 
(a) Type Mapping Crit.ria. Range types will be derived by first mapping 
according to cumnt vegetation aspect into the 18 standard vegetative types 
(Section I, lIIuslnltion 3). These g.neral types will be subdivided or slnlti. 
tied to the extent feasible on the basis or differentials in several vegetative, 
topographic, and edaphic criteria, consid.red approximat.ly in the following 
order. abundance of vegetation, species composition, slope, exposure, kind 
of soil, and .rosion. Only the most significant and general changes for each 
of these criteria within an aspect type can be considered. otherwise the range 
types mapped would becom. unreasonably small. It is to be remembered 
that the 160 acres is minimum for ordinary rang. types, and the av.rage of 
such types would be somewhat in excess of a section in size. However, the 
mapping detail will vary with rang. productivity and compl.xity. 
(b) Order of Consideration. If any of the ahove listed mapping crit.ria is more 
important in distinguishing kinds of range in one area than another, it may 
be given preference for consideration; but usually the order of consideration 
will be as liJted. 
(c) Orazing Animal Barri ..... In many inslaDce3, f.nce lines and natural fea-
tures th.t form .rr.ctive livestock or game barri .... will be considered 
divisions between range types. Under these conditions, a use differential 
will alDlO!t always exist which may have created significant variations in 
some of the type mapping criteria. 
(d) Area Mapped. The .ntire rang. surv.y area will be type mapped. Some of 
the lands in grazing allotmenlll or use areas may be in ali.nated ownerships, 
but these will be mapped coincidentally with the Federal Ianda. 
(.) Type Writ.up Numbe .... Type writeup numbe ... and type designations are 
giv.n to each rang. type, and these are recorded on the writ.up forms. Only 
the type writeup numbel'3 are shown on the aerial pictures or maps. Type 
writeup numbers consist of the initial of the examiner's surname and a 
number beginning with "I" for the fi ... ttype .xamined, "2" for the second, 
etc. In case surname initials are duplicated among patty members, the initial 
of the fi ... t name may be added to the front of the type number. Exampl.s of 
type numbe .. would be S I and S2, or AS I and AS2. 
(I) Type Designations. The type designation is composed of the number for the 
aspeet v.g.tativ. type to which is added the symhols of the most dominant 
and important plant speeies in the type. The first plant symhol giv.n is 
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usually that of the species responsible for the aspect or general appearance 
of the type. The second symbol is frequenlly that of the most important 
forage species. However, if the forage species is the same as the aspect 
speci~. a second mO!lt important plant is next indicated. Usually, three: 
plant symbols are used in designation. This number may sometimes be (WO, 
and ruely four. Examples of type designation are 4 Artr Brte Pose and I 
Boer Hibe Gusa. 
i. Mixed Type •. Frequently. types of !llixed aspect occur; in litis case two 
aspect type numbcn ..., used. The number for the more dominant type 
is indicated first with the other following in parenthescJ. Usually. 
symbols for both aspect species will appear somewhere in the designa. 
tion. Examples for mixed types are 4(9) Artr Juut Agsp and 13(4) Atco 
Amo. 
ii. Waste Type. The waste (7) type is so designated beeause of its 
unusability by livestock. Whenever this type is used by game animals. 
it will be rated for such usc. The designation will be similar to those for 
miJted types with the aspect vegetation type number in parentheses 
following the number ''7" or the symbol for one of waste subtypes. 
Symbols for prominent plant species will foUow the numbers as for 
other types. An example is 71(S) Cele Agtr Putr. 
(g) Pretyping. Most of the vegetative aspect divisions are discernible on aerial 
pictures without field inspection. Also, a large portion of range type lines 
based on the other mapping criteril an: almost equally distinct. These more 
obvious breaks between types can be penciled on the photographs before 
going into the field. This will help considerably in laying plans for travers· 
ing the range in order to efficiently complete an ...... uate mapping and 
examination job. Vcrification of type linea already drawn will be accom-
plished under field inspection, and any needed additionalaegmcntation will 
be completed according to the typin, criteril. 
(h) Matching Type Lines. Even though the use of aerial pictu ... maltes type 
mapping a much !eM variable undcrtalring !han when done on other maps, 
there will still be some difference between euminers which will have to be 
reconciled between the contact prints. Thi. matching of type linel will be 
accomplished before the type data an: linked. A considerable odjustrncnt is 
usually necessary when the mappin, base is other !han aerial pictu .... 
(i) Vegetative Types. The aspect vegetative types which are first used in 
mapping an area into range types ..., the lime as the 18 .tandard type. 
established some years ago. There appears liule reaJ()ft to change Iheae 
materially for future use in forage surveys; therefore, only minor modificl~ 
cion! have been made. Descriptions are given hereafier alona with type 
number. type nlme. and standard mappin& color on Illustration 3. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
e. or". Write., RecorrliJMII. For each range type mapped, a type writeup will be 
mode on a standard Fonn 4-1276 and 4412-1 (Illustrations II and 12) which will 
deacribe the forage resource and !<>COrd certain evaluations for the vegetation and 
fonce stand. 
(I) Wriuup Conl.nt. Of the items in the heoding of each writeup form, the writeup 
number and the type designation were before deacrihed under range type 
mapping. Name of euminer, date of writeup. kind of grazing animals currently 
making lubstantial usc of the .",. and the usual season of usc. aerial photogrsph 
number. and cadastral location need no further explanation. If an IlU is 
UllSWVcyed, note this fact and describe the location in the space for cadastral 
location. The other items entered on the form include plant symbols, plant 
composition, proper use (acton, utilization deductions, and forage requirements. 
The grazing capacities arc computation producu derived from the other data on 
Ihe form. In the footnote at the bottom of the form are listed garne .peci .. 
making insufficient usc o( the forage resource to be considered in the capacity 
ddaminations. 
(2) Wriuup CompO/Qlioru 
(I) WEIGHT ESTIMATE: Pounds of cby weight per acre Obs OW/Ac) is 
multiplied by v opriate proper use factors (PUF's) for each speci .. to 
obtain pounds of usable f"'"le per acre (Lbs UP/Ac). The PUF. used an: 
for the use comple. and for noncompetitive garne forage. The total 
Lbo UP/Ac in each case is multiplied by the average perecnt utili",ble in the 
formulae at the bottom of the writeup form (U1ustratioo II) to obtain net 
Lbo UP/Ac. In Ihe other formulae on the writeup!, the forage requirement 
(LbsIAUM) is divided by the oct Lbo UF/Ac in arriving at the estimated 
grazing capacity (AC/AUM> for the use comple. and for noncompetitive 
pmcf"'"le. 
(b) OCULAR RECONNAISSANCE: For the ocular reconnaissance method, 
the perecnt composition is multiplied by the appropriate proper uae factor 
(PUP) for each plant species by kind of animal to obtain a product which 
when summed for aU species givco the average PUF for all vegetation 
OUustration 12). This average pup is entered in the formull at the bottom 
of the writeup form for each kind of animal as a decimal and multiplied by 
the average density for the type to obtain a forage acre factor (FAf). The 
PAP is multiplied in the formul. by the average percent utilizable to obtain 
I net PAl' w~ich is then uaed to divide an appropriately derived forage acre 
requirement (FAR) to give the grazing capacity (AclAUM). The net FAF is 
the perecntage of the ground covered by completely usabl. forage. 
(3) COIfI{1Mlation Accuracy. Before these g.ra.z.ing capaci ty computations can be 
mode, III pertinent additions must be completed on the writeup fonns. The .. 
and all other computations must be mode accurately. 
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(4) Compl.tion o/Computations 
(.) WEIGHT ESTIMA TIl: The writeup computation. for the weight estimate 
method must await dry weight computations. In any event writeup compu~ 
tations will be completed as soon as possible so that re5ultant capacities can 
be given review. 
(b) OCULAR RECONNAISSANCE: It would be highly desirable for each 
examiner to complete all computations needed to derive the type grazing 
capacity estimate while still on the type. or as near thereafter as possible. 
Such procedure would enable the examiner to gain a more defmite canteP"' 
tual correlation between observed conditions and grazing capacities of range 
types. In any event. writeup computations will be completed as currently as 
possible so that resultant grazing capacities can be given adequate review 
during the """"'" of the survey. 
(S) R.vi.w o/Computations. Derived grazing capacities must appear enu",ly 
reasonable in view of the character of the range type in relation to the use 
comple •• other rated types. and the descriptive data .... mbled for it. Type 
writeup should be reviewed for appasent discrepancies. and any found should be 
carefully checked to detennine if ICtual errors have occurred. AU computations 
musl be accurately completed. 
(6) Writ.up Filing. The type writeups are maintained numericaUy in series for each 
examiner. alonl with the aerial phocograpbs used in focld mappina. 
F. Final Maps 
Several maps will be prepared for each survey area as soon as field work is accomplished. 
The .. are base and data maps. described bereafter. for use in the """", .. ment proaram. 
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I. Vall a-Map" 
At the completion of the survey. or of approprilte sizable selments thereof. administra-
tive unit base maps will be prepared on a one-inch per ntile scale (I :63.360) usinl the 
field survey maps (aerial phoIograpbs) and other basic maps and plats. These base maps 
will show the main natural features. III e.isting cultural features hlvinl any manage-
ment si .. iflCance in addition to the cadutrallrid and other basic control. and the 
boundaries of all grazing allotments. 
2. R_ ...... Tow .... lp Pbota 
Besides the unit base maps. the Bureau mapping procedures prescribe the use of a set of 
Iwo-inch per mile scale (I :31.680) township plats for recordinl and compilinl forale 
survey data. These plats will show ranle type houndaries and evaluation dal •• I.nd 
status. and allOlment boundaries. Surface acres and i<alinl capoeilies will be shown for 
each section by type and by ownership. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
3. Spod8I S"'tus and SU ..... , Map" 
Special land slatus and survey data maps may be prepared where desired on 
autopositives or on overlays of the unit base maps. These maps would show land 
owDCJ1hip. range types. and grazing capacity data in addition to the basic map features. 
G. Compilations 
Durinl the course of the survey. all type writeups and other survey reconIs and maps are fully 
completed and carefully checked for legibility and accusocy. The grazing capacity computa. 
tions are completed while the examiner is on the type or as soon thereafter as possible. and 
IIIIer checked for accuracy. Writeup forms are kept in numerical seri .. for each e. aminer. 
Foeld maps (aerial piclures) will llso be .... mbled in Ippropriate seri .. and filed for the 
various areas covered in the survey. Such procedures are necessary for efficiency in subse-
quent compilation of the survey data. 
AUotment Tabulation: Forage survey data will be compiled and summarized on an allotment 
basis. 
I. Waft Map (Raoura! To ........ p Pbol) Da'" 
The two-inch per mile scale township plats showinlland status and ranle types are used 
as work maps for this compilation and summarization of acreale and cumnt grazinl 
capocity in AUMs for each allotmenl In this process. the section acreale as obtained 
from cadastral survey plats to the _t whole acre i. placed near the center of the 
section on the work map. For _tion. bisected by allotment boundaries. only the put of 
the acetion acreage within the allotment will be shown. and also near the center of the 
pori in the allotmenl The IC""'" in each type within each section for each ownership is 
placed on the work map ..... the center of that selmenl These ...... nt acteales are 
detennined by use of some countinl device. Perhaps that which is most easily used and 
which gives enu",ly reliable results for careful compilers is a lridded. transparent ruler 
of appropriate scale. The sum of the partial acreages must equal that for the section. 
Where all of a section is within a type and of one ownership. the AUM values will be 
placed under the to4&! acreale fil"'" near the center of the section. When this total 
section KreagC figure hu no A OM values under i~ • division of the section between 
two or more types or ownerships is indicated. 
L WEIGHT ESTIMATE: Under each segment acrealefigure. the computed AUMs 
for each kind of Inzing animal makinllppm:ilble use for the use comple. and 
noncompetitivellnlC forage for that type area within the section by ownership will 
be shown with. horiwntal ~ne between the figures as follow: 
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b. OCULAR RECONNMSSANCE: Under each selmenl ICrellge figure. the com-
puted AVMs for each kind of grazinl animal mwnl lppm:ilbl. u .. for thl t type 
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area within the section by ownership will be s.hown with a horizontallinc between 
the figwes as follow: 
273 
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1. Acrace and Grulna CapKlty Compilatloao 
The acreage and cunenl grazing c.pacity (AUM) values recorded on the work map as 
provided above..., compiled on "Allotmenl Grazing Capacily Tabol.tion and Sum-
mary" Forms (Illustrations 13, 14, IS and 16, Forms 4412-S 4412-2, 4412-6 and 
4412-3). Copies of these forms are attached on which illustrative data have heen pljlced 
for • small hypothetical allotmenl 
• . AIIDtJou/IJ TabulildD" F-. Illustrations 13 and 14 are used to list surface aces 
and AUM. by section and land ownenhip and control for each lind of gruing 
animal. AI the top of the form, di.lricl and allotmenl names or designations, the 
lind of gruing animals and season of use for each, ratios of animal use, and the date 
an: provided. Township, range, and section are indicated. Acn:s and AUMs .... 
listed for each section involved for each lind of ownenl-jp and control and these 
v.lues .... totaled for the allotmenl This listin, will usually lake I number of POles 
of the form for mosl allotmeuts. 
(I) WE/GIfT ESTIMATE: UlU5Intion IS is used to reconIlUmmary ocreqe and 
grazing capacity values for each kind of owoenhip or control in the aIIotmenl 
The data in the heading is the same as for Dlustratioo 13. The surf_ acres, 
AUM., and AclAUM .... listed by lind of owoenhip or control, and the grazing 
capacity data .... shown for the .... comple. and for noacompetitive ......, 
forage. 
(2) OCUUoR RECONNAISSANCE: IUU5Intion 16 is used to record IUmmary 
ocn:sge and gnzin, capacity values for each lind of ownenhip or control in the 
allotmenl The data in the headin, is the same as for Illustration 14. The 
surface ocn:s, AUMs, and AclAUM .... listed by kind of owoenhip or control, 
and the crazinc clpacity data is for each kind of animal in the total. 
c. CMnIllllll" 01 F_ ToIab. Totals for Illustrations 13 and 14 must equal the 
• ubtotals on Illustrations I S and 16 for each cate,ory of ownenhip and control. 
d. Acc.twy 01 F_ 0.& As with III other survey records, these summary forms 
musl be compleled ICcunllely, ,,"Oy, and legibly. Sufficienl cheelin, will be done 
10 assure the lCCuracy of III compilation. and calculations. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
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J. AJJowuce for Sooperabundanl Spodm 
WEIGHT ESTIMATE ONLY: An allowAllCe will be made for supenlbondanl plants as 
described under derivation of proper use factors (Section VIU.D.S.I). This allowance is 
added to the additioaal forage Ivailable for gome only. 
H. Narrative Report 
1bis will be a coociae. clearly written report covering a number or essential items conccming 
the survey IJQ. It must supply all infonnotion, in addition to thaI on Iype writeup! and 
survey mops. needed by the district manager from the survey in malting range managemenl 
decisions. The OUef of PaI1y, having the obligation of preparing this report, will malte 
adequate field inspections and analyze weather, use, and other records as needed for this 
UD<IertaIting. During the field .....,., he will have to obtain general data for the survey ..... 
on range condition, dqree and dislribotion of crazing use, rodent and insecl damage, infesta-
tions of undesirable: _ and brwh, timber and woodland stands, soil and topographic 
descripcions inclading occeleJ1lted erosion, forage production potentials, and posaibilities for 
nrnge developmenl Phocographa depicting characteristics of the survey ......... usually 
desinbIe. 
o.dIIN lor Rqwt. The survey report may be completed .siDC the followin, oulline: 
I. DacrIptIa. fill s.rn,- A .... 
L Location 
b. AJQ and Land SIalUs 
c. Vegetatioa, Soils, Topography, and Climate 
d. NIbuaI and CuIlw1ll Features 
1. ........ s.rn,-
L F .. IdSeuon 
b. Survey PIrIy 
c . ProceduJa 
J. .... G .... u. 
L Kindo of Aaimah (Uvestock and Gome) 
b. s.-
c. ~ty 
d. M-a- Proctices 
e. DiJtributioD 
... ........ ~ 
L Kindo and Aboadance 
b. Domaae 
5. ~ 
L Kindo 
b. Problema 
6- CIorrM ..... c-utJon 
L Tread 
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7. PoImIial aa- Condition 
a. Comparison (Relict) ~ 
8. AcaIonIled EI'OIIIon 
a. Kind and Depoe 
b. Trend 
,. PoIoonous and NoUoas W_ and Brash 
L Need for Control 
10. Cunmt Grulua Cap.dly 
11. ~ Grulua v. 
I . Kinds of Animals (LivesIoc:k and Game) 
b. Seasons 
c. lotensity 
d. SySleml of Grazing 
12- G_~I 
a. Hml·units 
b. Migration Roules 
c. Hunts."" Other Controls 
13. Needed ...... JlDproo_ 
.. W .... Distributioa 
b. Lond TreatmeDts 
c. Structurea 
14. 0Ibtr __ reo V_ 
a. CoonIinstion with Grazin, 
15. l'IIoCep ..... 
I. Survey Cost Report 
To provide information for fUlore planning of propama, • record of appro.i......, survey coati 
will be nwde and incorponted into a cost report for the survey. The cost ite .... will be 
separated into Ihree survey pIwes - preliminary preporations, field survey, and data IUIDIDa-
rizabon. 
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1. ~ryWork 
The preliminary work will be mainly !hot completed by the Chief ofPuty, but will 
include any efTorts of other penonnel. All prominent and separable cost items will be 
considered, including penonnel salaries. Iravel e.penses, and costs of maps, aerial 
pictures, other supplies and CCiuipment. 
l. FIeld SUrft)' 
All costs incurred during the actual r",1d survey work will be segregated similarly. 
These will include salaries of the Puty Chief and memben and any other penonnel, 
travel e.penses ror whatever means is used, and survey supplies and equipment costs. 
• • 
• • 
• • 
3. Suney SummarIzation 
The survey summariz.ation costs will include e.penses of drafting maps, as well as 
penoanel time involved in compilatioL and p"'paration of reports, and costs of materia/s 
and supplies. 
4. RoIaIi •• DHIIcuIIDeoI and Coat or Survey 
The cost report will present a very brief description of survey area f .. l0"" ",Oecting the 
relarive difficulty e""""ntcn:d in completing the survey. ACR:8ges covered will be 
sbowo with acreage-cost ratios for the Ihree pIwes and for the total. 
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IX. OCULAR ESTIMATE METHOD 
EdUor's Note: 11Us procedMre was 'ransc~dfrom a Burtau doclllMnl entitled "4440-
SUPPUMENTM. SIVDIES .• 
Under the ocu .... EsIimate Metbod the present percent composition by species by weight on 
.. '" sites iJ ocqui .... either bY estimating, andIor clipping and weighing, production and 
Iheo caJculating pn:seDt percent compositiOll bY weight The present percent composition is 
COIIIpOI«I.pinst the clinwt percent composition by species by weight .. described in the 
... ,. site descripcions. The estimated percentage of the present plant community that is 
cIinwt (oatwal yegetation) for the .. ge site iJ caJculated to determine the present condition 
clMo (oenJ stage). (Abo ... Section IX.D.) 
A. Equipment and Supplies 
1. Condition (Seral Stage) WorbMd, FormC·1 (Illustration 17). 
:z.. 9.6 Square fOOl cimI .... plot frame (hoop). 
J. No. 12 peper bop for cUpping samples. 
4. Dial ScaJe (2 pm iocmDents). 
J. Clip board. 
4. Range site deocripcions. 
B. Training 
Under thia method, the euminen must be able to identiry the plant species, estimate weight 
bY species. and recognize and map areas bY conditioo class (ser.aI stage). Adequate training 
and c:he::b for efficieocy and accuracy durio, dolo collection an: e.""moly important 
1. W ..... tUailo 
Because the relationship of weight to yolume is II()( consisten~ production and composi· 
tioo detenninatioos an: hosed 011 weight estimates, II()( on comparison or relatiye yol. 
umes. The weight unit metbod iJ an efficient means of estimating production and 
composition and lends itself readily to .. If· training. This method is based on the 
following: 
a. A weight units is established (or each plant species occuning on the area being 
examined, and can com;SI of part of a planl,. an entire plant, or a group of planlS. 
b. 'The siu and weighl of a unit varies according to the kind of planl For example, a 
unit of S to 10 gmns is suitable ror small grass o(forb . pecies. Weight units for 
large plants may be .. yera) kilograms. 
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c. Other considenuions include: Icnglh. width. thickness. and number of stems and 
leaves; ralio of leaves to siems; and growth or relative comp3ctness of species. 
2. Eslablishing Weight Unit ror Species 
a. Decide on a weight unit (in grams or kilogrilffis) that is appropri:llc (or the species. 
b. Select part of .. plan I. an enlire planl , or a group of plan Is likely to equal this weight. 
c. Clip and weigh the plant material 10 dClcmlinc actu31 weight. 
d . Repeallhis process unlirlhe desired weight unit C~1n be consistently estimated within 
10 ,.crcent oflhe actual weight 
c. Maintain proficiency in estimating by periodically clipping and weighing to check 
estimates or production. 
J. E.,timating Present Percent Composition by Weight 
After examiners become proficient in estimating weight by species and arc thoroughly 
f:uniliar with the plant ~pecies. plant communities. and ronge sites. they DliX. be able In 
eSlimate the prescnt percent composition hy weight by spec ies wilhout having to esli · 
male. and/or clip and weigh, production by species. Th is takes considerable experience. 
The examiners must chcc:k their composilion estimates by pcriooically clipping :lnd 
weighing 10 maintain reasonable accuracy. 
C. Sampling Process 
Each delineated range site is placed in a condition class (scroll Singe) or rurther divided ir 
more than one class (stage) exists within a given range site. The plant composition data upon 
which the clas.~ (stage) designation is hascd is collected and documented on the Condition 
(Se",1 St'ge) Worksheet . Form C· I (lIIustrotion 17). 
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I. Location Plot. 
Select Ihe plot. or pial!;, within :I range: ~ ile , or portion or a range !; ilC, by throwing the 
9.6 ~u:lre foot hoop wilhin :I representative portion of the area being sampled. The 
plots are not pennane"t, however. they may be plolted nn 3 delailed allolmenlmap or on 
3n aerial photo. or both. ror rUlUre rererence. If an aerial photo is u!;ed. record the photo 
number on Ihe COOlJi lion (Seral Stage) Worksheet. Form C- I (1lluslration 17). Depend· 
ing on vegeta lion changes bel ween Mudies. ro llowup studies may be conducted within 
Ihe same gcneratarea or Ihe ini tia l plot locations. The examiners dclcrmine and delin-
calc on a map or photo the a.ren which i~ repre~cnted hy the pial. or plol~ . 
2. Listing Plant Speci .. 
The planl species prescnlly growing on the plot. or plOis. are listed hy planl group nn Ihe 
work!Ohect . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
3. F.sIiJD8tJDa Wapi - CalcuJaIintl Composition 
The presenl percenl composition by species by weighl may be delennincd by firsl 
estimating, andfor clipping and weighing, production (grams) by species. One 10 three 
p ..... may be U!Cd allhe discretion or Ihe aulhoriud officer. Ir only one plol is used 
enler Ihe grams in Ihe X column under weighl on Ihe worubccl. If more than one plol is 
U!Cd, enler Ihe weights in columns I through 3, average the weights rrom these plots, 
and place Ihe mean in Ihe X column. The preaenl percenl composition is then calculaled 
by dividing Ihe weighl ror species by Ihe IoIaI weighl ror all species. This percenlage is 
eulercd in Ihe presenl composition column. 
4. Eltlmalintl Composition 
The presenl percenl composition by species by weighl may be estimal<:d from • plot and 
eulercd direcIIy onlhe worbhcel in Ihe presenl composition column. 
Enler Ihe climax pcrceDl composition by species from Ihe appropriale range sile descrip-
tion in Ihe climax composition column on Ihe worbhcel. Ir a percenlage range is sbown 
ror a species in Ihe climax planl community, enler Ihe average percenlage on Ihe work-
sheet. If. species Iisled does nol occur in Ihe climax plant community, enler O. 
D_ Determining Condition (Serai Stage) Class 
The lowest or either Ihe preaenl or climax pcrceDl composition val ... by species is enlered in 
Ihe allowable column on Ihe worksheet. The val .... in Ihe allowable column are Iolaled 10 
deI<:rmine Ihe pcrceDlage or !he preaenl plant community !hat is climax (nalW2J vegelation) 
ror !hat range sile. or portion or. range sile. Baaed on !his percenlage Ihe sile is placed in a 
coadition cI .... 
CondItion a-
E.stimale Percenlages 
or Prescnl Planl Community 
!hat is climax (natural vegelation) 
Seral Slage Condition Class ror !he Range SileS 
Qimax 
"'cellenl 76 - 100 
High Good SI 7S 
Medium Fair 26 SO 
Low Poor 0 2S 
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'lUll 
Croup. 
Cr ••• and 
Cr .. dO-Il 
Plan t s 
S\lbtoul 
Forb. 
St,lbtoul 
Shrubs and 
Tr ... 
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x. APPARENT TREND 
Editor's Not~: This proc~dure WQ.f IranscriMdfrom a Bureau document ~nt;lled 
"4440 . SUPPLEMENTAL STUDIES. " 
The trend in ""'geland condition can only be detmnined by measuring changes over lime. 
GeneraJly the longer the time the greater the confidence in trend determinations. However, in 
some cases. il may be necessary 10 esUblish what the e.uting trend is before long tenn lrend 
data is available. The appan:nllrend study i. used to determine the direction of change wi'" a 
single observation. Appan:nl trend i. ao ESTIMATE of currenl trend based on indicators of 
current changes occurring in the vegetation and soil CODd.itioo. The five raclors involved are 
vegetation (either seeded or native), vigOf'. seedlings, surface liUcr, and soil movemenl A 
numerical rating i. assigned for each faclor and a composite rating is detennined. The 
Observed Appuenl Trend Worbbeet, Form AT-I (lIlustnotiOD 18) is used to record Ibis data. 
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XI. SOIL-VEGETATION INVENTORY 
METHOD 
EdUor's Note: 1M proat/Mns/orco/Ucting dDta wing this mtthod we,. trorucrib<!d/rom 
old BLM MtJNIIJJ 4412.14, ·Soil-Veg,taJion Inwlnlory Mtthod." R,/ea.Je 4-58, dDt<d 8//0179. 
'The SoiI-Vegelalion InveulOry Method (SVIM) is the Bu/Uu of Land Managemen.', 
(OLM's) method for cooducting buic soiIltId vegelation inven.ories (consisten. with BLM 
Manual SecIiooo 5200, 6602, 6672, 7161,ItId 7312). The procedure. provide a unifonn, 
• ystematic method for inventorying soilltld vegelllion resources and collec.ing data for use • 
in Unit Resoun:c Analysis (URA), Managemen. Framework Plans (MFP), Activity Plans, and 
environmental __ It is designed to be used in conjunction with BLM Manual 
sectioo 6602, Inlegtaled Hobitatlnventory ItId Classification System (IHICS). The method 
m lI!ll pRelude .ite specific studies (for special purposes), other approved inventories 
(various foral invenlories, forage surveys, "",.), or more detailed inventories based upon it 
AlthousJt SVIM does DOl inveulOly all rmewable resources, it provides a sampling frame for 
wildlife species occumnce inveutori .. 1tId gathers basic data used by other resource. (recre-
ation, w~ etc.). It is an iD&c&oIaI inventory system in that other renewable resource 
inventories are based upon, or dim:dy relalt:d to, its procedures. To gather more detailed 
data. it may be necessary to cooduct intensive studies on specific areas of concern. Continu-
ous studies are abo esaenlialto monitor chongca in base inventory data for neccasary adjust-
ments in management as reoourc:e conditioas chonge. Such ,tudies must include, but are not 
limited to; actual gnzinc use, wild animal occurrence, rangeland condition and trend studies, 
vegetation productioo and utiliution, climatic variation, .hrub transects or vegetation plots, 
ground cover determinations, and watenhed lnDsecls. 
A_ Pre-Planning Analysis 
AU invenlOry and plannincefforts must be preceded by • pre-planning analy.is in accordance 
with BLM Manual sectioo 1601. 'The pre-planning anaIy.is identifies the issues and prob-
lems thaI impoct the plaDning area and detenninca planning requirements, including the level 
of soil and vegdalion invenlory neccasary for the area. 'The results of the preplanning 
analysis are documented in wrillen guidance to the inventory planning team (Section XI.A. I). 
This guidance clearly defines the level of detaillhat must be met during data collection 
efforts to odcquately IIddrcaa the issues and problems identified. 
1. ", ... "", Plan 
An inv .. 1Ory plan, based on guidance from the pre-planning analy.i., must be devel-
oped prior to coaducting the inventory. An intenlisciplinary team must be appointed by 
the District in the pre-planning analysis, the team must set forth in writing the extent and 
intensity of the invenlOry. 'The inventory plan should be attached to and become a part 
of the pre-planning analy.is . 'The inventory plan i. approved by the District Managet 
and reviewed by the State Director prior to initiation of the inventory. A .ugges.ed 
outline for the invenlOry plan is u follows: 
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L Purpose. 
b. Objectives. 
c. Description of invenlOry area. 
d. Information required based on iss ..... 
e. Inventory design. 
f. Penonnel and funding requirements and/or constraints. 
g. Logistics . 
h. Field measurements and procedures. 
Compilation procedures. 
j. Reporting (progres. and results) requirements. 
k. Approval process. 
files maintenance. 
z. I'roarao Reviews 
The inventory plan must set forth when and how progres. reviews will be conducted. 
The District Manager must appoint a progress review learn consisting of resource 
specialists from the District,taff, with assistance from State or other BLM office 
specialists if desired. Reviews consist of assuring adequ.te quality and quantity of 
inventory progress and resolving any problems incurred. 
3, ..... "'v.nlory Preparation 
Pre-inventory preparation is extremely important if the inventory is to be successful. 
Many factors must be considered and many prepatatory detail. organized efficiently and 
sequentially in order 10 insure systematic conduct and completion of field work. 
4. In .. nlory Party 
The inventory pany normally consists of a party chid, a soil survey team, and a vegeta-
tion inventory (transecling) leam. If specified in the inventory plan. the soil survey and 
mapping team may be combined inlD a single learn to complete the mapping of the 
invenlory .,e • . The soil survey team may be Soil Conservation Service (SCS), BLM, 
combined SCS·BLM, or contract penonnel. The inventory party must be carefully 
selected. Members' knowledge, experience. education, and training is cxtremely 
imponant. 
a. Chi,/o/Party. The chief of parly, who.hould "" a penn.nenl BLM employee, 
must be: selected with a great deal of emphasis placed on experience. integrity. 
character. altitude. ethics. knowledge. and competence. He/she should be: 
knowledgeable and experienced in objectives and procedure5 of soil·veget;uion 
inventories and acquainted with Bureau interrelated programs. He/she should be: a 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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person of good judgment and have had supervisory experience. He/she is respon-
sible for organizing and directing the inventory. coordinating field data collection, 
making work assignments. keeping equipment in good operating order, providing 
for the welfare of the party members, and reporting progress of the inventory. 
Whether the soil survey is heing conducted by the SCS, joinUy by SCS and BLM, or 
by contrac~ the party chief is responsible for coordinating the vegelation and 
wildlife inventories with the soil survey. 
b. PtU1J MemIHn. The soil survey mapping. and vegetation inventory (eams must 
consist of qualified speciaJisl. including range speciaJists, foresters, soil scientists. 
and wildlif. biologists. All specialists on the inventory party must work closely 
tog.ther throughoulthe inv.ntory. 
(I) Soil Survey Team. The soil survey is responsible (or soil mapping the area and 
must consist of qualified soil scientists organized to conduct the soil survey in 
accordanc. with s","dan! ",il survey procedures. The soil survey team may be 
SCS, BLM, • combination of SCS-BLM employees, or th. soil surv.y may be 
contracted. Soil survey team members must worX very closely with range 
specialists in designing mapping units. The SCS has final responsibility for 
com:lating all soil surveys. 
(2) Mapping T.am. The mapping team i. responsible for delineation of ecological 
sites, seral stages (condition classes). and present vegetation communities and 
must consist of experienced nu1ge specialists, foresters, wildlife biologists, and 
soil scientists who are familiar with the plant and animal communities of the 
inventory area. 
(3) Vegetation Inventory (TransectingJ Team. 1be vegetation inventory team 
collects silc specific vegetation data and must consist of qualified resources 
specialists who are organized and trained to collect the data described in 
Section XI.D. 
(4) Ph.nological DOlO CoU.ction T.am. It may be desirabl. to assign the responsi-
bility of collecting th. data for phenological adjustment facton as set forth in 
Section XlD.6 to one or two individuals. This will assure accurate data collec-
tion in a timely manner for this important phase of the inventory. This team also 
may callec. sampl .. for air-<fry w.ighl conv.nion data (Section XI.D.7). 
5. Preparlna ror the Invenlory 
The chi.f of party formula.es a plan of operation, .... mbl .. material, makes necessary 
arrangements, and coordinates with appropriate District staff members. He/she must 
.... mbl. all forms, maps, photos, and other equipment, and suppli .. necessary for 
conducting the inventory. See Illustration 19 (or an equipment list. 
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a. BIu.Map. 
(I) Mrial Photograph •. It is essential to have a complete set of aerial photographs 
solely for inventory purposes. The .. should he acquired well in advance of the 
inventory. To facili1atc the invenlory, recent aerial pholography (less than 10 
years old) is desirable. Aerial photographs at the scale of I :24,000 arc best 
suited to the inventory requirements and ease of data transfer to orthophoto 
quads. Aerial photographs arc used for field mapping and the mapped informa-
tion is then tr.lnsfe...-.d in the office to orthophOlo quada or oth.r base maps. 
(2) Orthophoto QUIJdr. Orthophoto quads (I :24,(00) are a desirabl. mapping base 
and, if used, should be acquired w.1I in advance of the fi.ld inv.ntory. If not 
available, each Slate should try to oblain cov.rag • . A 2- to 3-y.", lead time is 
needed to obtain adequalc coverage. 
(3) Topographic and Planim.tric Map •. Use topographic and planimetric maps or 
any high quality maps accurately showing the relative position and nature of the 
inv.ntory area f .. lures. Among the mos. usable would be OS topog .. phic 
quadrangles, although oth.r topo,",phic or planimetric maps also may be of 
considerable assistance. 
(4) Administrative Maps. Provide ruiministrauve maps which include management 
unit. grazing allotments, nu1ge improvements, timber harvesl, fish and wildlife 
habitat, and land status as references for party members during inventory. 
b. Rc/cr*ncI MO(IrilzL Review existing infonnation for the inventory area and 
assemble pertinent infonnation for use and orientation of inventory party members. 
This includes: 
(I) Inventories. Past inventories (range, w81cnhed, wildlife habitat, visual re-
sources, recreation. timber, etc.) including current URA '5. 
(2) Literature. Literature concerning area soils, geology, vegetalion, fish and 
wildlife specics, archeology, presence of threatened or endangered species, elc. 
(Consult universities, local SCS offices, etc.) 
(3) National U" of Scitntific Plant Nom ... Slandan! symbols from the Na.ional 
tist of Scientific Plant Names, published by the SCS, and used on all vegetation 
inventory forms. This is the most complete lisl available on a national basis. It 
may be desirable (for field use) to compile a list of plilnt species found in the 
inventory area from the National List. 
(:.I) Plant lilli Rules. To provide for unifonnil), and avoid duplication, the 
following rules were followed in developing the Nalional Lisl of Scienlific 
Plant Names: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Alphanumeric Codes. Automatic data processing requires short plant 
name symbols. Four~ to eight-letter alphanumeric plant name symbols 
must be used. 
ii. ~U5. A basic five-leuer symbol. consisting of first five genus lellers. 
IS used for the genus name. If the name has less than five letters "+" 
signs are added to make a five-letter symbol. For example. the ~enus 
for fIT trees, Abig, has the five-letter symbol ABIES: for wheatgrasses, 
AamIIxmD, the symbol is AGROP; for bluegrasses, £ga, the symbol is 
POA++; and for maples, Am, the symbol is ACER+. If needed, tie-
breakers are added to the basic five-letter symbol. For example, 
CHRYS is the first five letters of several genera-~, 
Clvysogoaoo, Cluysotbamnl1$. and (Juy:YDlbc;mum. Alphabetically. 
the genus symbol for the first one is CHRYS and for the others 
CHRYS2, CHRYS3, etc. 
iii. Species. The basic plant name (species) symbol consists of the first two 
letters of the genus name and the fint two of the species name. For 
example, the symbol for Kentucky hhK&Ilw, POA pralensjs, is POPR. 
In alphabetic order, all other planls having the same four-letter symbol 
must have tie~ breakers in numeric sequence starting with 2. Examples: 
POPR2, POPR3, etc. 
iv. Variety. The first letter of the variety name, either natural or cultivar, is 
odded to the basic four-letter plant name symbol. Examples: fimII 
I!!lIIdmIH variety IIimJiig has the five-letter symbol PIPOA. Symbols 
for cultivan must be developed when the cultivar list is generated. 
(b) Species Not Listed. When species which have not been assigned a code in 
the National List are encountered, use the following procedure: 
i. Form Entry. On all vegetation inventory forms, enler the fi .. t two 
tellers of the genus name and the lint two of the species name. In 
addition, add an asterisk to denote the absence of an assigned code. 
ii . NotirlCation of Absence from List- Upon identifying a species which is 
not included in the National LiS!, the person noting the absence must 
forward the information to the Service Center Director (1).460). This 
staff must coordinate with the SCS to obtain a code for each such 
species encountered. 
(4) Location 01 Fi .• h and Wildlile Species. Review information on probable location 
of fish and wildlife species with panjcular emphasis on endangered, threatened, 
or sensitive ~pecies. big game ranges. concentration areas, and important 
biological areas. Document new infonnation in URA. 
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(5) Localion 01 Threaltn<d OT Endangered Plants. Review and assemble infonna-
tion for URA on probable location of ~tened or endangered plant species, 
including descriptions and pictures. 
c. CollflHlrison Are .. ln/omuUiD,.. Identify existing and probable comparison areas 
(Section XJ.D.8.a) and document data on Form 441241, Documentation of Com-
parisen Areas, (/IIuslJ'ation 20), for determining site potential, sera! stage (condition 
class), and apparent tn:nd. Comparison areas are especially useful for evaluating 
riparian vegelation. It may be necessary to construct exclosures along stream 
segments and measure successional changes to detcnnine potential ycgctttion in the 
riparian ZOne5 . 
d. r1l.6I1k1'1 S<:MdIlk. Plan and scbedule the inventory well in advance with appro-
priale priorities and Annual Work Plan procedures. The time of year the inventory 
will be conducted must be determined by the chief of party in consultation with 
appropriate District starr mcmhen. Soil inventories and soil and ecological site 
mapping can be conducted any time weather pennits. Within practicallimilS. the 
vegetation data collection should not begin until the growing season is sufficiently 
advanced to insure a representative growth of vegetation. Work may continue into 
the fall until conditions prevent accurate classification and production estimates. It 
may be desirable to strategically place utilization cages in representative portions of 
the inventory area prior to the inventory. This is helpful in reconstructing utilized 
plants as well as adjusting for full plant growth in the summary and interpretative 
phases. 
6, Training 
Tmning inventory pany members is the responsibility of the chief of pany and other 
qualified resource specialists. This includes schcduUng and preparing training in 
procedures. e.g., mapping units, data collection. plant identification. aerial photo inter-
pretation, etc. 
a. Prio, /0 1M In .. nto'1' The inventory pany must he lJ'ained in all facels of the 
SVIM. District and Stale .. source specialists should inform the inventory pany 
about ilems to look for and explain bow all information will be gathered and docu-
mented consistent with the inventory plan. 
b. D"riIr,IIl~'''to". The efficiency and accuracy of the inveRlory crew members 
depend upon their initial training. During this inilial period, coordinalion with me 
District stafT is extremely important. Spend cnough lime to acquaint each party 
member with the inventory area, main roads, landmarks, fish and wildlife crucial 
areas, and important biological areas . 
(I ) Uniformity. Uniformity in rollowing the inventory procedures is essential . All 
vegetation inventory learn members must work together for a sufficient period 
of time 10 assure uniformily in following inventory procedures. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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(2) IndMdllDl Training. The chief of pany must worlr. individually will! each 
member of the vegetation inventory team to further improve and assure unifor-
mity aDd ICCWlICy of worlr. and 10 check progreso. 
(3) Coordination. Procedures must be continually coordinated II!roughout!he 
inventory. Vegetation inventory team members must work. together for at least a 
portion of I day each week to correlate .. timatCJ and to resolve problems lhat 
mly arise in field procedures. 
(4) Progress Revuw •. ProgrcsJ reviews, includin. field checks of inventory crew 
worlr., should occur as set forlh in !he inventory plan (Section XI.A.2). 
B. Field Inventory Mapping 
Mappin. must be done by Inlined range specialists, wildlife biologists, forCJten, aDd soil 
scienbstJ, worlr.ing closely toselher. Field mapping consists of delineating site writeup areas 
(SW As) (Section XI.B.3) based on present plant communities will!in boundariCJ of potential 
plant communities-range sites, woodlaDd sites (suilability groups), or forcsttyPCJ (lIIustra. 
tion 21). Field mapping must be completed for !he inventory ..... prior 10 stratification aDd 
collection of vegcla1ion data. It is desirable 10 complete mapping a year in advance of 
collecting vegelation data. All mapping must be in acconIance will! Office of Management 
aDd Bud.et National Mapping Standards, Cin:ular A.16 . 
I. Sou .......... Criteria ror M8pp1,. 
L s-rc .. 0/ Poklllilll PItutI C-1UIltJ 111/-... The following soun:es should 
be reviewed for information cnncernin. !he potential plant community: 
(I) RAn .. site deJcriptions. 
(2) WoodlaDd site deJcriptions. 
(3) Potential forest type deJcriptions (habilallypCl). 
(4) Comparison area data. 
b. Crilnid/or M"""u.1I Pm.1II V.,ftGtio ... Significant chan ... in !he following 
(acton must be considered in delineating present vegetation communities: 
(I) Vegetation species composition (kind., proportion., aDd amounts of present 
vegetation). 
(2) Ve.etation around cover. 
(3) Ve' ·tation hei.ht. 
(4) Vegetation age class (especially in fOfUted areas). 
(S) Topognphy. 
(6) Other factors identified in !he inventory plan. 
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a. GuiIIIuu:. "" Poklllilll ,.""" CtHfIIIIIUIU/6,. The SCS National RAn,e Handbook 
(NRH·I, July 13, 1976) should be consulled for information on ron.e aDd woodlaDd 
sites (suitability aroups). The SCS hu deJcribed ron,e sites coverin, much of !he 
public land. In some cases woodland sites deJcriplionJ mly also be available. Early 
cnn!aCt aDd coordination will! local SCS offICeS is essential. Information which 
should be obcained from !he SCS includes: soil surveys, copies of soil survey flCld 
sheets, technical ran.e aDd woodlaDd site deJcriptions aDd guides, aDd information 
from !he SCS RAn,e o.ta System. InformJtion on fOfUttypcs may be obcained 
from Ipplicable published reports by Forest Service uperimenlal SIaIions, univeni· 
ties. etc. 
b. M"""u.1I hoe ..... lilt a COIIIp/Itd SoD S",.,.,. In arcas where ..,il survey aDd 
range site deJcriptions arc complete, a range site·soil series correlation should be 
available in !he final soil survey report. The survey report may liso identify soil 
series lI!atsuppnrt woodlaDd sites or foresttypcs (habitatlypCl) where !he potential 
plant communities have been defined. From Ihese data a legend can be developed to 
correlate !he soil maps will! !he appropriate range site, woodlaDd site, or foresttypc. 
This legend should be provided to !he mappin. team for field use. 
PreiimiNJry InUrprdat;ons: Prior to going to the field, the mapping team can make 
some preliminary interpretations based on !he soil maps and site legend and aerial 
photognphs. Each preliminary delineation must be checked on !he ,round to 
accurately determine !he ronge site, woodlaDd site, or forest type. On most soil 
surveys. a number of the soil mapping units may be either associations or com-
ple.es. The mapping team has to determine !he pen:enta.e of each of !he compo-
nents when they determine the range site, woodland site, or forest type. 
c. MoppiJrr Wllltold a COIIIp/Itd SoD S""". In areas where soi l surveys are not 
completed, lI!e SCS must be con!aCted to oblain any available soil or ecological site 
data. The SCS may be able to assist in training and in establishing !he mapping 
legend. 1bc mapping team must work together in the field to achieve consistency in 
SWA delineation based upon ran.e sites, woodland sites, or fOfUttypes. The soil 
scientist must insure that soils are considered in delinealions. If at all possible, a soil 
survey should be completed prior to or concurrently will! delineation of ecolo.ical 
sites. When it is necessary to delineate range sites, woodland sites, or f0re5t types 
without a soil survey, Form 44 I 2·38, Soil Description Field Olta, (JIIustration 22), 
is uKd to record soil data. 1bc soil scientist completes one for ~h established 
phase of seriCJ and II!ree for unnamed phases of series. 
J. I'nKnt Plant Community M.pplna 
Potential plant communities (range and woodland sites and (orest Iype.~) are funiler 
subdivided into the present vegetalion communities, using crileria listed in Sec lion 
XI.D. I.b. Each idcnlified range 5ile is divided into 5Cral 5tage (condition classes) and/or 
present vegetation communities by the mapping learn. Woodland siles and (orcsllypa 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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an: divided only into present vegetation communities, unless site guides for sera I stage 
(concHtion class) detenninations are avai lable. 
S;/~ Writeup Area (SWA) Dtlineation: The smallest delinea.ion geographical unit to be 
used as a base for collecting vegetation data is lhe SWA. It may consist of an entire 
ecological unit (range site, woodland .ite, or forest (habital) type), or a portion of a unit 
if more than one sera) stage (condition class) or present vegetation community exists. It 
may contain more than one present andlor potential plant community where soil-vegeta-
tion complexes occur and are intermingled to the eXlent they cannot be individually 
delineated. It must not cross allotment boundaries. This is essential in order to compile 
data by grazing allotment. SWA. may be mapped down to a minimum of 6 acres, 
SW As may also be delineated on soil mapping units or paalures boondaries if .pecified 
in the inventory plan. 
a. Rmr,e s~s. The mapping team must divide each mapped range site into seral 
stage(.) (condition c1ass[esj) and present vegetation communities (Illustration 20). 
Detailed procedures for mapping range .ites and condition cl ..... are found in the 
SCS National Range Handbook (See Section X18.2). 
(I) Sual Stag~ (Condition Class) Classification. Ealh delineated range .ite must 
be placed in a seraJ ... ge (condilion class), or further divided into seraJ .tages if 
more lhan one stage (class) exists within a given range site. Clas5ifying range 
sites into seraJ stages i. done initially by making visual estimates of plant 
composition. Determine the initial stage (class) of areas within a range site by 
comparing the present plant community with that of the climax community, as 
indicated by the range condition guide. For the existing plant community, count 
as climax no more than the maximum weight (or percentage of total production) 
shown on the guide for any species in the climax community. Total the amount 
of all climax species. not in excess of that shown on the guide, to jnWcate the 
relativ. ecological rating. The rating musl be between 0 and 100, depending on 
how closely the existing plant community resembles the potential plant commu· 
nity for the I1lIIge .ite. (See the SCS National Range Handbook for discussion 
of range condition detenninations.) 1be mapping team may want to develop a 
field worksheet 10 record these initial condition dctenninations. 
(2) Sual Stag" (Condition Classes). Use the following seraJ .tages (condition 
cI... ) to express the degree to which the composilion of the presenl plant 
community renect! that of the potential. II is not necewry to use both sen) 
stage and condition chw terminology in referring to the specific ecological plant 
communities. Both terms are shown here merely to illustrate the relationship of 
the seral stages (new lerminology) 10 the establi.hed condition class 
lerminology. 
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Estimaled Percentage of 
Present Plant Community that is 
Seral Siage Condition Class POlential for the Range Sile 
Climax Excellent 16 100 
High Good 51 15 
Medium Fair 26 50 
Low Poor 0 25 
(3) Pres~nt V~Retat;on. After range sites have been initially classified into seral 
stages (condition classes), it may be necessary to further divide these stages 
based on the present vegetation communities. For example, a range site may be 
in a low stage (poor condition) with heavy sagebrush on pan of the sile and 
chealgrass on the remainder. These two diverse vegetation communities must 
be delineated. Significant changes in vegetation composition and ground cover 
should be consistent in mapping the present vegetation community. The smaU· 
esl unit delineated within a range .ite i. the Site Writeup Area (SWA), The 
mapping team must assign a SWA number 10 each SWA delineated and also 
complete certain .ection. of Form 4412· 26, Transecl Data Sheet, 
(Illustration 23), and Form 4412·30, Stratification Data and GeneraJ Char.octeri.-
tics, (Illustration 24). Automatic Data Processing Codes for Vegetation Types 
and Subtypes, Form 4412-30., (IlIu.tration 25), and Standard Land·Form 
Coding and Descriptions, Form 4412-308, (lJIu.tration 26), are used in complet-
ing Form 4412·30 and 4412·38. 
b. Woodland SlUr, Each delinealed woodland .ite must be divided by .tage (condi. 
tion) if guides are available, or by present vegetation communities. The .mallest 
unit delineated within a woodland .ite is the SWA. The mapping learn mu.t assign a 
SWA number 10 each SWA delineated, and also complete certain section. or 
Form 4412·26 (Illustration 23) and Form 4412-30 (lIIustration 24). 
c. Ponst 1)pel. Forest types are divided into stands-unifonn plant communities of 
ItttS as 10 timber type, age class, vigor, heigh~ ground cover, and .tocking. The 
.mallest delineated unit within a forest type i. the .ile writeup area (SWA), or stand. 
The mopping team must assi,n a SWA number 10 each delineated SWA, Ind also 
complele certain sections of Form 4412·26 (lIIu.tration 23) and Form 4412·30 
(lIIu.tratian 24). 
4, Foatu", MlppI ... 
Fealure mapping must be accomplished primarily by the mapping learn. IF Ihe vegela· 
tion inventory learn observes any (ealures missed by the mapping learn, they should 
record them. Any pcrm::menl cull ural or topographic (eatures and/or biological (ealures 
(Section XI.F.2 (or special (eature areas. and BLM Manual Section 66(2) and exisling 
improvements. such 3S (ences, roads. water devciopments. elc .. not shown on existing 
maps must be indicated on aerial photographs and transferred to topographic maps or 
orthophoto quads. using standard mapping symbol. The Bureau's standard map symbol 
li. t (Manual Seclion 9161, BLM Map Symbol Handbook) covers Ihe mo", importanl 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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natural, cultural, and control feature symbols used in inventory field mapping. Barriers 
to Uv .. tock and/or wildlife and wild horse and burros must be noted. 
Show all water resoun::es. such as marshes. ~rvoirs. springs. seeps, streams, etc., on 
the map. To the rn.a.1imum extent possible. aquatic and riparian vegetation information 
must be integrated into the SVIM procedures. 
6. PIaa1metric: Control 
If planimetric control is not adequate, it is necessary to locate all known section comers. 
PhoIo identified USGS primary control (triangulation) station. are very helpful and 
.hould be located wherever possible. In order to prepan: acCUnlte maps from aerial 
phoIogtapJu. locate at least two comers per town.hip. These . hould be well spaced. 
When comers are found. indicate the precise location on the photographs with a needle 
prick. Mark a cross over the hole on the reverse side of the picture with the sections to 
which the comer is common written into the angles of the cross. Record the township, 
range. date. and the identifying individual'. initial. on the back of the photograph. Mark 
assumed comers not positively identified .imilarly and write the words "probable 
comer" on the back near the de.","pUon. 
C. Soil Considerations 
The basic soil taxon i. the soil series. Taxa other than the soil series may constitute only a 
very ntinor portion of any legend. Thus. almost all soil mapping units an: composed of 
phases of soil seri ... either mono- or multi-taxa with some farniU .. or suhgroups and ntiscel-
laneous areas .. indicated by soil characteristics and geomorphic conditions. Size of delinea-
tions an: dontilUltely controlled by the scale of map and mapping unit composition. 
Soillnll~nlory SlandiJrd. It is Bureau policy to make soil inventories that meet the standuds 
of the National Coopel1ltive Soil Survey as .tated in the SCS National Soils Handbook, Soil 
Survey Manual. Soil Taxonomy. and BLM Section 7312 - Soils. The soil.urvey i. pub-
lished as an interim or special soil survey report of areas for in-service use. 
I. MIIppI ... "'!moll)' 
As a minimum, the intensity of soil inventories within the Bureau i! • lhi.rd-ordcr survey 
at a scale of I :24.000 and phases of series. AI this intensity t soil mapping units consist 
primarily of U$OCiatiOnJ with some consociatioRJ, complucs. undifferentiated group! 
that are defined primarily in terms of ph .... of soil series. There i •• need to consider 
ph .... of famili .... familia •• uhgroups. and ntiscellaneou. areas as indicated by soil and 
geomorphic condition •. Thi'lkIa DIll mean familie. and ph .... of families are the 
primary tua (or the inventory area, bua are legitimate components when used to define 
~ potentials or limitation of unique areas. This major goal is to identify soil mapping 
Units that can be conelated into range sites, woodland sites. forest land types, and, in 
some instances, important re50Urce values identified in the pre-planning analysis. The 
cOMtrainb that control the intensity of mapping unit must be defined in the inventory 
plan. 
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2. MIIp SaaIeo 
The Bureau' •• tandard map scale is I :24.00 (Section XI.A.S.a). The minimum size 
delineation for soil and vegetation inventories is about 6 acres for distinctly suitable 
areas for wildlife habitat such as riparian areas for food and cover, and cliffs or promon-
tories (or rapto .. (Section XI.F.2 for instruction. on handling special habitat features). 
Districts now having 1:20.000 or 1:31.680 scale photogr.aphy may use these scale. for 
the inventories. It i. suggested that smaller scale photography up to I :63.360 be en-
larged to a scale o( 1:31.680 or 1:24.000. Minimum size deUneations an: IS follows: 
Scale 
1:20.000 
1:24.000 
1:31.680 I 
Acres 
4.0 
6.0 
10.0 
3. SoIl Symbols and R_rdln, 
I 
IncheslMiles 
3.16 
2.64 
2.0 
Symbol. to be used to identify soil series are defined in BLM manual section 7312 -
Soil •. Each phase o( I soil serie •• ntiscellaneou. land type. etc .• i. given I .ymbol and 
defined locally. All mapping units and symbol. must be identified in the soil identifica-
tion legend. All mapping units within an inventory area must be ... igned a .ymbol and 
recorded in the legend for the soil .urvey ...... 
D. Vegetation Field Inventory 
The following vegetation sampling procedures are recommended (or use in delineated .ite 
writeup areas (SWA '.). AlterlUltive procedures •• uch as those outlined in Section 600 of the 
SCS National Range Handbook may be used. provided the Iltemative procedures .upply 
comparable data for computer proces.ing by the Service Center and all the .tandard forms are 
used in recording f .. ld data. Procedures are set forth in the sequence in which they are 
conducted. 1bese are minimum ~tandards. Additional transects or more intense sampling 
may occur, if so indicated in the inventory plan. 
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I. StntHk:atlon 
Similar SWA·. are grouped together for .ampling purpose •. If. SWA contain. a 
complex of soil-vegetation units, individual components are placed in stratum composed 
of similar soil-vegetation units. The size of the geographical area 10 be stratified is 
deiennined and documented in the inventory plan. The complexity of the ecological 
situation, as well as local needs. detennines whether stratification is made by allotment. 
group of allotments. environmental impact statement (EIS) area. planning unit, resource 
area, or Districl. The inventory plan sets forth the criterill (or stratification. 
a. StnztunL A slrntum consi ~us of a grouping o( SWA's or similar soi l-vegetlltion 
components (percent o( SWA) having the ~ame range site. woodl:md site. or forest 
type in the same seral stage (condition class) and/or present vegetation community. 
If an area is critical wildlife habitat, this may serve as additional criteria for 
stratification. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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b. Doe..-IIIIJdo ... All strata an: assigned a number and listed on Form 4412-30, 
Stratification Data and General Characteristics (Illustration 24). The SWA's within 
a stratum an: also listed on Form 4412-30. 
c. SutpIbt,. Mapping sbould be completed prior to sampling for the entin: geographi. 
cal area to be sampled. SW A's to be sampled must be randomly selected from each 
stratum. For example. if il is determined there ate 40 SWA's within a stralum, each 
of the 40 SWA's must have an equal chance of being selected for sampling. 
N~r olTrans.cts. The goal is to select the minimum number of transects needed 
to adequately (as defmed in the inventory plan) characterize e.isting vegetation. 
The precise number of transects allocated per stratum, or the number of SWA 's to 
be sampled, will depend upon inventory objectives, budget constraints, and vegeta-
tion variability. E .. ctly bow the number of transects selected is determined must be 
documented in the inventory plan. 
Z. Step-PoInt T....-:t 
Record a minimum of one 2(J().point transect in each site writeup area (SWA) to be 
sampled. Transects must travme the SWA in a manner which obtains a n:presentative 
sample. Terrestrial transects generally run across the long .. is of. SWA, although 
other laynuts may be used. Transects in riparian SWA's an: situated at a 9Q.degn:e 
angle from the stn:am or river .. is. Additional transects an: placed along the stn:am 
axis whenever changes in vegetation composition are apparent If more than one range 
site and associated vegetation OCCUR within a SWA, determine the percentage of each 
site and/or vegetation community within the SWA and establish a transect to sample 
each separately. If a distinctive strip panero e.ists, establish a transect in each commu-
nity. If an indistinct mottled pattern .. ists, establish one transect and record each 
community on separate forms. Data collected from this transect include ground cover, 
both basal and canopy. 
a. Tnuu.." "'10111. The mapping team must determine bow the transect is to be laid 
out on the SWA's tn be sampled and depict the transect location on the aerial 
photograph or overlay. (See Illustration rI, Transectl.yout, for proccdun: in 
determining points to be n:ad and options in laying nu: transects.) At the beginning 
point of the transect take a photograph in the din:ction of the transectli .. to sbow a 
ge .. ra1 view of the SWA. File the photographs with the inventory records in the 
District Office. 
b. ObslnuliDlU. When obstructions such as juniper trees, cbolla coctus, or ledge 
roclu, etc. , an: encounten:d, the transect can be projected by a rod or stick with the 
length of the pace (e.g., 6') marked (Illustration 2S, Projected Hits with Obstruc. 
tions). Record the ground cover by observing the hit along the original transect Ii ... 
Return to pace transect line as soon as possible and resume pacing. Normally "hits" 
;along that portion of Ir.I.nsects that intersecl unnaturally disturbed areas, such as 
road! and trails, are not recorded. However, jf unnatural e.g. dis.urbed areas, make 
up a significant ponion of the SWA (e.g. heavily roaded by past mining activity or 
off-mad-vehicle UK) record lhc: hits: or use other techniques such as recent aerial 
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photographs 10 estim:ue the percentage of disturbed area within the SWA. When 
disturbed areas are encountered, proceed three paces past disturbance and continue 
recording along the same transect line. 
c. R.cording. At each point to be n:ad, n:cord the following (Diagrammatic Sketch 
or Step-Point Data and Recording Procedun:s, Illustration 29, and Form 4412-26, 
Transect Data Sheet, Illustration 23): 
(I) Basal Hi/ .•. Identiry ground cover and n:cord as either basal hits or live vegeta· 
Lion (including mosses and lichens), litter (persistent or nonpersistent), gravel, 
cobbles or stones. bare ground, or bedrock. Live vegetation must always be 
idenLified by plant symbols (see SCS NaLional List of Scientific Plant Names). 
(a) ldentiry "hits" by a liS inch mark, pn:ferably a liS inch wide and 1/16 inch 
deep, on the toe of the sole or boot. Wider notch .. affect the decision as 
what to record. 
(b) If two or more items such as bare ground and litter appear in the notch. 
n:cord the item which occupies the ~ of the notch. 
(c) Identity of the cover must be expressed as a single category; therefon:, 
where two or more appan:ntly equal categorie, an: identified, the pn:fern:d 
identity is: fi .. ~ vegetation; second, litter; third, gravel; forth, cobble, fifth, 
stone; si.th, ban: ground. 
(d) Identify the cover category or ' 'hit" din:ctly beneath the notch, unless the 
vegetation and/or litter is pushed out of its: natural canopy. Record the cover 
category that appears under the disturbed material at the ground surface. 
(2) Canopy. Identify and n:cord the ove .. tory (canopy) above the mark or notch 
within the line of sight. (See /IIuslnltion 29 for .. amples of various situations.) 
3. V ..... 1Ion Prvductlon and Cb..-.cterl .. llon Plots 
These plots an: used to n:cord production and cenain plant characteristics. 
a. l)1H' 01 PIDa. 
( I) W.ighl·E.r/imal. Plols. The weight estimate may be any multiple or.96 square 
feet (.96, 1.92, 4.S, 9.6, 19.2, 4S.0, etc.). The 9.6 square-foot plot is usually best 
sui ted for use in areas of sparse vegetation. Given the greater productivity of 
riparian versus upland vegetation, weight-estimate plot; in riparian SWAs may 
have to be n:duced in size (i.e., .96 sq.ft.) . The weight-estimnte plot may be 
de lineated by 11 circular hoop or a palo for linear rectangular plots (Sec illustra-
tion )0. Vegetation Characteri zation PIOI Layout- Circular Plols). The same 
size and type of plol should be used for the ent ire Iram~ecl. 
(2) Shrub and Tree Clroraclu;UIf;on Plots. The shrub and tree characterization plOI 
Illay he;') 11I 00-acrc or InOO-acre plot The l/loo-acre plol is used in sparse 
stands of shrubs while the InOO-acre plot may be used in dense siands of 
• 
• 
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shrubs. The same size of plot should be used for the entire transect. The center 
point of this plot is the center of the weight-estimate plot. The Iil000acre plot is 
delineated by an 11.7-foot fine cable or chain as a radius, and the InOO-acre 
plot is delineated by an 8.3-foot fine cable or chain as a radius (Illustration 30). 
(3) ForwiANJ Piotr. If it is determined in the in .. ntory plan that more intense 
data is required on forest landa, establish a forest plot using the center of the 
weight estimate plot. The forest plot consist.! of two concentric circular plots 
having a radius of 11.7-feet (1/100 acre plot) and 37.2-feet (1110 acre). 
b_ PI« u,JOuL Establish plots at every 20th point of the step point transect. Place the 
rear edge of the weight estimate plot at the toe of the boot where the hit was re-
conIed (Illustration 30). Each lnInsect will have a minimum of 10 weight-estimate 
plots. Plots may be established in clusters if so determined in the in .. ntory plan. 
The shrub and tree characterization plot and the forestlands plot musl be estal>-
Ushed, using the center of the weight-estimate plot as the center for these plots. 
(I) W.ighl-Estimat. Plot. The foUowing .. getation records are made [rom this plot 
in the order listed. 
(a) Vegetatioo Chancterizatioo 
A.erage availability, phenology, and utilization for each plant species 
for each weighl estimate plot is recorded on Form 4412-27, Weight 
Estimate and Vegetation Charw:terization (Illustration 31). 
ii. Form and age class for each plaot of grasses and forbs and average 
height by grass and forb species with totat. for each category is re-
corded on Form 4412-27 (JIIUSlnltion 31). Record thi, data on a mini-
mum of 3 of the 10 weight-estimate plots. More plots may be recorded 
if more intensive sampling is required. 
(b) Weight Estimate of Vegetation Production. Record weight-estimate data on 
Form 4412-27. (See lIIuslnltion 3 1, page 2, for form entry instructions and 
Illustration 32 for • schematic sketch of the weight-estimate plot layout) 
MaIte records for each of the 10 plots. At least 2 of the 10 plots are clipped 
and weighed. Make estimates before the plants are clipped aod weighed, as 
follows: Pre-select 2 of the 10 plots which are to be clipped; make weight-
estimates prior to clipping; clip and weigh; record both the estimated and the 
actual weights on Form 4412-27. Cin:1e the actual weighl entries on the 
form. 
Recording Actual WeighU:. Record actual green weights for each 
species as weighed and/or estimated on each plot. 
Height elane-s. Include height e.., timales of all current year's growth of 
each plant species by the following beight classes: 0' to 3', 3' to 4'1>', 
4'1i to 7', and 7' up (Illustration 32). 
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Accuracy. During train ing periods and before indi. iduals can proceed, 
the chief of the pany assures that each member is consislenlly estimal· 
ing weights within 10 percent of actual weights. 
ii. Weight URilS. Because the relationship of weight to volume is not 
consjsten~ base production and composition determinations on weight 
estimates, not on comparison of relative volumes. The weight unit 
method is an efficient means of estimating production and lends itself 
readily to self-training. This methud is based on the following: 
A weight unit is established for each planl species occurring on the area 
being e.amined, and can con,ist of part of a plan~ an entire plan~ or a 
group of plants. 
The size and weight of a unit .aries according to the kind of plant. For 
e.ample, a unit of S to 10 grams is suitable for small grass or forb 
spocies. Weight units for large plants may be $C.eraJ kilograms. 
Other considerations include: length, width, thickness, and number of 
steR'lJ and leaves; ratio of leaves 10 stems~ and growth or relative 
compactnes5 of species. 
iii. Establishing Weight Unit f .... Specieo_ 
Decide on a weight unit (in grams or kilograms) that i, appropriate for 
the 'pecieo. 
Select pan of a plan~ an entire plan~ or a group of plants liltely to equal 
this "",ight. 
Harvesl and weigl> the planl material to determine actual weight. 
Repeat this process until the desired weight unit can be estimated with 
reasonable 8CCU/1ICy_ 
Maintain proficiency in estimating by periodically harvesting and 
weighing to check estimates or production. 
iv. Number of Plots. A minimum of 10 weight estimate plots musl be 
established per transect. If it is decided that more precise sampling with 
statistical reliability is needed, make an analysis in accordance with 
Illustration 33, Sampling Precision and Probability, to determine the 
number of addilional plots necessary to achieve the reliability desired. 
Stat is tically reliable sampling is especially imponanl if serious resource 
problems exist or major land·use adjuslment5 are anticipated within a 
given allotment or inventory area , 
• 
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(2) Shrub and Tr .. Choracl<rilJJ/ion Plot. A minimum of 3 shrub aod tree charac-
terization plots must be established along each transect. The following data is 
recorded for 'hrubs aod trees from the 11100 acre or 11200 acre plot 
(Illustration 30): 
(a) Form aod age class for 5 shrubs aod trees of each species; 
(b) Average heigh~ aod crown diameter by species; and 
(c) Total number of plants by species. 
(3) ForestlAnd Piau. Forest laod plots arc established if it is determined in the 
invenlOl)' plan that tree data in addition to that collected off the , hrub and tree 
choncterization plot is required. 
4. Veaetalloa Spedes Ocxurnna! 
Record on Form 4412-26, Transect Data Shce~ (llIu,tration 23) any plant ' pecies 
observed in the sire writeup area which is not recorded on step--point transect or plot 
record. 
5. Endanaend. 11" ... _. or LoaIly Endemic Plants 
Each inventory party member must be provided with peninenl information on endan-
gcred, threatened, or locally endemic plant species likely to occur within the inventory 
area. Such information must include descriptions of plants, piclures, aod unique plant 
habitats. Areas of high potentill for supporting threatened, endangered,or locally 
endemic ' pecies must be described one! identified in fI.ld maps to assist invenlOl)' 
members. Record obsetved plants on the 'pecies tis~ Form 4412-26 (1IIu,tration 23). 
Take color photographs of obsetved plants. 
6. Data CoIIedJon for I'IItDoIos1 AdJ_al F_ 
Data arc required to develop factors to adjust vegetation production recorded at the time 
of inventory to maximum production (or the season. To generate this data. it is neces-
sary to clip aod weigh .11 major species in the invcolOl)' arca and also record the dimen-
sions of ,tudy plants on Form 4412-28, DrylGrcen Weight Conversion Factor Data, 
(Illustration 34). Specific ' tudy ,ites arc selected for collection of phenclogy adjustment 
faclor data. Data should be collected for all phenology stages by plant 'pecies. It may 
be desirable to collect data every 2 weelts. A minimum of 10 plants of each 'pecies 
,hould be recorded. A special team may be assigned the respon, ibility of oollecting this 
data (Section X1.A.4.b.(4». 
7. ObUlnlnl Air-Dry WoIa/Il Convonion Data 
Converting green weight to air-dry weight is necessary in the compil ;:ujon and interpreta-
tion phase. In order to make this conversion, vegetat ion samples must be collected at the 
same time the phenology adjustment (actor data is collccted (described in Seclion 
X1.D.6 above). Slore samples in paper bags in a dry place and weigh them periudically 
t45 t46 
until a consistently low weight is obtained. Collect these samples by species at each 
phenology stage for aU major plant species in the inventory arca. Recordation can be 
expedited by marking the following items on the paper bag with a rubber stamp prior to 
going to the field: plant 'pecies, date collected, eltvation, pbenology 'tage, gnecn 
weight, aod dry weight. Record thi, date on Form 4412-28 (Illustration 34). 
8. ComparIson Ana Data 
To detenninc potential vegetation communities and production, it is ncce.ssary to ideR· 
tify aod study comparison arcas. This is also important for several other interpretations. 
a. Sit. PaullliDl COlllptJl'isoll An... For many range sites the SCS bas identified 
natural plant communities (relic areas) which can be used to determine potential. To 
substantiate existing data aod to provide potential natural pl.,.,t community data for 
sites not already covered, additional comparison arcas need to be identified. Locate 
relatively natonl, undisturtlcd comparison areas in order to develop potential plant 
communities for the various sites in the inventory uc&. The natural plant commu-
nity of a , ite, in the absence of abnorma1 disturbances and physical site deteriono-
tion, will be approaching the climax community for that site. It is the total plant 
community that is best adapted to the unique combination of environmental (acton. 
It ,hould be the plant community that ia in dynamic equilibrium with the environ-
ment. Such natural distutbances as drough~ wild fires, native fauna ,razing, aod 
insects arc inherent in the development of any native plant community. Plant 
communities protected from these natural innuencea for long periods do not alway, 
lyJ>ify the goal for a desirable plant community. (See Rangelaod Reference Areas, 
Society for Rona. Managemen~ Range Science Seri .. Number 3, Much 1975). 
(I) Seltetion. A ,ite i. recognized aod described on the basia of soil, aod the 
climax plant community whicb it i. capable of supportin,. However, 
management's goal is not nccesurily to restore or maintain such. plant com-
munity. The goal may be to establish a somewhat altered plant community 
which providea adequate soil aod moiature conservation yet produces benefits 
more useful to the objectives of the decisionmaker than the climax vegetation. 
(2) I..ocating Comparison .4rtas. Di,trict personnel ,hould be on a constant lookout 
for ripariln and terrestrial comparison lreas. These areas should be identified, 
their locations recorded on Form 4412-41 , Documentation of Comparison 
Areas, (llIu,tration 20), and studies as outlined below initiated or continued even 
though inventories arc scheduled some time in the future. Repelt siudies to 
substantiate data. 
(3) IHttrmining Comparison .4"a5. Use the following melhods in determining the 
natural plant community of a sile: 
(a) Evaluate vcgctation and associated soi ls on areas that havc been subjected to 
minilTl31 abnonnal disturbances. 
(b) Evaluate and interprel research data dealing with ttOlogy, manaacment, and 
soils of plant communi lies. 
• 
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(c) Review early historical accounts and botanical litenllwe of the "",a 
(d) Check the SCS Range Data Systems (ROS). which provides much data 
useful in identifying potential communities in many areas. 
<e) Check potential sites for use .. comparison areas which includes: 
Fenced excloswes. 
ii. Fenced rights-of·way which have not been """,nUy disturbed. Do not 
use areas which receive additiooal moisture through runoff from high-
way. or OCher UMaturaI areas. 
iii. Portions of grazing allotments cum:nUy noI used by livestock due to 
lack of water. nat::Ja1 burien, ek:. 
iv. Protected reserves, e.g., military reservations. 
v. Old cemeteries. 
(4) Studying Comparison .4reas. Chanacteristics of a plant community obtained 
from a single source"", noIlikely to be conclusive. In evaluating plant infor-
mation. consideration must be giveD of such (actOI'3 as drou&f1t versus unusually 
favorable years, effects of recent fuel excessive rodent concentrations. insect 
damage, plant disease, and cJl:cessive soil removal or deposition by wind or 
water. Every effort must be made to .. amine plant communities throughout the 
area of occurrence on the site and at different seasons and during different years. 
The initial de.ocriplion of a natuJal plant community should be considered as an 
approximation subject to modification IS additional knowledge is gained. 
(a) Conduct all the inventOf)l studies deacribed above on the comparison area. 
using the prescribed procedures. 
(b) Take pictures of soil profiles and vegetation at each comparison area. 
(c) Repeat studies. using the SVIM procedures. from year·to-ycar to refine and 
substantiate data. Collect prinwily ground cover and production da ... in 
these n:peat studies. 
(5) Protecting Comparison .4reas. Make every effort 10 protect identified compari-
son areas from future disturbances such as livestock grazing. mining. or other 
surface disturbing activities. The protection of these areas is necessary (or 
continuing studies. It may be appropriate to place a BlM protective withdrawa1 
on identified comparison areas. This can be accomplished under regUlation 43 
CFR Subpart 622.'1. Withdrawal of Natural Ar .... Document comparison ""'as 
by completing Form 4412-41 . Documentation of Comparison Areas. (lIIuslra. 
tion 20). Au ign a number to each comparison area. 1be number must consist 
or the (ollowing: State. District, township, range. comecutive number within 
the township and range. 
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b. Waunlud COmparisOIl AT.as. Data gathered during the course of the invenlory 
can be used to provided guidance in detennining changes in erosion condition rating 
(Soil Surface Factor [SSF] Rating) and ground cover. (See BLM Manual Section 
7322.11 B7 for additional guidance on selecting wate"hed comparison ....... ) 
Type of .4rea •. Data obtained in the following types of areas can be used for water-
shed comparison area purposes: degraded areas adjacent to water, trails, c:tc.; 
mechanically treated areas. e.g .• chaining. plowing. railing. etc .• and chemically 
treated areas. 
9. Determining EnJlloa Condlllon ClaM 
Soil Surface Factor (SSF) information must be completed ror each site writeup area 
sampled and recorded on the space provided on Form 4412·26. Transect Data Sheet. 
(Illustntion 23). Complete an SSF writeup for each SWA sampled ....... ing the 
erosion ratings of the surrounding area. (See Section XVI. Soil Surface Factor.) The 
determination of SSF is made after the ttaru<ct has been completed. In determining 
SSF. it is necessary to evaluate the entire SWA and not localize the evaluation. 
E. Forest Lands Inventory 
Determine in the inventory plan if forestry data will be collected. Forestland mapping .nd 
the completion of Form 4412-37. """to Sample Record. (lIIustntion 35). should occur during 
the mapping phase (Section XI.B). Thi. form may be completed for all the inventory ""' .. if 
so delired. 
I. Conductlna1n •• nlory 
The minim"m mapping size of forest types is usually 40 acre. or larger. For purposes of 
this inventOf)l. a tree is defined as a woedy plant having at least one well defined stem 
and a mon: or less well-formed crown. capable of attaining a height of at lesst 8 feet. 
2. Recordl", 
The initial forestry data is recorded on Form 4412-37. Photo Sample Record. (Illustn-
tion 35). This allows entry of stand or SWA information on trees. shrubs. gras .... and 
forbs. The use of this form for initial forestry input does not mean that other. more 
detailed forms may not be used along with intensive forest and rangeland surveys. The 
identified vegetation Iypes may be used for pn:liminary typing. stratification. and 
mapping. 
F. Wildlife Resources Field Inventory 
Illustration 36 dc:picLS the interrelationships between SVIM and wildlife resources inventories 
(Integrated Habitat Inventory and Cla.,,~ ification System, BLM Manual Section 6602; Big 
Game Studies, and BlM Manual Section 6630; and Aquatic studies BLM Manual 
Section 6670) . 
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J. Opportunistic Animal Sichtlnp 
Any wildlife observed during !he invenlory musl be recorded on Form 4412-39, Wild-
life-Recreation ~"'nIation RepDf1, (lIIuslration 37), for each SWA sampled. The 
Wildlife-Recreation Observation Report is given to the Dislrict wildlife biologist for any 
followup action deemed appropriale. (More inlensive sampling may be conducled laler, 
using Form 6602-1, Animal Species Occurrence by Habilal Type, lIIuslration 38 [BLM 
Manual Section 66(2).) 
2- SpodaJ Habitat F .. tu .... 
During !he inveolory of a SWA, no<e special wildlife habilal fealures on aerial photo-
gnphs and quads and record !hem on Fonn 6602-2, Special H.bilal mlDre, (lIIuslration 
39, and refer 10 BIM Manual Section 66(2). Fearures 10 be mapped will have been 
determined during !he pre-planning analysis and Slaled in !he invenlory plan. This will 
identify ...... which !he wildlife biologisl may wanllo invesligale in delail al a laler 
dale. Special habilat fearures may include soil or vegelatioo unils smaller !han 6 acres 
(Sectioo XI.B.4). 
3, R1pu1aa ARM 
Riparian .......... e.llemely importanl and, !herefore, require special aHention ill !he 
SVIM procedures. Map and sample all riparian ...... (eilitin, and poIential). 
L V~ CottdItimo (shrub and Iree c:hanoc:b:riution pial) of !he riparian habilat 
must be obcained by using !he SVIM. 
b. T,.. s,..1n willlin!he riparian sile must be recorded on Form 4412-27, Weichl 
EslimalA: and Ve,elation Chancleriution (Section X1.D.3.c.(2) and JUuslralion 31). 
4. 0pd0aaJ o.ta - ldentlfyl.,. Sqebruoh Spedoo 
Various sa,ebrush species have differenl palatabilily. Because of problems in identify-
in, differenlspeci .. , • key has been developc:J for sa,ebrush species. (This key i. 
available from !he Service Cenler D-460.) Use pDftable black lighl (nuhUghllype) 10 
lS5iAt in SI,ebnash species identifICation. 
G, Recreation Field Inventory 
For each SWA sampled, use Form 4412-39, Wildlife-Recreation Observation RepDf1, (lIIus-
tnlion 37), Note the occurrence of f'eCn:ltion visitor use, incident. cullum futures, or 
significant natural history feature ob5erved. Give this observation report to lhe District 
rec·reation specialist (or any (ollowup action deemed appropriale. 
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H. Inventory Narrative Report 
Upon complelion of !he field portion of !he invenlory, !he party chief prepares a narralive 
report. This must be a concise report covering the impxtanl hems conceminclhe inventory. 
One copy of !he repDf1 is submilled 10 !he Slale Direclor, and another re~ned in !he perms_ 
nenl Districl files for fUlure reference purposes. TIle follow in, ilems should be included: 
I. 
t. Description of iovenlory: 
L Field-. 
b. 1n ... 1ory party; and 
c. Procedurea. 
2- Invenlory activities: 
.. Problema _nlCred and aoIutKx., 
b. VariatiOOI and modifw:atiooa 10 invenlory plan; and 
c. DoIa 'IJIO or problema 
3, 1Io:ornmmdation: 
L Additional data ..-ed; IIDd 
b. Chan .. for fuIurc In.-ia. 
... A"""",alorill.~: 
L PIny OIief; 
b. Area MIIIAp; lad 
c. DiIIrict M ........ 
Additional Required O.ta 
In crder 10 compile !he ooil-ve&fl.ltion data, certain oIber data moal be compiled and IUbmi.-
led willi !he i: •• e_tory 10 !he Service C._1er Director (0212) for comPUIer compilation. 
Theoe include: 
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1. SilA: WrilA:up A .... Acres (by lelal description), Fonn 4412-29 (liIuslrlllion 40). 
2. Fora,e Requiremenl DoLo, Form 4412-3 1 (Illuslration 41). 
3. Liveslock Use Dala, Form 4412-32 (lIIu" ration 42). 
4. PhcnololY Adjuslmenl Dala, Form 4412-)) (lIIuslralion 43). This is compleled if 
!he Districi compules ilS own phenology adjuslmenl faclors. 
S. Ecological Sile Description, Form 4412-34 (IIIUSlration 44). 
• 
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6. DietlUse Factor by Animal and Season, Form 4412-35 (Illustration 45). 
7. Wildlife Use Data, Form 4412-36 (Illustration 46). 
8. Suitability fo< Livestock Grazing, Form 4412-40 (Illustration 47). This is com-
pleted after inventory data is compiled, and submitted to the Service Center (0212) 
prior lO vegetation allocation. 
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Equipment For Soil-Vegetation Inventory Method 
Vqelallon 
t. Hoops for use in defining c ircular plots of desired size: 
.96 sq. fl. = 41.7 inches circumference 
I/IOth guide or .096 sq. ft. = 13.2 inches circumference 
1.92 sq. fl. = 59.0 inches circumference 
I/IOth guide or .192 sq. fl. = 18.64 inches circumference 
4.8 sq. ft . = 93.2 inches circumference 
IIIOth guide or .48 sq. ft. = 29.5 inches circumference 
9.6 sq. ft. = 131.8 inches circumference 
Palo which extends to • length of 9.6 fl with calibt1ltions for .96, 1.92, 4.8 ft . 
2. AccUt1lte spring balances with I or 2 8f1IrD caIibnltions. 
3. A 6 by IO-inch cloth sock or plastic bag. 
4. Letter-size tatum holder, clipboard, or aluminum holder. 
5. Supply of fldd fonns. 
6. An 11 .7-fOOl fine cable or chain .... ith • spike tied on one end for measuring 
IIlOO-acre plol5. 
7. Qippcn for clippi. Vegetltioo. 
8. An 8-fOOltape meaoure delineated in tenth' , . 
9. Pocket-....cope. 
10. Onhophoto quads, .. rial photos, USGS quads, ood maps. 
II . Abney level or Oinometer. 
12. Rapidograph pen. 
13. India ink. 
14. l'ii0i0 pricker. 
15. Tally register. 
16. Hood stapler. 
17. Tentative planl !ipecics list and appropriate: vegetat ion keys. 
18. Plaslic bags for plant collection. 
19. Compass. 
20. Cru iser vest for carrying equipmefll. 
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Soil Inventory 
I. Aerial photo 1:24,000 to l : i2,ooo topographic may (7-112 or IS') -if aerial photos 
oot available. 
2. TtliJlg spade (sharpshooler). 
3. Soil auger - 2 314" diameter with extension handle and two auger heads (sand and 
SIaIIdInI). 
4. Geologist's rock hammer. 
S. OIiaeI-poiotcd bIr. 
6. Pick 
7. Acidity - Alblinity (ph) kit - P.H. kit 
8. Hydrochloric acid solution - 10 pen:ent solution. 
9. lOX hand lens. 
10. CIioomda-or Abney level. 
II. MeasuriDg tape - bach metric and English units. 
12. KDir. - 4- to S-iacb blade. 
13. M ...... lsoilcolorcharts. 
14. Plastic boaIe - 112 pint to I qtWI size. 
IS. Marting pencils - for photo. Photography equipment for field photography. 
16. Office equipment - drafting tools (pens, lettering set, drafting and overlay paper, 
rulen and french CUrYe&, and scales for measuring djstance). 
17. Vehicle., - 4-wheel drive for field inventory mounted with power probe; helicopter 
for pre-inventory, tractor wlback-hoe. 
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• 
Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Codes for Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Codes for 
• 
Vegetation Types and Sub-Types Vegetation Types and Sub-Types 
Fonn 4412·3Oa TYPE CODE NUMBERS SUB-TYPE (July 1979 
UNITED STATES 4. SHRUBS (CON.) 4060 MIXED MOUNTAIN SHRUB DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 4061 BLACKBRUSH BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 4062 CACTUS 
4063 JOSHUA TREE AUlomatic Data Processing (ADP) Codes for 
4064 YUCCA Vegetation Types aod SuI>-Types 
406~ WHITETHORN 
TYPE CODE NUMBERS SUB-TYPE 4066 PALOVERDE CERCI 
4067 BURSAGE FRDE· FRDU 
I. GRASS 1001 SHORT GRASS 4068 CATCLAW 
1002 MID GRASS 4069 SUT'OL 
1001 TAll GRASS 4070 MARIOLA 
4071 SNAKEWEEO 2. GRASSLIKE 2001 SEDGE 
4072 FRINGED SAGEBRUSH 2002 RUSH 
4073 CLUBMOSS 
1. PERENNIAl FORBS 3001 PERENNIAL FORB 4074 WILWW 
4. SHRUBS 4001 BLACK GREASE WOOD 407~ TU~NEBRUSHHALA 
4002 BAILEY'S GREASEWooD 4076 BURROWEED H,\TE 
4011 CREOSOTO BUSH 4077 MORMAN TEA 
4012 TARBUSH 4078 SKUNK BUSH 
• • 4013 BRooMDALEA 
4079 OCOTILLA 
4080 SACAHUISTE 401~ WINTERFAT 
4021 MESQUITE 4081 AWER 
4011 SHADSCALE 4999 OTHER SHRUBS 
4032 NUTTAL SALTBRUSH ~. BROADlEAFTREES 5074 WIlLOW 
4033 MAT SALTBUSH 507~ DESERT WILWW 
4034 FOURWING SALTBUSH 5077 BIRCH·AlASKA 
403~ OTHER SAL TBUSHES 5079 BALSAM POPLAR· 
4036 DESERT SALTBUSH ATPO COTTONSEED 
4037 MIXED DESERT SHRUB 5081 RED ALDER 
4041 BIG SAGEBRUSH 5082 POPLAR· BIRCH 
4042 LOW SAGEBRUSH 5083 ASPEN 
4043 BLACK SAGEBRUSH S084 CALIFORNIA BLACK OAK 
4044 OTHER SAGEBRUSItES 508~ COTTONWOOD 
4045 RABOITORUSH 5086 MAPLE 
4046 SAND SAGE S087 ORGON WHITE OAK 
4O~1 CHAMISE S088 MADRONE 
4052 MANZANITA 5089 TAN OAK 
4053 CEANIYTHUS 5999 OTHER BROADLEAFTREES 
4054 SHINNERY OAK 6. CON IFER 6001 IXlUGLAS I'IR 4O~5 CHAPARRAl. 
4056 MOUNTAIN MMIIXiANY 6002 OOU(a .AS I'IR·WESTERN 
IlF.MLOCK 
• 
4057 IJITTERIIRUSfi 
6(K)) PORT ORFORD CEDAR 
• 
4058 OAKBIWSH 
6004 DOUGLAS FIR·WfIiTE FIR 4059 SERVICEIIERRY 
6011 PONDEROSA PINE 
t63 164 
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Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Codes for 
Vegetation Types and Sub-Types 
TYPE CODE NUMBERS SUB-TYPE 
CONIFER (CON.) 6012 JEFFREY PINE 
6013 PONDEROSA PINE-SUGAR 
PINE-FIR 
6014 SUGAR PINE 
6015 INCENSE CEDAR 
6021 WESTERN WHITE PINE 
6031 WHITE FIR 
6032 RED FIR 
6033 GRAND FIR 
6034 PACIFIC SILVER FIR 
6035 ENGLISHMANN SPRUCE 
6036 ENfa.lSHMANN SPRUCE-
SUBALPINE FIR 
6037 WHITE SPRUCE 
6038 BLUE SPRUCE 
6039 NOBLE FIR 
6041 WESTERN RED CEDAR 
6042 SITKA SPRUCE 
6043 BLACK SPRUCE 
6047 MOUNTAIN HEMLOCK 
6048 WESTERN HEMLOCK 
6055 WESTERN LARCH 
6056 GRAND FIR-I.ARCH-
DOUGLAS FIR 
6057 PONDEROSA PINE-LARCH-
DOUGLAS FIR 
6058 LAROI TAMARACK-ALSKA 
6061 LOlXiEPOLE PINE 
6071 REDWOOD 
6091 COULTER PINE 
6092 DIGGER PINE-OAK 
6093 PINYON-JUNIPER 
6094 KNOBCONE PINE 
6095 BRISTI.ECONE PI NE 
6096 WIi ITEBARK PINE-
UMBER PINE 
6097 PINYON 
6088 JUNIPER 
6999 U TfiER CONIf-l ,R 
7. CRYTOGAMS 7001 LlCl IEN-MOSS 
7002 MOSS 
700J LICHEN 
7004 "ERN 
7999 OTfIER 
165 
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Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Codes for 
• 
Vegetation Types and Sub-Types 
TYI'E CODE NUMBERS SUB-TYPE 
8. BARREN 8001 BADLAND 
8002 BEACHES 
8003 BLOWN-OUT LAND 
8004 CINDER LAND 
8005 DRY LAKE BED 
8006 DUMPS 
8007 DUNE LAND 
8008 GULLIED LAND 
8009 GYPSUM LAND 
8010 LAVA FlOWS 
SOil OIL-WASTE LAND 
8012 PITS 
801l PLAYAS 
8014 QUARRIES 
8015 RIVERWASH 
8016 ROCK OUTCROP 
8017 RUBBLE LAND 
8018 SALT FLATS 
SOl9 SCORIA LAND 
• 
8020 SLICKENS 
802 1 SLICK SPOTS 
8999 OTHER 
9. ANNUAL GRASSES 9001 OIEATGRASS 
9002 MEDUSMIEAD RYh 
9003 RED BROME 
9005 THREE-AWN 
9006 SIX-WEEKS GRAMA 
9999 OTHER 
10. ANNUAL FORIlS 0001 FILAGREE 
0002 HALOGETON 
0999 OTHER 
166 
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Standard Land-Form Coding and Descriptions 
FORM 44 I 2-30B 
(JULY (979) 
UNITED SfATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
STANDARD LAND-FORM CODING AND DESCRII7fIONS 
(FOR USE IN COMPLETING FORMS 4412-30 AND 44 12-38) 
AL F Alluvial Fan: the fanlike deposit of a s tream where it issues fmm a gorge upon .. p lain 
or o f:l tribulary stream ncaf or at its junction with irs mai n Slrcam. (Webster) 
ALP Alluvial Plain: 
I. A level or gently s loping Oat or .. slighlly undul:lI ing land surface resulling frol11 
extensive deposition of alluyial malerials by running wOller. (Webste r) 
2. A pla in fonned by lalefa l coaJe.o;cencc of all uyial f:ms 
(3 piedmont alluvial plain). (Webster) 
BAL Radlancl(s): .. region charncleri zcd by the intricate and sharp erosional sculpture of 
genera ll y weak rocks usually fonning nearly horizontal beds, generally developing 
in decomposed granite. loess, or other soft material. lacking or having on ly scanty 
vcgetation. and cons isting of s teep. burrowed. or fantmaica lly fonned hills. hlbryin . 
thine d rainage. and norma lly dry watercourses or arroyos. (Webster) 
BYE Bas in Floor E~ te rnal : a basi n floor which drains into another area. 
BF) Basi n Floor Interna l: a basin from which there is no outward drainage. 
8MR Bog Ma"h Riparian 
BTT Bulte : an isolated hill or a small mountain with steep nr prec ipitous s ides and a top 
variously fl at. rounded. or pointed thai may be residual mass isolated by erosion. a 
vo lcanic cone . or an c~poscd vokanic neck. and that usually ha.l) a smaller sumrnit 
area than a mesa. (Wc:bster) 
CAl.. Caldera(s ): :1 crater whose di amet~r is many times th;U of lhe volcanic ve nt because 
of lhe collapse or fO uhsidence of the ccnlral pan of a volcano or hccause of exp losions 
of e~traordi nary violence. (Webster) 
CAN Canyon: a deep narrow va lley with precipi tous sides charac teristic of reg ions where 
downward CUlling of the s treams great ly exccc(b weathering: Gorge. (We hster) 
CF_'i Cue"'a : ~1lIt hwc fO I ; a .. loping pla m e"pcc iall y with the uprer cnd allhecrcst nfadiff: 
a hill or ridge wi lh a .. tecp face un one s l(le and genl le .. IIJpc on Ihe other. (We bster) 
nOM Do me: a rounded mnunlain lop or va .. t mo und of icc. (Wchsler) 
167 
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Standard Land-Form Coding and Descriptions (continued) 
FPL Flood Plain: 
GCR 
I . A flat or nearly flat surf3ce that may be submcrgcd by floodwaters. (Webster) 
2. A pl:lin built up o r in the process of being buill up by stream deposition. 
(Webster) 
Glac ial Cirque 
GMR Glacial Morraine: the ridge-like accumulation of sedimenls deposited by a g lacier. 
GO\V Glac ial Oulwa.<ih: the stralHied lI1alerial dcpos iled hy st reams o f melt-water as it 
nows away from a glacie r. 
GTO Glacia l Trough 
GUL (jully: a miniature valley or gorge worn in the earth originally by running water 
through which water usually runs on ly a fter rai ns. (Wehster) 
HOK Hogback: a ridge of land fo rmed hy the outcropping edges of lilted strata; broadly. 
a ridge with a sharp summit and s teeply s loping sides. (Webster) 
H11.. Hill : a natura l elevation of land of local arca and well -de fined outline ; a more or less 
rounded elevation as contrasted with ~ peaked or precipitous one. (Webster) 
IPR Inlennillent Playa Riparian: 
KRS Karst 
LCP Lacustrine Plain: a nat o r nearly n at surface. 
MSA Mesa: a usually isolaled hill or mountain hav ing abrupl or steeply s loping s ides and 
a leve llnp that is composed of a resistant. nearly hurizontal stra tum of roc k and is 
usually grealer in area than Ihal of a hU!le : a small isu lated plateau . (Webste r) 
MTN Mountain and Deeply Dissected Plateaus: a slecp c1c vation with a restricled summit 
arc:! projecting 1000 fcel or more above the sUfToulHJillg land surfacc . (Webster) 
OLR Lake Riparian 
ORR P.cservoi r Riparian 
OSR Stream Riparia n 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Standard Land-Form Coding and Descriptions (concluded) 
PED Pediment: a broad. genlly sloping bt::drock s urface with low rel id thai is si tuated ill 
the fool of a much sleeper mountain slope in an arid or sCl11i ·arid region ~ is usually 
covered with a thin veneer of alluvial gravel and sand and is an erosional surface in 
contrast to ;} depositional piedmont plain. (Webster) 
PEP Peneplain or Plateau: an erosion surface of cOl'\siderahle area and slight relief - also 
""lied C!!!InuwU. (Webster) 
PMT Piedmont lying or formed allhe base of mountain. (Webster) 
PYA Playa: an undrained desert basin thai becomes al times ;} shallow lake on which 
evaporation may leave a deposit of slat or gypsum. (Webster) 
RDG Ridge: a range of hills or mountains or the upper pan of such a range; an extended 
elevation between valleys . (Webster) 
SBS Suhsidence: an arca with subsidence from subsurface mining. 
SDL Saddle: a ridge connecting two higher elevalion . .. low point in the crest line of a 
ridge. (Webster) 
SON Sand Dune: a hill or ridge of , and piled up by the wind commo nly found .Iong 
shore.'i. along some ri ver valleys. and gcnerolly where there is dry surface sand during 
some part of the year. (Webster) 
SNK Sinkhole 
SRP Scarp: a line of cliffs produced by faultin g or erosion, . &l!I1..S= . cliff or 
escarpment directl y resulting from an uplift along one side o f .. fault. (Websler) 
SUR Sub-Riparian 
TRC Terrace: .. leve l and ordinarily r.lIhcr narrow plain. usually with a Sleep front 
bordering a ri ver, 3 lake. or the sea; 3 lopogrophic bench. (Websler) 
VAL Valley: 
I. An e10ngale de pression of Ihe earth' s surface commonly sil ualcd bel ween 
rangcJ of hills or mounlains and often comprising a dr3inagc 3rC3. 
2. An area of generally nal land eX lending lIlany miles inland and dr.li ncd or 
wate red by a la rge rive r and ils lri bulary slreams. (Websler) 
WMR Web Meadow Ripari an 
t69 
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